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ABSTRACT
This dissertation examines the rise of global health assistance among states,
multilateral institutions and NGOs. Resources devoted to global public health expanded
rapidly in the 1990s and 2000s, outpacing other areas of development. New agencies
have emerged to address public health issues, and existing organizations such as the
UNDP, World Bank and EU have expanded their global health operations. Critics fear
that the global health regime will become inefficient as it grows, duplicating tasks and
skewing resources. The regime complex literature predicts similar suboptimal outcomes.
These fears are overblown. While certain inefficiencies are likely as any regime expands,
data shows that the allocation of resources generally reflects global health needs.
Increased competition, thought to lessen efficiency, has actually pressured multilateral
actors to specialize. Specialization offsets the problem of overlapping tasks.
The modern global health regime is characterized by increased size, competition,
specialization, and a prevailing consensus that emphasizes health as a central component
of international development. This consensus holds that societal health prefigures
economic growth. The international community, moreover, should cost effectively use
increased aid to address the worst disease burdens in the poorest countries. In the cases
of states, domestic interests play a role in shaping specialization patterns. Pressure from
increased international competition has pressed multilateral institutions to reform and
adapt to changing conditions in order to remain relevant in a denser global environment.
The diverse cases explored in this dissertation (US, Japan, Sweden, Canada, World Bank,
WHO, UNDP and EU) show high degrees of specialization and a surprisingly similar
adherence to the consensus.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Global public health is a central concern of the current international development
effort. The exponential growth in international resources devoted to combating disease
has led to a potentially unwieldy “regime complex” that, many would argue, has been
duly criticized for its inefficiency and overlap. This dissertation looks at factors in global
health’s rise that we miss by applying the regime complex narrative. The modern regime,
I argue, is notable for increasingly specialized approaches among actors, a development
in global public health that actually reduces inefficient, overlapping tasks. Contrary to
criticisms, the regime as a whole is distributing aid in a way that approximates the global
burden of disease to a strong degree. Nevertheless there is a conventional prediction that
regimes grow more stilted and inefficient as they increase in size and overlapping
mandates. A recent symposium on the consequences of greater regime complexity found
this to be true across a variety of issue areas—ranging from trade, human rights,
intellectual property, security and election monitoring.1 We have much to worry about if
the symposium’s analysis amounts to a general rule about the consequences of the
expansion of formal international cooperation in the 21st century. If greater complexity
in the global health regime is unable to expand without minimizing attendant
inefficiencies, then the immediate future looks bleak for those individuals that the regime
is intended to help.
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If growth in resources, mandates and organization is a source of at least partial
inefficiencies due to conflicting interests among donors and international bureaucrats,
nowhere should such inefficiencies be more apparent than in the arena of global health.
The global health regime has grown remarkably over the past two decades and is now
composed of a vast network of states, multilateral institutions and non-governmental
organizations. It has origins in the creation of the World Health Organization in 1948, a
UN autonomous agency charged with monitoring epidemics and coordinating
international responses to them. Today, however, the regime encompasses a large
number of donor states, bilateral and multilateral programs, as well as non-governmental
organizations. Its growth is apparent also in the mandates given to these organizations
and the resources devoted to combating disease around the world.
Much of this dramatic increase in financial resources has come in the form of
Official Development Assistance (ODA) devoted to health, making health one of the
fastest growing sectors of international aid. In 1974, aid to global health totaled only
$1.9 billion in 2005 dollars. By 2006 aid to global health increased ten-fold to a record
$19.6 billion. During the same period, aid to health expanded from five percent of all
development assistance to a record 16.5 percent.2 There was also remarkable growth in
the number of bilateral and multilateral agencies that emerged to fight epidemics. These
include the creation of UNAIDS, the Global Fund, and the President’s Emergency
Program for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR). Just as significant has been the increased number
of existing agencies that have prioritized health. The World Bank, for instance, has
2
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arguably become the central multilateral player in the global public health regime, and
has altered the regime’s fabric considerably.3 Growing private institutions such as the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation are adding further to this patchwork.
An abundance of scholarship in the area of global health points toward an
increasingly disjointed cacophony of global health activity as the regime has expanded.
The new money the rich world has poured into global health coffers, they argue, does not
mirror the actual patterns of disease in the developing world. Laurie Garrett’s
provocative article “The Challenge of Global Health” caused a stir in the development
community by contending that funds for global health are misallocated. The following
passage summarizes Garrett’s indictment:
[B]ecause the efforts this money is paying for are largely uncoordinated
and directed mostly at specific high profile diseases—rather than at public
health in general—there is a grave danger that the current age of
generosity could not only fall short of expectations but actually make
things worse on the ground.4
Garrett’s critique reflects an emerging consensus that the global health regime has
become dollar-for-dollar increasingly ineffective over time. This dissertation reaches a
different conclusion. It notes that the patterns to which Garrett and others point are
apparent in specific settings, but that when viewed in its totality, the global health regime
has become more efficient over time in important ways. As the global public health
regime has seen its disconnected bureaucracy expand, a process of specialization has
emerged that shows evidence of a division of labor between actors. As the bureaucracies
3
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within the regime complex have grown larger and allegedly more tangled, actors within
the regime have shown a greater inclination toward reducing inefficiencies and better
meeting the requirements of the global burden of disease.
Competition in global health—largely regarded in the literature as an inhibitor to
efficiency—also serves to force international agencies to maintain relevance by finding
distinct specializations. In this case increased politicization with regard to bureaucratic
competition had several positive effects by pushing agencies into specialized functions.
This reduced the overlap that is frequently associated with regime complexity. State
actors, too, while not subject to the same competitive pressures as IGOs, have also
developed narrow specialties in the global health arena, a fact which has served to limit
the problem of overlap. Thirdly, there is a worldwide movement in global health that is
pressing actors in the regime to reduce overlapping tasks by developing comparative
advantages and specializing. In this sense, new norms are emerging that reframe global
health as a development issue and promote specialization as a way to make the regime
address its tasks more efficiently.
This introductory chapter offers broad evidence for my argument that bilateral
and multilateral donors are approximating the actual burden of disease in the developing
world to a surprising degree. The correlation is not uniform with the burden of disease,
but is unexpectedly close given the groundswell of scholarly arguments that expect the
contrary. Underlying these patterns are individual actors within the regime, whose roles
and priorities vary starkly. Even though donors have increased global health outlays,
they have also narrowed their range of priority issues. Most choose to specialize in just
one or two areas. Smaller actors, correspondingly, also adopt highly specialized roles
4

such as advocacy, ground level partnerships, or resource coordination. To understand
these important patterns we must take into account factors hitherto under-explored in
public health. They include increased competition between multilateral institutions and
NGOs to maintain relevance, and a growing ideology of economic approaches to
development that has even been evident in state bureaucracies. This occurs in addition to
positive domestic feedback within agencies and donors. These factors led to improved
efficiency despite increased regime density.
This chapter proceeds in three parts. The first section illustrates two key findings
that have thus far been under-explored: the high propensity for specialization in global
health and the general proximity of global health resources with actual global need. The
latter finding is evident in the worldwide distribution of global aid to health. For the
former claim I offer preliminary data. The second section explicates my central
argument, summarized in the previous paragraph. It also illustrates an important change
in global health: we see a high degree of ideological conformity encouraging
specialization as well as cost-effectiveness within the regime. Global health, moreover,
has itself become a precondition for economic growth. As we will see throughout this
dissertation, these ideational changes had important consequences for the actual practice
of global health funding. The final section is an overview of the data and methodological
approaches taken in this dissertation, and the conclusion maps how the remaining
chapters proceed.

5

1.1 Is Bigger Worse?
1.1.1 Growth in Health Financing
The regime complex literature, as well as an array of critical analysis in global
public health, predicts the regime to grow less effective as it expands. My analysis based
on the data collected for this project, however, suggests a less pessimistic scenario.
Increased complexity, volume and density within a regime complex do not necessarily
lead to the increased misallocation of resources. The global public health regime has
grown substantially in size and complexity since the early 1990s. The most obvious of
these changes is the dramatic increase in overall resources dedicated to health. As Kates,
Morrison and Lief note, “High level attention to global health has risen markedly over the
past two decades, particularly since 2000.”5 The OECD’s Creditor Reporting System, the
main source of data for this project, collects data on aid to global health since 1974. In
constant dollars, this data show that aid to health saw a ten-fold increase. In the period
from 2000 to 2004, total world ODA to health exceeded $55 billion, up from $38.8
billion over the previous five year period. This amount is still less than what it would
take to provide universally accessible care in the developing world, but has led to scaled
up responses on a variety of global health fronts.6
This growth in funds sparked fierce expert debate over allocation. As Kates,
Morrison and Lief argue, “investments in health seem to be uneven, raising cautionary
5
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Health for Economic Development (Geneva: World Health Organization 2001).
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notes about the global community’s ability to meet, let alone sustain, financial needs over
time.”7 New funds may be there, but priorities are awry. Science reporter Laurie Garrett,
who has sparked considerable debate over the issue, states this position well. She
contends that aid is “stovepiped” down to specific issue areas that are not necessarily
reflective of the global burden of disease.
Stovepiping tends to reflect the interests and concerns of the donors, not
the recipients. Diseases and health conditions that enjoy a temporary
spotlight in rich countries garner the most attention and money. This
means that advocacy, the whims of foundations, and the particular
concerns of wealthy individuals and governments drive practically the
entire global public health effort. Today the top three killers in most poor
countries are maternal death around childbirth and pediatric respiratory
and intestinal infections leading to death from pulmonary failure or
uncontrolled diarrhea. But few women’s rights groups put safe pregnancy
near the top of their list of priorities, and there is no dysentery lobby or
celebrity attention given to coughing babies.8
Garrett contends that the influx of funds do not correlate well with the global
burden of disease. Instead of addressing in-country health issues holistically by boosting
local health infrastructures, global donors rely too heavily on “vertical” disease-specific
programs. This contention has been regularly reiterated in the global health literature.
Shiffman’s study of the effects of increased funding for HIV/AIDS found evidence of a
“displacement effect” on other health issues, including general health infrastructure and
population funding.9 Mackellar’s study of the CRS database’s aid to health also noted
disproportionate allocation toward communicable diseases characterized as “poor,” such

7
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as respiratory illness, HIV/AIDS and malaria. Drastically underemphasized by the global
health regime, according to Mackellar, are non-communicable diseases like heart disease,
cancer and stroke, which receive no directly assigned development assistance.10 The
study by Kates, Morrison and Leif echoed these findings, describing the overall picture of
global health funding as “uneven,” with increases being driven by programs for AIDS
and sexually transmitted diseases while funding for other key issues stagnated.11
Along with a greater volume of aid has come greater bureaucratic complexity.
There has been a massive merger between public health and international development,
combining what are arguably separate regimes toward a common purpose: reducing the
global burden of disease. A variety of development agencies have prioritized global
health, particularly the World Bank and United Nations Development Program (UNDP),
with both playing a central role in shaping global health’s normative agenda. There was
also a proliferation of altogether new actors as global health gained traction as a central
development issue. This includes the creation of new bureaucratic agencies with a great
deal of overlap, such as PEPFAR and the Global Fund to fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and
Malaria. Just as much of the regime complex literature predicts, the school of thought led
by Garrett sees greater inefficiencies as the regime grows and agencies such as these
pursue similar mandates, with no formal coordination or hierarchy between them. Such
problems are worsening, they say, under conditions of increased size and bureaucracy.
This study makes two findings showing that the growing public health regime
does not suffer from inefficiency and misallocation to the extent that its critics suggest.
10
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First, contrary to claims of massive overlap as donors grow more numerous and devote
more aid by volume, distinct patterns of specialization have emerged. Individual donors,
the data show, have chosen to specialize in a small number of issues rather than the
whole gamut of the global disease burden, thus reducing the chances of overlap. Second,
this amalgamates into a global pattern of resource distribution that is surprisingly close to
the actual burdens of disease in the developing world given the prevailing pessimism.
Moreover, these are defining characteristics of the global health regime that have so far
been inadequately explored.
1.1.2 Specialization
Increased specialization in global public health is a countervailing force against
potential inefficiencies due to increased bureaucracy. It serves to decrease overlap and,
in the case of global health, comes closer to addressing the global burden of disease than
either global health critics or the regime complexity school would expect. The key
argument of this study is that specialization has increased across the board in global
health, among multilateral institutions, states, and NGOs alike. This is evident in the
development assistance patterns of major donors, who have increasingly prioritized a
small handful of issues rather than attempting to address the entire spectrum of the global
disease burden. While it devotes considerable attention to other health issues, HIV/AIDS
received half of all the ODA that the US distributed toward global health in 2006, and
nearly triple the amount of the next largest category. Its pattern of aid distribution is
particularly unique, because it specialized for decades in maternal health. Maternal
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health was the US’s leading recipient of health aid in the 1980s and 1990s, despite being
relatively neglected by the rest of the world.
There are other important examples of specialization. According to the OECD,
Japan devotes 60 percent of its health ODA to water sanitation.12 More than half of
Swedish ODA to health goes to health sector development. Canada devotes roughly 55
percent of its program to two issues, AIDS and infrastructure development. In the five
year period from 2000 to 2004, Norway devoted half of its health ODA to infrastructure
development. The Netherlands during this period devoted a third of its aid to
infrastructure development. Switzerland devoted 80 percent of its health ODA to
infrastructure and water sanitation together. France devoted a combined 83 percent of
health aid to these two issues. The United Kingdom, the least specialized donor in this
data set, devoted 20 percent of its aid to maternal health and nearly a quarter to
HIV/AIDS. Australia devotes 65 percent of its health ODA to infrastructure. Italy
devotes 80 percent of its health allocations to infrastructure and water sanitation, roughly
the same percentages as Denmark. Germany devoted well over half of its ODA to water
sanitation. Note that among the European donors we see a tremendous amount of
specialization in issues other than HIV/AIDS, which scholars have identified as the
central force in driving up overall allocations.13
We also see significant patterns of specialization among multilateral donors. The
European Union specializes in water sanitation and health infrastructure and has focused
12

This data derives from the OECD’s CRS database. All state and multilateral figures on aid
allocation come from this data unless otherwise noted.
13
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minimally on HIV/AIDS, a pattern similar to the bilateral European cases shown above.14
The World Bank, which like the US has a more diversified aid portfolio, has resorted
increasingly to specialization, focusing on infrastructural, sanitation and (recently) AIDS
programs. The Bank, as we will see below, has been a central purveyor of an economic
approach to global health that emphasizes specialization, efficiency, reduced overlap, the
utilization of comparative advantages, and cost effective measures that target the global
burden of disease. We also see the practice of specialization among regional
development banks. The African Development Bank specializes in infrastructure and
water sanitation, devoting less than 6 percent of its health related outlays to HIV/AIDS
during the 2000 to 2004 span. That HIV/AIDS is not a high priority is surprising given
the devastation wrought by AIDS in Africa (number one on Africa’s list of disease
burdens). It is less so when we consider the greatly increased influxes of aid coming
from the US, Canada, the World Bank and other AIDS specialists. It is also less
surprising when we consider Africa’s infrastructural deficits. The Asian Development
Bank, for its part, committed 75 percent of its funding to infrastructure and water
sanitation.
Roll taking is an equally important form of specialization, defined by the general
approach that actors take to address global health concerns. There have been remarkable
role fluctuations in recent years, particularly with multilateral institutions and NGOs.
Organizations usurp the positions of others, forcing the marginalized actors to adapt.
They must carve out new roles to stay relevant in the division of labor. Capital weak

14
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agencies such as UNAIDS, the UNDP, and the WHO seek to exert their influence by
assuming coordinating roles. They assist recipient countries in dealing with the influxes
of aid, and in navigating the multiple channels for aid that have cropped up as the regime
expands. They also use their public legitimacy as political capital, giving them the moral
authority to impact the world development agenda through activism. These organizations
have assumed important roles in negotiating down drug prices, pressuring states for aid,
and highlighting under-funded diseases. They have also been central to global efforts to
enhance efficiency. Meanwhile, organizations with deep pockets dominate aid outlays.
The World Bank, for instance, has utilizes its significant capitalization to become one of
the world’s largest purveyors of concessional loans. A similar pattern is becoming more
evident among NGOs as well, with the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation assuming a
major role in global aid distribution and in global governance over development issues
generally.
1.1.3 Conformity with Disease Burden
The global distribution of resources, measured in terms of development
assistance, generally reflects the burden of disease—and certainly does so to a greater
extent than that suggested by the regime’s critics. True, there are areas in which global
funding allocations do not perfectly correlate with disease burden. The two areas where
this is the case are child health and basic nutrition, which are two of the deadliest
epidemics in the lesser developed world. Perinatal conditions are the leading cause of
death among children under fifteen years of age, comprising 20 percent of all deaths in

12

this age group.15 They account for 6.4 percent of disease burden in low and middle
income countries, more than HIV/AIDS.16 These respective health concerns have seen a
marked decline in their share of ODA, from a peak of 13.85 percent in the period from
1990-1994 to 7.02 percent from 2000-2004. ODA toward basic nutrition has undergone
a similar, albeit less abrupt pattern. Aid in this category confronts the most dangerous
risk factors in the impoverished world, accounting for 14.2 percent of disease burden.17
Yet aid to basic nutrition remains remarkably low, peaking at 1.62 percent in the period
from 1990 to 1994 and dropping to 1.31 percent by 2000-2004.
Issues of general health infrastructure, thought to be under-prioritized, are actually
a high priority for donors. Figure 1.1 below shows the total world health ODA toward
six major health issues addressed by the global public health regime. The graph shows
the change over the last six five-year intervals reported by the OECD. These six health
issues represent the majority of the disease burden in low and middle income countries
(the combined recipients of all ODA) and a large majority of total health ODA.18 Health
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Alan D. Lopez, Colin D. Mathers, Majid Ezzati, Dean T. Jamison, and Christopher J.L. Murray,
Global Burden of Disease and Risk Factors (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), p. 72.
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This data comes from the CRS database. “Maternal Health and Perinatal Conditions” combines
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Population (HAP).” “Water sanitation” combines the water sanitation categories for both large and small
systems. “General Health Sector Development” combines the health infrastructure categories that aren’t
directly assigned to a particular issue: Health policy and administration management, medical education
and training, medical research, medical services, basic health care, basic health infrastructure, health
education and health personnel development. These six categories are then calculated as a percentage of
total health ODA, which is the sum of assistance to health, population and water policies. This calculation
of total health ODA was previously used by David E. Bloom, “Governing Global Health: How Better
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infrastructure and water sanitation have been consistently the regime’s top priorities and
both received unprecedented gains over the period between 1995 and 1999. According to
OECD calculations, aid to health infrastructure affects a variety of health emergencies.
Just as importantly, it provides the only form of ODA within the CRS’s categorization
system that addresses non-communicable diseases (such as cancer, heart attack and
stroke) which have become the largest sources of disease burden in low and middle
income countries.19
Figure 1.1: World Health ODA to Major Issue Areas

Source: CRS Database. In Millions of US Dollars (2005).

Coordination can Advance Global Health and Improve Value for Money,” Finance and Development
(2007): 31-35.
19

Mackeller, “Priorities in Global Assistance for Health, AIDS and Population (HAP).”
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Figure 1.2: Leading Disease Burdens in Low and Middle Income Countries (2001)
Health Issue
Share of Disease Burden
Perinatal Conditions
6.4 percent
Lower Respiratory Infections
6.0
Heart Disease
5.2
HIV/AIDS
5.1
Cerebrovascular Disease
4.5
Diarrheal Diseases
4.2
Unipolar Depressive Disorders
3.1
Malaria
2.9
Tuberculosis
2.6
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 2.4
Source: Disease Control Priorities Project

Similarly, water sanitation addresses one of the largest concerns in the global
public health regime, with 800 million people lacking clean drinking water according to
the UN. Its place as a high priority is consistent with its position as a leading detriment
to health. This is particularly the case in equatorial regions lacking clean water
infrastructure and suffering from water-born disease. Japan is the world’s leader in
development assistance toward this area. Generally thought to have been overshadowed
by HIV/AIDS, health infrastructure and water sanitation issues benefit from a wide
variety of donors, particularly from Europe, who specialize in these areas. After modest
gains, however, HIV/AIDS was the largest overall beneficiary of new funding for global
health during the last decade. During the period between 2000 and 2004 funding for
HIV/AIDS (including STD control) reached nearly $10 billion, up from less than $2
billion during the 1995-1999 cycle.20 “HIV/AIDS and STD control” is currently the
second largest statistical category behind general health infrastructure. The second major
20

Within the latest cycle, HIV/AIDS received most of these gains in later years, making its gains
all the more impressive. Also, although the CRS database combines HIV/AIDS with “STD Control,” it is
believed that nearly 100 percent of the programs reported are actually for HIV/AIDS.
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category to see a sharp increase in funds is infectious disease control, which includes
treatments for such major diseases as tuberculosis and malaria. Funding for this category
increased from less than $2 billion to more than $4 billion in the latest five year cycle.
The high prioritization of AIDS and other infectious diseases does in fact reflect their
high impact, most particularly in areas that can be defined as “low” rather than “middle”
income. This is especially the case in the priority regions of Africa where AIDS,
tuberculosis and malaria are among the highest disease burdens (see figure 1.3 below).
Critics contend that the public health regime has placed too great an emphasis on
single issues, particularly AIDS, tuberculosis and Malaria, at the expense of the more
holistic priority of global health development. However, as these figures show, general
health sector development is the regime’s highest priority. This spending is substantially
applied toward non-communicable diseases that comprise a growing share of disease
burdens in low and middle income countries, as shown in figure 1.2. This is followed by
water sanitation, which is a leading risk factor in poor countries. Moreover, the emphasis
on AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria reflects a growing focus on Africa in the 2000s,
which has become the central priority region of international development efforts. Figure
1.3 below shows the leading disease burdens in Sub-Saharan Africa. This pattern of
disease burden is distinct from “low and middle income countries” because the vast
majority of this region is officially low income and has not made the epidemiological
transition toward non-communicable and chronic illness.
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Figure 1.3 Leading Disease Burdens in Sub-Saharan Africa (2001)
Health Issue
HIV/AIDS
Malaria
Lower Respiratory Infections
Diarrheal Diseases
Perinatal Conditions
Measles
Tuberculosis
Road Traffic Accidents
Pertussis
Protean Energy Malnutrition

Share of Disease Burden
16.5 percent
10.3
8.8
6.4
5.8
3.9
2.3
1.8
1.8
1.5

Source: Disease Control Priorities Project

Figure 1.4 below puts into sharper relief the overall prioritization in global public
health by share. This chart shows funding for the six major global health issues as a
percentage of total world health ODA. When viewed in terms of overall share, only
infectious disease control and HIV/AIDS show gains, while the other four major
categories decline. Patterns of distribution by share in world health ODA do reflect an
over-emphasis on HIV/AIDS as scholars in the area of public health contend. Yet, as can
be seen in figure 1.1, real funding for most major health categories continued to rise
steadily—and in much closer correspondence to the global burden of disease than the
regime’s intense critics indicate. This finding casts doubt on the premise that greater
resources to global health invite the potential for even greater misallocation. As the
OECD data suggest, the global public health regime has allocated development assistance
in a manner closer to disease burden as the regime has expanded.
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Figure 1.4: World Health ODA to Major Issue Areas by Percentage Share

Source: CRS Database.

1.2 Why Specialization?
The patterns of resource distribution and roll taking illustrated above suggest a
less pessimistic scenario than the regime’s critics suggest. As the global public health
regime grows, there is evidence that it is reducing overlapping inefficiencies by
producing an effective informal division of labor. This dissertation offers two central
explanations for why we see these trends. First, increased regime density—while
potentially raising complexities, ambiguities, and increasing costs—also produces
increased competition among agencies struggling to maintain relevance. They seek to
maintain their value added to the goal of improved world health, and potentially their
bureaucratic survival, by playing specialized, complimentary roles. This is particularly
the case with multilateral agencies and NGOs, which rely on external support. Second,
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specialization creates positive feedback within actors, reinforcing interests and fostering
expertise around specific issue areas. This, in particular, spurs the specialization process
among states which are less affected by the competitive process.
1.2.2 The Role of Competition
Competition between agencies increases as regimes grow more dense and
complex. Global health has seen existing agencies become newly integral to its regime
complex, and has seen new agencies created within it. This has placed considerable
pressure on actors, particularly on non-state actors within the regime, which have been
forced to adapt to retain relevance. As former UNDP head Mark Malloch Brown asked,
“What do you do when you have done such a good job of persuading others that you have
the right ideas that they are doing them as well now, and on a much bigger scale with a
lot more resources?”21 Even the World Bank, which has emerged as the largest
multilateral financial arm in global health, has been forced to confront the question of
increased competition.22 And nowhere have competitive pressures been more evident
than in the case of the World Health Organization (WHO), which during the regime’s
early years was the undisputed central multilateral forum for global health. With the rise
of rival agencies it has had to drastically redesign its role according to what it sees as its
comparative advantages relative to emergent powers including the Bank.23
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Under these conditions we can expect specialization to play a considerable role.
Increasing competition has caused actors within the regime to develop unique
comparative advantages or utilize existing ones to distinguish their activities from those
of their competitors. This functions to reduce the overlap and general inefficiencies that
Garrett and other critics worry about as the regime grows. This hypothesis makes
rationalist assumptions, presuming that actors in the global public health regime seek to
maximize their material well-being by maintaining relevance in the global effort to
promote better health. This factor is particularly important for multilateral agencies and
NGOs, for whom maintaining relevance is essential for attracting regular streams of
financing, and ultimately survival. Specialization under conditions of competition acts as
a countervailing force against the bureaucratic inefficiency that the regime complex
literature expects as regimes grow in density and complexity.
By situating multilateral agencies at the center of this argument, I also make
another central contention. These actors are, in important ways, just as affected by
internal politics as bilateral institutions. Dani Rodrik contends that we are more likely to
see less politicized aid emerge from multilateral actors.24 Helen Milner, building on this
school of thought, contends that these institutions have a level of legitimacy that states
lack, including a greater public trust according to polls.25 There is logic to this
widespread belief—multilateral institutions indeed are one level removed from domestic24
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level interests. However, my research for this dissertation identifies an overriding
interest among individual institutions that in this case figure centrally into role taking and
resource allocation: survival amidst increased competition. Their efforts to maintain
relevancy affect their decision-making in these areas. The result is often increased
specialization which serves to reduce overlap.
1.2.3 The Role of Feedback Effects
There are positive feedback effects that are both internal and external to actors in
the global health regime that reinforce the practice of specialization. This effect for states
is, in a large sense, domestic. While state agencies are typically accountable only to
domestic funding sources, and thus less subject to competition, specialization is
reinforced by domestic ideas and interests that coalesce around particular issue areas.
Japan’s heavy construction industry, for instance, is a persistent beneficiary of its
specialization policy toward large capital projects in the area of water sanitation. In the
US, AIDS policy abroad has been greatly affected by its vibrant community of domestic
AIDS activists. Domestic politics has helped push these advanced nations into
developing expertise and comparative advantages in narrow areas, and to specialize in
these areas. This is a component that we might expect from scholars of historical
institutionalism that see feedback effects as key factors in perpetuating policies.
Ikenberry notes, a “stickiness” to policies, particularly international organizations, which
serve a purpose for member states.26 Pierson’s exploration of welfare states identified
26
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similar conditions in which interest group support and sunk costs provide positive
feedback effects.27
In addition there is a large external normative movement that has pushed actors to
specialize, and has equated aid effectiveness with reaching goals according to disease
burden at the minimum possible cost. Forces of normative convergence, which I will call
“forces of convergence” for shorthand, are overarching external forces that produce
certain forms of conformity among diverse sets of actors. They are evident in large
ideological movements, such as the insertion of health into the pantheon of fundamental
human rights, and the reframing of health as a key factor in economic growth. The forces
of convergence explain why we see such surprising similarities in the behavior of actors
within the regime, even when the behaviors of those actors should be fundamentally
different. Forces of convergence provide a semblance of unity in a diverse regime. They
provide elements of holistic agreement among an otherwise disconnected group of
individual actors. Disparate actors, I argue, are connected by dominant ideas that
permeate the regime. There is correspondent evidence of increased ideational conformity
across a wide variety of players in global health. They voice support, to a high degree,
for the globally prevailing norms that exist over how to approach health individually and
in concert with other actors. Actual policy changes, as we will see, are also moving in
this direction.
Important ideational factors have caused big changes within public health.
During the 1990s the international development community fully acknowledged health as
27
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a critical component of economic development in poor countries. Its rise represents
changing views by many in the international development community in favor of human
development indicators and away from the sole focus on traditional monitors like GDP,
exports, and inflation. The World Bank embodied this change by embracing humancentered aspects of development like health and nutrition. Such ideational factors
produce behavior that appears surprisingly similar among diverse sets of actors. A theme
of these chapters is that global health ideologies cut across actors, even those that are
traditionally adversarial. Diverse sets of actors appear to promote the same strategies
because they share a discourse of health values that permeates the entire regime. Global
health is held as a human right. It is central to creating growth. Global health strategies
should be viewed in an economic context—i.e. what is the most cost effective way to
reduce the economic burdens of poor health? These hegemonic ideas create conformity
across actors, both in what they say and do. Approaches espoused by the WHO, for
instance, sound similar to actors as varied as the World Bank, the government of Sweden,
and the Gates Foundation.
This dissertation explores three major ideological movements in global health.
The first is the acceptance of global health as a prime development issue. The second is
the orientation of global health in the human rights pantheon. This movement reframes
optimal health as an individual right that should be attained by all, not just those in
wealthy countries or with the means to pay its costs on their own. Thirdly, there has been
a major international push to optimize resources toward needs rather than foreign policy
expedience or raw national interest. Western powers during the cold war could distribute
resources for the purpose of expanding their influence or stifling that of the Soviets.
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Since then the movement to reorient aid volumes toward global needs has gathered
steam. This movement, articulated most prominently by the Paris Declaration, has called
for aid optimization on a grand scale, and has been influenced by an “epistemic
community” of development experts.28 It calls for economizing aid according to
individual comparative advantages, forging a global division of labor that conforms to the
burden of disease. This approach, to use the language of Jeffrey Sachs, will help lift the
poorest countries out of “poverty traps,” spurring virtuous cycles of growth.29
All three movements have permeated the regime to a great extent, pushing its
activities in these directions. This is why we see significant similarities between actors
that could be expected to behave much differently. As we will see in chapter 4, the major
differences in aid patterns we should expect between multilateral and bilateral agencies
are not apparent. Both show significant patterns of specialization, and both show a
general correspondence with disease burden. These observed similarities complicate
Rodrik’s contention that multilateral agencies are more likely than states to allocate
resources on the basis of recipient needs. Yet both sets of actors appear to be taking into
account recipient needs.
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1.3 Data and Methodology
1.3.1 Evidence
The central research question for this dissertation can be summarized as follows:
What explains the variation in specialization among actors? Increased international
competition, domestic feedback effects and the emergence of the global consensus were
factors that created the conditions for specialization patterns. This project makes use of a
variety of sources to observe patterns of specialization in individual actors. There are
two main ways in which variations in specialization are evident. Among donors, this can
be shown through aid prioritization. This component of my argument is supported
primarily by data on aid distribution provided by the OECD’s Creditor Reporting System
(CRS) database. I collected data on OECD member states and multilateral donors for all
recipient regions in the developing world. The donors in the OECD system record their
development assistance according to a unified reporting system by issue area. This
constitutes the most comprehensive data available for development assistance to global
health. This project utilizes this data primarily to show the greatest possible pattern of
resource distribution, enhancing our understanding of the history of the regime. It allows
us to pinpoint the major periods of stability and fluctuation, as well as specific areas of
specialization. I have categorized the data into six major health issues that account for
the bulk of both disease burden and health funding—maternal health, general health
infrastructure, HIV/AIDS and STD control, infectious disease control, water sanitation,
and basic nutrition.
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This data have noteworthy limitations. The data recorded by the OECD are
known not to be complete. However there is no systematic underreporting in any specific
areas. Also, this data only record development assistance since 1974, which limits the
study to these years. Nevertheless, this allows for a robust study and includes the
dramatic recent developments over the past decade. My observations in the figures
contained in these pages consist of each disease category, with their values measured in
terms of dollars allocated in a given year. The number of observations is expanded by
looking at these values over a period of decades, increasing the robustness of the study.30
This data will be used to measure the patterns of aid to the most accurate and
comprehensive degrees possible. What it shows is that there is a heavy degree of
specialization among donors that takes place in a global division of labor. This process
amalgamates into patterns closely approximating the global burden of disease in the
poorest regions. The data figure most heavily into chapters 3 and 4, which explore a
series of state and multilateral cases respectively.
I also regularly cite disease burden figures throughout these chapters in order to
assess global needs in particular areas. My figures for disease burden come from the
Disease Control Priorities Project (DCPP), a joint project sponsored by the U.S. Institutes
of Health, the WHO and the World Bank, which measures disease burden and cost
effectiveness in global public health. This is the definitive data in this area. Disease
burden has been a common measure of the impact of health conditions since it was
incorporated by the World Bank global health assessment in 1991. It is measured in
30
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terms of lost Disability Adjusted Life-Years (DALYs), or years lost due to mortality or
disability. This is the standard measure used by epidemiologists in the global public
health field.31 In 2006, the DCPP released a major study that sought to assess disease
burden and identify cost effective health measures in the developing world. The
centerpiece of this research is Global Burden of Disease and Risk Factors, which
provides the most comprehensive data available on disease burden by issue area and
region.32 Its companion volume, Disease Control Priorities in Developing Countries,
identifies strategies for public health development based largely on the DCPP data.33 The
DCPP also provides a standard measure for cost effectiveness that calculates the cost of
treating a disease per DALY saved.34 Additionally, the DCPP provides this data by
region, showing where interventions may differ in cost due to issues such as exchange
rates and personnel availability.
Other components of my argument cannot be shown through numeric data.
Qualitative evidence supports the existence of a convergence of ideas in the global public
health regime. This includes but is not limited to policy statements, the words of public
officials and secondary sources. This research supports a series of bilateral and
31
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multilateral case studies in chapters 3 and 4 respectively, and a general study of NGO
activity in chapter 5. In some of these cases I assess forms of specialization that cannot
be shown quantitatively, such as the role of activism among certain actors. There are
some cases that could benefit from quantitative evidence, but for which data availability
is minimal. This is particularly the case with the NGO donors explored in chapter 5. In
these cases data was often not available, as private organizations are less inclined to
provide full readouts of their expenditures. In cases where I could procure data, it is not
commensurable to the unified collection system used by the CRS database. I note these
caveats throughout the text where necessary.
The variations in these cases are seen in their specialization patterns. In the cases
of large donors, this is directly measurable in patterns of ODA distribution. In cases that
are not major distributors of development assistance (WHO, UNDP), changes in priority
are evident in official documentation, shown by reversals in dominant opinions and
findings by these organizations. Moreover, this project critically analyzes official
documentation and public pronouncements, finding strong evidence of reformed policies
in each case that reflect the emergence of the global health consensus. The consensus, I
argue, can be traced in the documentation of official positions taken by these agencies.
Indeed, there is a diffusion of prominent ideas that make their way though important
official channels. As the empirical chapters show, we can see the diffusion of a changed
consensus on global health emerge from the official statements of one major actor
(particularly the World Bank and its landmark 1993 world development report, Investing
in Health) to others (such as the reformed, economy-minded WHO). The empirical
chapters seek to trace this process of norm diffusion using an analysis of the content of
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major policy documents intended to announce or exemplify official strategies for
international development.
1.3.2 Case Selection
There are three broad types of cases that this dissertation explores—states,
multilateral institutions and NGOs. These actors comprise the global public health
regime and distribute its international aid. State cases show us the role of domestic
feedback effects in domestic political systems that reinforce specialization patterns.
Multilateral institutions allow us to examine the competition between them and its
effects. The inclusion of NGOs allows us to examine a major area of change in the
regime—the emergence of massive private contributions to health funding—and the
symbiotic role that private organizations play with governments. The case studies that I
employ at length in the following chapters were selected for their diversity, their central
importance to the global health regime, and in several cases both of these reasons. While
there are a variety of cases that show evidence for the internalization of the consensus
and high degrees of specialization, it was crucial to include the central actors in terms of
aid distribution (US, World Bank, Japan) and trend setting (WHO, UNDP, World Bank).
It was also essential to include a variety of cases with distinct prioritization
patterns that are expected to behave differently. Through these cases we can see up close
how individual actors in the regime specialize as they expand, and resolve the question of
how regimes offset potential inefficiencies despite increased size. Despite growing
resources, I find, individual actors have generally narrowed their priorities—thus
offsetting the problem of overlapping tasks—in a way that critics of the regime such as
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Garrett would not predict. As states increase their resources devoted to public health,
they have the option to address a broader array of issues in a wider variety of places.
Instead they have tended to narrow their focuses in both areas. These cases also resolve
questions over the effects of competition, particularly the multilateral cases. As the
regime grows denser they have had to find distinct specializations, and they have
typically responded by narrowing their roles.
Chapter 3 explores four bilateral cases: The US, Japan, Sweden and Canada.
These cases are diverse in terms of how the comparative foreign aid literature has
theorized them. The literature on these countries’ donor policies predicts dramatically
different patterns of behavior. The US and Japan are generally known to reflect the
“foreign policy model” of international donor behavior.35 That is, they are expected as
great powers to distribute aid according to the logic of raw self interest. Sweden, on the
other hand, is regarded as a model aid giver by reputation. The literature on Sweden
generally upholds it as a practitioner of the “Scandinavian model” of aid giving according
to human need.36 Canada, as a middle power, is expected to advance its interests in the
francophone world, and to attach itself somewhat to US policy. While these analytical
factors do often reflect the behavior of these states, I find common threads that transcend
them in global health—namely that of specialization. These patterns, apart from the
common analytical conceptions of these states, are what I seek to explain.
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My multilateral case studies are extremely important for the study of global health
in international relations. The WHO is the ostensible center piece of international
cooperation in global health, and retains key roles in this regard today. The World Bank
has usurped much of this role, at least in the burgeoning area of aid distribution. The
historical patterns of these institutions are essential to an understanding of the evolution
of global health. This is especially so in the realm of ideas. These two organizations, in
my view, are the single biggest purveyors of norms and principles in the global public
health regime. As many IR scholars would likely argue, not least of which students of
constructivism, ideas are an important (if certainly not the only) factor shaping actor
behavior. I also include discussion on one of the premier multilateral development
institutions, the UNDP. It has had, arguably, an elevated role as a regime coordinator,
but has also suffered relative to the World Bank as an aid prioritizing institution. Lastly
the European Union has emerged as a premier multilateral donor in terms of aid volume,
distinct from the other cases in that it is regional. All of these institutions have had to
find renewed relevance, and their efforts to do so have effectively shaped the trajectory of
global health’s rise.
1.4 Conclusion
Despite criticisms to the contrary, the global public health regime has been able to
effectively resolve questions of inefficiency and overlap as it has expanded. Even though
effectiveness has increasingly become a concern, specialization has offset many of the
problems that Garrett and the regime complex literature predict. As regimes grow larger
and denser, competition increases and actors—particularly those that rely on international
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financial support for survival—seek to retain relevance through specialization. By
finding a unique niche, an actor in the regime complex can retain relevance. In the
process of pursuing unique forms of specialization, they are likely to maximize their
strengths. Capital rich agencies will take leadership roles in providing development
assistance. Financially struggling agencies are likely to pursue coordination and
advocacy roles. This logic does not apply as strongly to states for the main reason that
state agencies do not face the same threats to their survival if they fall out of favor
internationally. Second, the practice of specialization is reinforced through important key
factors. Domestically, states find it to their advantage to develop specializations which
receive political support through local interests. They are also, under current
international norms, likely to see enhanced recognition from an international community
that overwhelmingly supports the consensus approach of specialization according to
comparative advantage.
This dissertation correspondingly makes another critical observation: the global
burden of disease matters more than critics often suggest. This is even more the case
when we factor out middle income countries. Patterns of global aid distribution hew
closer to the burden of disease in the priority areas of South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa.
This also presents a more optimistic picture of aid distribution. Despite the growing size
of the regime, there is less significant misallocation than critics suggest if we compare aid
distribution to the burden of disease. Despite the increasing complexity of the regime
and the predicted inefficiencies that may arise, the diverse sets of actors that address
global public health have generally managed to produce a pattern of resource distribution
that reflects need. This finding is surprising given the level of criticism levied against the
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regime for misallocating resources. It is also unexpected given the stark patterns of
specialization among actors. Even as actors increasingly specialize, patterns of data show
these specialization patterns amalgamating into a global pattern that reflects the burden of
disease in the least developed regions of the world.
As we have seen, and as we will explore further in the next chapter, there are a
litany of academic critics who offer a pessimistic view of the expansion of institutions
and agencies designed to confront global health. Indeed there is a great deal of intuitive
logic to this argument, and a significant body of scholarship in international relations has
offered important evidence that some regimes have become increasingly difficult to
navigate as they have grown in complexity. This school of thought has tremendous
normative implications. If these critics are correct, we may expect further fragmentation,
overlap, inefficiencies, and, generally, wasted resources without the requisite results.
Indeed, even though Garrett appears to support the increases in aid, the logical
implication of her finding is that policymakers would do well to rethink the vast
expansion of aid and bureaucracy devoted to global health. The creation of the Global
Fund, Stop TB, The Global Alliance for Vaccine Immunization (GAVI) and PEPFAR
could be construed as terrible mistakes that have had the unintended consequences of
adding vagaries to the global mission of improving health while offering proportionately
small contributions toward these ends. This gigantic effort, as Garrett argues, could
indeed “make things worse.”37
This dissertation’s exploration of global health finds considerable mitigating
factors that have served to actually improve efficiency as the regime grows larger. Some
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of the attendant realities of a regime’s horizontal expansion—especially increased
competition—can serve to offset the bleak picture offered by the contemporary academic
literature. Where global aid is concerned, this dissertation offers a more optimistic
analytical perspective. Its logical normative conclusion is that the global public health
regime can sensibly expand in size, particularly if it internalizes its own language of
reduced overlap and specialization according to comparative advantage. This helps
resolve an important conundrum: While there is a large school of thought that believes
that aid to health suffers from gaping misallocation, most scholars also realize that the
current levels of international aid to health are not yet commensurate to the global burden
of disease in developing countries. Many of the same critics realize that, in fact, much
more aid is needed in order to reverse the tide of avoidable death and morbidity that
severely impacts the world’s poorest countries. Moreover there is a general consensus
that sees expanded aid to health as an essential component to lifting living standards in
the global south. Aid is a positive force in this effort, not a boondoggling detractor.
Chapter 2 explores competing analytical perspectives. Some we have already
touched on here. There is a longstanding debate over the utility of foreign aid. Do
donors allocate based on need or political expediency? Dani Rodrik rejuvenates this
discussion by offering a genuine causal hypothesis: Multilateral agencies are more likely
to distribute aid on the basis of need than bilateral donors. The regime complex literature
complicates this picture by contending that inefficiencies increase as regimes expand
horizontally. The global health regime complex, I argue, is not a perfect match for either
hypothesis. The presence of competition in our case served as a countervailing force
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against inefficiency. Patterns of aid, moreover, blur the distinctions in behavior between
actor-types.
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 comprise the empirical heart of this project, examining states,
IGOs and NGOs respectively. Chapter 3 looks at patterns of specialization in US,
Canadian, Swedish and Japanese development activity. Positive feedback effects,
including domestic interests, have caused states to develop specializations. There is also
an observed impetus on these states to advance internationally agreed upon development
goals, of which global health is prominent. They cite the following factors in their
prioritization decisions: technological expertise, geographic knowledge and domestic
experience with particular health issues. These states have also partaken in the regimewide movement to reduce overlap and inefficiencies. Even as they devote more
resources to health, they are increasingly narrowing their scopes of specialization, as well
as their range of recipient countries.
Chapter 4 finds that many of these same trends are happening among multilateral
institutions, including my main cases of the WHO, World Bank, UNDP and EU. This
chapter explores the significance of emergent regime density among multilaterals. As
more actors enter the fray, multilaterals struggle to maintain relevance. This presses
them to specialize further in search of their own distinct roles. Yet, at the same time, the
overarching principles emergent in global health have led these organizations to advocate
very similar courses of health development.
Chapter 5 finds high degrees of specialization among non-governmental actors,
though the data here is admittedly not as complete as with our governmental cases.
These actors, I argue, seek to fill roles that governments do not, addressing issues that
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they ignore. NGOs are increasingly involved in government aid programs, risking
conflicts of interests that may compromise their roles. And, more recently, some
nongovernmental actors are emerging as donors in their own right, rivaling states. The
final concluding chapter discusses fully the normative implications that I have touched
upon here. In sum, the evolution of the rise of global health supports the case that more
aid can be allocated successfully. Indeed, it will have to be in order to turn around the
world’s worst health crises in its poorest places. Additionally, it addresses classes of
donors that are certain to be more important as the global health regime continues to
evolve: nontraditional south-to-south donors. It speculates on how these actors may alter
the dominant logics of global health.
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CHAPTER 2
ANALYTICAL PERSPECTIVES
The question of donor priorities in the international relations discipline has
traditionally hinged on whether donor states allocate funds based on narrow state interests
or humanitarian needs. The “foreign policy” thesis views aid allocation as a function of
donor states’ immediate foreign policy needs, and remains the most widely accepted in
the literature. The collapse of the Soviet Union has reopened this debate and led scholars
to explore potential changes in aid prioritization without the presence of superpower
competition. This, as the “humanitarian” school of thought suggests, leads to the
prioritization of aid on the basis of recipient needs. However, in both cases, the question
of why donors allocate resources this way is ambiguous. Dani Rodrik introduces a clear
causal mechanism that answers the question of when development assistance is likely to
take on self-interested or humanitarian forms: the susceptibility of different donor types
to political pressures. Multilateral institutions, he predicts, are more likely to distribute
aid on the basis of need because they are removed from the domestic politics of states.
This dissertation problematizes the distinction between “humanitarian” needbased aid and aid based on raw self interest. Lacking a sufficient causal mechanism,
these competing schools of thought can tell us little about the underlying reasons for aid
priorities in global health. Indeed, it may be that the “national interest” has been refined
to coincide with humanitarian need. It also may be that political interests and those of
global health could coincide. Despite the sophistication of many of these studies, there is
little that reveals the underlying factors of aid distribution. Rodrik, by contrast, carries
this project further by introducing actor type as a variable. From this we may derive a
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genuine hypothesis: Development assistance will more greatly reflect recipient need
when it is distributed by multilateral institutions. This hypothesis, since supported by
Helen Milner, contends that multilateral institutions are less impacted by the interests of
domestic policymakers.
The case of global health complicates this logic in two ways. First, the data do
not show dramatic differences in aid prioritization between bilateral and multilateral
donors (see chapter 4). Measured in terms of allocation by issue area since 1974, the
priorities of these donors show basically similar patterns. Second, the case of global
health shows a remarkable degree of political pressures on multilateral agencies that are
not wholly accounted for by the Rodrik thesis. Specialization patterns among global
health agencies were heavily impacted by increased competition and their need to
maintain relevance in an increasingly crowded regime. This factor furthermore
complicates the regime complex literature’s general contention that we should expect
decreased efficiency as the regime grows. This chapter offers a full exploration of the
regime complex thesis. I find that none of these literatures perfectly predict the patterns
of resource prioritization that have emerged in global health—marked by across the board
specialization, spectacular growth, and fast internalizing norms of increased economic
efficiency.
Another purpose of this chapter is to define what I mean by “global public health
regime.” I conceptualize international activity in global health around Krasner’s
definition of regimes as “sets of implicit or explicit principles, norms, rules and decisionmaking procedures around which actors’ expectations converge in a given area of
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international relations.”1 While the global health regime is far from unitary, it has
evolved in a way that meets this definition. The “global health regime,” I argue, is
indeed distinct, brought together by common issue areas, goals and normative principles.
The need to bolster health systems in the developing world is a major goal its actors
share. The modern regime, marked by the emergence of the WHO in 1948, is heir to a
long tradition of health cooperation dating back to the Middle Ages. What makes today’s
global health cooperation “modern” is its global reach. It is also distinguished by its
foundations upon stronger, more permanent institutions. The principles that underpin
today’s regime are also distinct from previous periods. These include health as a human
right and the centrality of health as a development issue. It is through these normative
lenses that it seeks to govern the complex problems of health deficiency in the 21st
century. The regime has grown to such a large extent that it has begun to overlap with
other regimes, particularly that of international development. I characterize its present
incarnation further as a regime complex, impacted by increased numbers of aid channels
and multilateral institutions.
The first section of this chapter defines the public health regime. It explores the
heavily debated concept of international regimes and defines global public health as an
international regime from which we can see observable patterns of behavior. It also
identifies critical changes in the global health effort as it has evolved to become a regime
complex. The second section explores competing perspectives on aid distribution,
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proposing hypotheses from these schools of thought that should predict the distribution of
resources in global health.
2.1 A Global Approach to Health
Cooperation in health arguably dates back to the Middle Ages, which saw
moderate levels of border regulation emerge between governments affected by the
plagues. The modern global public health regime, however, emerged with the founding
of the WHO in 1948, the first global multilateral institution in public health with a high
degree of institutional efficacy.2 Regimes as an analytical concept in international
relations were first introduced by Ruggie, who defined them as “a set of mutual
expectations, rules and regulations, plans, organizational energies and financial
commitments, which have been accepted by a group of states.”3 The most widely cited
definition (following much debate) for regimes is from Krasner’s classic edited volume,
International Regimes:
Regimes can be defined as sets of implicit or explicit principles, norms,
rules, and decision making procedures around which actors’ expectations
converge in a given area of international relations. Principles are beliefs
of fact, causation and rectitude. Norms are standards of behavior defined
in terms of rights and obligations. Rules are specific prescriptions or
proscriptions for action. Decision-making procedures are prevailing
practices for making and implementing collective choice.4
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Regimes, according to Puchala and Hopkins, are “subjective” phenomena, and exist as
“participants’ understandings, expectations or convictions about legitimate, appropriate
or moral behavior.”5 They emerge around substantive issue areas in international
relations, around which actors engage in discernibly patterned behavior. The actors in
question are usually state governments, but multilateral organizations and NGOs can also
play independent roles.6 After the emergence of the WHO and World Health Assembly,
we begin to see patterned behavior along these lines.
The global public health regime consists of states, multilateral institutions and
non-governmental organizations. The number of actors in the global public health
regime expanded considerably since the regime’s foundation, especially in terms of the
number of multilateral institutions and participating donor states. The regime includes all
states, although the roles played by states vary.7 Wealthy industrialized countries provide
nearly all development assistance while low and middle income countries are recipients.
This not surprisingly gives the wealthy powers considerable sway over the design and
priorities of the global public regime. Donor states engage in specialization, usually
choosing a region or epidemic of focus. The global public health regime is also
connected according to long standing principles that predate it, as well as a new set of
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norms emphasizing human rights. This tradition of cooperation can be seen globally with
the multilateral responses to such crises as SARS, H1N1, Dengue Fever and West Nile
Virus. Yet the modern regime is characterized by significant changes in the principles
underlying multilateral cooperation in health. Prioritization in the modern public health
regime is shaped by the increasingly widespread norm of health as an individual human
right. Access to health care and freedom from communicable disease should not be
restricted to wealthy societies. This marks the second normative tradition in public
health.
The global public health regime encompasses a large array of global health issues.
The regime seeks to address two major gaps in global governance. The first task—and
the one that is the focus of this dissertation—is to address deficiencies in local health
systems. In particular, it addresses the susceptibility of low and middle income countries
to certain disease burdens, particularly in the area of communicable disease. The global
public health regime seeks to develop local health systems and simultaneously combat
major epidemics within these impoverished regions. Nearly all development assistance
toward health addresses this task. The second major issue area addressed by the public
health regime is health “security.” This entails confronting epidemics that have the
potential to spread across borders (typically communicable diseases and environmental
hazards). Multilateral institutions in cooperation with local health systems are required to
monitor and disseminate epidemiological information. These two generalized issue areas
are of course not mutually exclusive. The ability to confront diseases with high mobility
would be greatly enhanced by improved domestic monitoring and treatment capabilities.
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During the early years of the regime, the WHO stood as the principle institution
dedicated to both of these substantive issue areas. Broadly put, article I of the WHO’s
constitution mandates it to pursue “the highest possible health” for the world’s
population.8 Brock Chisholm, the WHO’s first director-general, favored the broadest
possible mandate for the WHO. For Chisholm, the agency should address health in the
entirety of its political and social dimensions. Moreover, during this period, the WHO
stood alone as global health’s central institution, giving it few competitors along any of
these dimensions.9 The World Bank and UNDP had not yet expanded their missions to
directly tackling global health problems, as they would in later years, creating
considerable overlap with the WHO and also limiting its influence. During the period of
relatively low regime density, the WHO pursued an expansive agenda. The organization
reached the height of its prestige during its successful campaign in the 1960s to eliminate
small pox. It’s declaration at the 1977 Alma Ata conference audaciously called for the
expansion of public health “for all,” a statement that would later be marginalized as the
WHO entered a crisis period and the regime generally adopted more economic
approaches to global health based on disease burden and cost effectiveness. The
“primary care” movement, as it became known after Alma Ata, called for the attainment
of basic health services for the entire world’s population by the year 2000. Following
this apparently watershed declaration it appeared that this expansive conception of global
health would predominate.
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Instead major changes occurred in global public health that altered the trajectory
of the WHO and the global public health regime generally. The increased presence of the
World Bank and the publication of its 1993 development report changed the regime’s
landscape in both ideational and material terms. The World Bank has since overtaken the
WHO as the world’s leading agenda setter.10 By the sheer size of its health lending
portfolio, and because of subsequent failures by the WHO, the Bank has become the most
influential multilateral organization in global health. The Bank retains a significant
comparative advantage in financing. Its 1993 report, Investing in Health, offers only
tepid support to the Alma Ata compact.11 Instead, the Bank called for a new approach.
While backing increased aid to health, the Bank called for a narrower focus on the
specific issues that could be dealt with cost-effectively. Rather than promoting state
driven, universal care, the Bank emphasized prioritizing the highest disease burdens,
particularly those that could be addressed efficiently. This, not coincidently, was a period
in which methods to collect disease burden and cost-effectiveness statistics were being
extensively pioneered with Bank funding.
The emergence of this new conception of global health, combined with the
Bank’s sway relative to the WHO, meant the emergence of new principles in global
health. As we have seen, the Bank began to advance a more economic approach to
health, what Kelley Lee calls “economism,” that emphasizes cost effectiveness rather
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than universal access.12 The entrance of development institutions into the global health
foray meant another emergent principle: that of health as a development issue. Global
health emerged as not merely a human right, but a practical component of international
development. This preceded the restructuring of global aid priorities in public health in
the late 1990s. This latest conception of global health equates health with growth. The
neoliberal ideology of the structural adjustment period saw health as a distant
consequence of growth. That era’s World Bank policies emphasized growth strategies,
often ignoring public health investments or at worst reducing state spending on health.
Today’s dominant development ideology sees health as a precondition for growth.
Generating growth means reducing the economic drag of ill health and increasing the
productivity that comes with good collective health. With this restructuring, aid patterns
in the regime showed an increased dedication toward addressing disease burden in the
developing world, along with new influxes of resources and more robust responses to
disease. Health’s centrality in international development was signified officially with the
2000 Millennium Development Goals. Five of its nine goals contain targets that relate
directly to health.
The diversity of actors involved in global health has significantly increased,
particularly over the past two decades. The number of multilateral institutions active in
the global public health regime has also grown considerably. The global public health
regime has increased significantly in density, arguably taking on the form of a “regime
complex,” defined by Raustiala and Victor as “an array of partially overlapping and
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nonhierarchical institutions governing a particular issue area.”13 These types of regimes,
due to their density, behave in ways distinct from singular regimes. They demonstrate
path dependence, with members facing increased constraints over the creation of new
rules. Actors may “shop” among regime forums that are most favorable to their interests,
and there are likely to be inconsistencies in implementation.14 The global public health
regime has traditionally distinct characteristics in terms of its issue areas, actors, and
basic principles, shown below.15 These characteristics define the modern regime since its
founding, though changes in recent years have certainty added nonhierarchical density to
it. This has meant considerable challenges for the once preeminent WHO.
The WHO remains the central institution for monitoring epidemics and assessing
disease burdens, but has arguably been supplanted by the World Bank as the main
influence over the regime’s prioritization. However, the WHO’s World Health
Assembly, which consists of member states, retains a unique democratic legitimacy.
Similarly, the United Nations figures centrally in the global public health regime. The
General Assembly frequently considers public health issues, with the Millennium
Development Goals its most significant action. Kofi Annan was a major advocate for the
AIDS cause. He played an instrumental role in the recent prioritization of AIDS.
Additionally, the UNDP has, like other organizations concerned with development, made
public health central to its activities. There are also single issue agencies in the UN, most
13
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notably the World Food Program (WFP) and the UNAIDS, which have been the leaders
in the areas of malnutrition and HIV/AIDS respectively. The US, for its part, has
emerged as the central force behind new AIDS funding, forming the most significant new
bilateral program, PEPFAR, which significantly impacted the overall pattern of priorities
for the global health regime. This form of “vertical” specialization in global health
agencies has led to complaints over inefficiency. Critics contend that there has been an
overemphasis on specific issues, to the neglect of more holistic approaches to building
domestic health systems.
In general, three normative principles are regularly enunciated in the global public
health regime: That of inclusive international cooperation to confront pandemics, health
as a basic human right, and, more recently, health as a central development issue. These
normative principles function as powerful forces of convergence, eliciting ideological
conformity among members of the regime. Further, there has been a great deal of
unification in health strategies among development agencies, both formal and informal in
nature. There have been regime-wide calls for better efficiency, particularly through uses
of comparative advantages. These calls were made formally through the declarations of
Paris and Accra. Yet even before the Paris Declaration an informal system of
specialization was under way. Actors seek to enhance their value by utilizing their
strengths in a global division of labor. The dominant line of thinking within the regime
argues that such a process, if undertaken in regard for others’ activities, will result in a
reduction in overlapping activity. In this denser environment, the WHO by contrast seeks
to capitalize on its institutional legitimacy and wealth of medical expertise. It seeks to
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influence global health through the production of information, coordination, and
activism.
As we have seen in the previous chapter, the increased institutional attention was
accompanied by more aid. Aid to health increased steadily through the 70s and 80s. It
skyrocketed in the late 1990s. AIDS, along with communicable diseases, saw
tremendous increases while maternal health stagnated. Growth in health infrastructure
and water sanitation leveled off in the 2000s after seeing tremendous gains in the 1990s.
AIDS joined these issues as one of the top priorities in global health. Yet even as
individual donors increased their funding, they maintained narrow priorities, regularly
even lessening the number of top issues that they dealt with.
2.2 Competing Perspectives
Transfer of aid between independent countries did not emerge until after World
War II. But it has become a permanent component of international relations and has
generated a significant area of empirical study since the Cold War era.16 There is an
array of existing hypotheses. Previous studies of development assistance have hinged on
the debate between what McKinlay and Little call the “humanitarian” model of aid
allocation and its rival the “foreign policy” model. The humanitarian model emphasizes
the “economic assistance” utility, contending that aid priorities are decided by what is
best suited (or perceived as such) for the economic development of recipient states.
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There are important elements of truth to both observations. The post-Cold War
era may indeed show a shift toward a more need-based allocation of resources as the
humanitarian school argues. Yet these theories tell us little about the correlations they
identify. Rodrik, by contrast, offers a basic predictor for needs-based aid: actor type.
State aid allocations are more likely to be impacted by domestic politics than multilateral
aid. As I argue below, the global health case does not entirely correspond with these
predictions. The regime complex literature, our fourth competing hypothesis, expects
inefficiencies to proliferate as the regime grows denser. The case of global public health
offers an additional analytical factor that these schools would do well to account for:
competition generated by increased regime density itself which leads to increases in
specialization. Nor has it accounted for a vast movement in international aid that
emphasizes efficiency.
2.2.2 The Foreign Policy Model
The foreign policy model conceptualizes development assistance as motivated by
its instrumental value to donors’ interests. In this case the desired utility of foreign
assistance expenditures is toward support for the donor’s foreign policy. During the Cold
War this meant maintaining the support of allies in the developing world, and the
discipline of political science examined foreign aid through the prism of US and Soviet
competition. In this context the foreign policy assistance model was unsurprisingly
dominant among US scholars. Nor is it surprising that this should be the dominant school
of thought in this area during the realist ascendancy, with the discipline focusing largely
on great power politics. It was supported by McKinlay and Little’s assertion that foreign
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aid gives donor states a degree of control over recipient states, and that aid received by
recipient states during the Cold War did not correspond with recipient need.
McKinlay and Little’s assessments of US and British bilateral aid allocations,
published during the Cold War, helped establish the primacy of the foreign policy model.
US aid allocations during this period, they argued, did not correspond with recipient
need. They propose that foreign aid creates “commitment” and “dependency” on the part
of recipient states, both of which have discernable utility for policymakers. This, they
contend, gives donors a degree of control over recipient states.17 The foreign policy
model is the longest standing and most widely held school of thought in the development
assistance literature. While it has been demonstrated through a variety of approaches
since emerging during the Cold War, this empirically and methodologically eclectic body
of research essentially defines the system of ODA distribution as an international system
of patronage. Donor states reach out to weaker, strategically important states for loyalty.
Cold War era work in this area, not surprisingly, emphasized security. The literature had
a realist emphasis on state power and security competition between the Western powers
and the Soviet Union. States according to this school of thought are generally assumed to
have rational tendencies toward maximizing their power and influence through the use of
development assistance. Aid was a function of the “great chess board” of geopolitical
security competition among great powers.
Changes in aid patterns after the fall of the Soviet Union led to more sophisticated
adaptations of the foreign policy model rather than an exodus to the humanitarian model.
While the end of the Cold War has sparked a large body of research seeking to
17
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understand post-Cold War patterns in international aid, especially that of the US, scholars
do not agree that there has been a move away from the foreign policy assistance model.
Rather, the Cold War era consensus in political science has been modified rather than
jettisoned. Nevertheless, recent work in this area has sought out a more intricate
understanding of aid distribution patterns. Lai’s study of US development assistance
from 1991 to 1996 sees security, not humanitarian need in recipient states, as the primary
factor in aid prioritization patterns. Instead of competition with the Soviet Union,
security interests have shifted toward the so-called “rogue states” that were the focus of
US foreign policy in the 1990s. Patterns of aid have correspondingly changed to reflect
this shift. Lai does however see the US as less willing to provide assistance to states that
are perennial human rights abusers, suggesting that Cold War expedience had ebbed
during the years he explores in his study.18 This type of strategic aid allocation led to
“donor positioning” among competing great powers for influence in the developing
world. By becoming primary donors in recipient countries great powers can command
more influence than lesser donors. This leads to “bonus allocations,” windfalls to
recipient countries in an effective bidding contest for supremacy.19
Lewis applies the foreign policy model to sector specific aid prioritization. Her
study of US environmental aid transfers contends that this too is driven by foreign policy
considerations. The US places an emphasis on environmental issues with high
externalities rather than those such as domestic contamination which reflect recipient
18
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need. USAID, she finds, focuses on what she calls “global issues” with high negative
externalities, such as the loss of heavily forested areas in the developing world that serve
as a global “lung.” The US prioritizes them over issues that are most pressing in local
communities, such their air and water quality.20 Rather than focusing on overarching
policy expedience (such as the need for alliances in a larger security context), Lewis
emphasizes the importance of preventing negative externalities in aid prioritization.
Conceptualizing externalities introduces an understudied variable in the history of this
subfield, and one that is particularly germane to global health, which includes a
significant number of cross border epidemics.
Khadka’s study of US aid to Nepal saw a shift from security to economic
interests. This reflects the Clinton administration’s emphasis on expanding free trade and
enhancing US economic competitiveness. Khadka attributes the decline of foreign aid to
the fading strategic significance of many countries (like Nepal) in the post Cold War
period.21 Lebovic’s innovative approach to the foreign policy model conceptualizes
recipient states as the strategic actors. Donor states seek to maintain their strategic
alliances with recipient states, who utilize competition among donors to bargain for larger
aid allocations.22 While the models proposed here vary, they are connected by their
assertion that donor prioritization should reflect donor interests. Variation in donor
prioritization under the foreign policy model, correspondingly, should reflect differences
20
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in foreign policies. We should expect states to maximize their development resources
based on their expected utility toward furthering foreign policy strategy.
The global public health regime is responsible for large and growing amounts of
foreign aid. Development assistance in this area, as we have seen, has grown sharply
even as overall aid declined after the Cold War. This literature, in my view, does not
fully explain patterns in this growing segment of development assistance. The patterns of
global aid we saw in chapter 1 raise important questions about the assumptions put forth
by the foreign aid literature. The foreign policy model suggests that great powers will
use aid to establish patronage relationships with recipients. In that case we should see
them seeking out the most strategically important recipients, not the ones most in need.
This has not been the case. Rather, we see a large shift toward the regions that are most
impacted by preventable disease burdens during the regime’s expansion, particularly subSaharan Africa. The focus on sub-Saharan Africa has come simultaneously with new
ideas about the centrality of health in development. It also comes amidst considerable
human rights oriented advocacy toward health. In short, Africa has become the subject of
elite focus. Much of the expansion in health funding, moreover, has gone toward
countries that fall into the “low” rather than “middle” income category.23
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2.2.3 The Humanitarian Model
The humanitarian model by contrast expects donors to allocate funds according to
recipient need. It emphasizes what McKinlay and Little call the “economic assistance
utility,” and is driven by a sincere normative desire to promote economic development in
low income countries.24 Even during the Cold War years the international relations
discipline sought to identify donor utility functions that departed from the foreign policy
model. Hoadley’s study of foreign aid prioritization by small OECD donors contended
that small states—characterized by low populations and land area—tended toward aid
patterns that more closely corresponded to the humanitarian model. Among those cases,
smaller states “give higher quality aid, and give it more generously, than large states.”25
This school of thought persists and has come to be known as the “Scandinavian model”
of development assistance, after the Scandinavian donors, especially Sweden, Norway
and Denmark (including, additionally, Luxembourg and the Netherlands), which in
relative terms are historically generous in international aid giving. As Hoadley notes,
“Sweden is widely known as a ‘good’ donor and the United States [as] an indifferent
one.” This is based on the hypothesis that smaller states, unlike major powers, are less
influenced by great power competition, hence less likely to allocate based on the push
and pull of realpolitik. As realists might argue, these smaller powers are less impacted by
the demands and responsibilities of great power balancing, so it is not surprising that they
should show distinct patterns of aid.
24
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The end of the Cold War was the biggest transformative factor in international aid
patterns since World War II. The end of the two-superpower dynamic led scholars to
conceptualize anew the reasons for foreign assistance patterns. The most obvious trend
in international aid after the Cold War was the decline in international aid itself as a
priority for donors. Though foreign aid levels had risen during the late-Cold War period,
levels of foreign assistance declined dramatically in the 1990s, from $60.8 billion from
OECD donors to $51.5 billion, a 15 percent real decline. During this time, aid as a
percentage of GDP among OECD donors declined from 0.33 percent to the near record
low of 0.23 percent.26 Despite the dramatic increases in assistance to health discussed in
the previous chapter, the general picture of ODA amounts remained low, with increases
in the 2000s largely attributed to debt forgiveness rather than direct assistance. The
development assistance literature in Political Science has generally attributed this to the
end of competition for support in the developing world, with the Soviet Union gone as an
international donor and the US no longer utilizing assistance to fight left wing
movements in vulnerable societies.
Yet this is also the time in which the humanitarian school emerged most
forcefully, arguing that the aid channels that were reaching the developing world were for
various reasons more greatly reflective of recipient needs. This school of thought gained
traction in the post Cold War era. Lai’s study of US foreign aid (though generally
supporting the foreign policy thesis, as noted above) finds evidence of humanitarian
concerns becoming more important in the years following the Soviet collapse, as the US
26
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has become less willing to allocate aid toward perennial abusers.27 His study, like others
during the post-Cold War era, suggests a tilt in values following the Cold War. With the
Soviet threat gone, the global agenda allowed room for the practical uses of aid, rather
than focusing on its foreign policy instrumentalism. The humanitarian literature
collectively notices this shift, conducting studies that show a closer correspondence with
need, although without expressly defining the factors that led to these changes.
According to the humanitarian model, states should promote the maximization of
global health. Their preferences would most likely be formed on a normative basis,
emphasizing health as a fundamental right. We should expect donors to maximize their
utility by focusing most efficiently on the largest scale health issues facing their primary
recipient regions. There is some truth to this assessment. As we have seen in the
previous chapter, the massive influxes of aid to global health are, to a surprising degree,
reflective of the major disease burdens in the poorest countries. Contrary to the foreign
policy model, aid allocation among bilateral donors reflected a renewed urgency in the
2000s to address the most crippling burdens of disease in low income countries,
especially Africa. Yet this correlation by itself does not sufficiently explain why these
patterns of aid exist. What mechanism leads to a more needs based allocation of
resources? Are new resources going to be allocated on the basis of need, or some other
factor such as donor interests? In this context, another school of thought emerged to give
us a simple way to make this prediction: the type of agency doing the allocating.
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2.2.4 The Rodrik Thesis
While work in this area tends to focus on bilateral donors, multilateral donors play
a significant role in the global public health regime. Realists during the Cold War era
largely saw multilateral institutions as functions of state power. Theories of multilateral
assistance generally view the motivations for multilateral aid as different from bilateral
aid. Where most scholars see bilateral aid as driven by self interested foreign policy
concerns, multilaterals deliver the “good” aid that should be driven by recipient need. A
wide array of scholarship cites this as a central advantage over bilateral aid. Scholars
widely accept the notion that deferring to multilateral aid gives states what Hawkins,
Lake, Nielson and Tierney see as enhanced credibility.28 Writing during the Cold War,
Asher saw the “non political” nature of aid through the UN as a major advantage because
it is ostensibly neutral and thus more likely to be accepted by recipient states. Aidreceivers, he contended, are more generally amenable to receiving aid from the UN than
from the world’s great powers.29 More recently, Neumayer’s quantitative study, which
looked at three UN agencies, found that development assistance from the UN fell closely
in line with development needs as measured by the Physical Quality of Life Index.30
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Dani Rodrik and Helen Milner both find characteristic differences between
multilateral and bilateral aid. Rodrik’s influential study contends that multilateral
organizations offer better quality aid that is more geared toward recipient needs than
bilateral donors. This is attributed to better relationships between multilateral donors and
their recipients. These relationships, he argues, are fostered by superior information
about conditions in recipient states. Additionally, interaction between multilateral donors
and recipients is less politicized than that with bilateral donors.31 Rodrik contends
(similarly to Asher) that “as long as multilateral agencies retain some degree of autonomy
from the governments that own them, their interaction with recipient countries, while
official in nature, can remain less politicized than intergovernmental links.”32 Just as
importantly, he contends that information on conditions within recipient countries is a
collective good, giving multilateral institutions an advantage over individual states in
collecting information. This is particularly important when it comes to monitoring
political conditions in recipient countries. Thirdly, where bilateral flows are inevitably
impacted by political and military consideration, multilateral aid lacks such hindrances,
and can thus afford states the view that they are committing themselves to
humanitarianism. For Rodrik, these are sufficient reasons for states to defer to
multilateral assistance.
Milner’s study adds to this perspective through her effort to find out why states
delegate to multilateral organizations given potential principle-agent problems. She
contends that “the preferences of donor governments and their publics are likely to
31
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diverge. Donor governments desire foreign aid for political and economic purposes that
are related to donor interests. Publics, however, are more interested in addressing the
needs of recipient countries.” 33 The latter are more likely to trust taxpayer dollars with
multilateral institutions, which have stronger reputations for meeting recipient needs.
Governments want to utilize aid for foreign policy purposes but publics support aid for its
stated humanitarian purpose. While voters in donor countries are jaded about bilateral
aid, channeling funds through multilateral agencies gives them greater assurance,
according to popular understanding, that their tax dollars will be put to more effective
use. Governments correspondingly enhance their credibility by deferring to multilateral
agencies.
My findings do not cleanly fit this thesis. The perceived chasm between bilateral
and multilateral development assistance has not caused great differences in the pattern of
aid distribution over the last three decades in global health. Given the accepted
differences in academic scholarship, the similarities in these patterns are quite notable
(see figures 6.2 and 6.3 in chapter 6). Macro-trends suggest that bilateral and multilateral
donor-types have generally prioritized the same major issues. These are water sanitation,
general health infrastructure, and more recently HIV/AIDS. Among both donor-types,
sharply rising support for AIDS appears to have created a slight crowding out effect on
other issues, minimizing or at least slowing growth in these areas.34 Both macro-trends
show slightly downward long term financing toward maternal health, and relative neglect
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toward basic nutrition. Infectious diseases—driven largely by malaria and TB support—
have also seen steady increases across multilateral and bilateral channels. While OECD
data do not reflect the quality of implementation, macro-trends do show that there is not a
great chasm between donor types in terms of setting global health priorities. There is
another key similarity. Like bilateral donors, individual multilaterals also tend to
specialize in only a handful of issues. Multilateral agencies, along the lines of bilateral
donors, have arrived at increasingly narrow priorities through a process of specialization.
These cases explored below suggest the following proposition: emerging network density
has led to increasingly narrow definitions of multilateral roles. Like bilateral donors,
these organizations have sought to narrow their focus in order to reduce overlap, and also
to make greater use of their technical and bureaucratic expertise.
This dissertation also finds that, while domestic state politics are likely to affect
the process of resource allocation, multilateral organizations must also make political
calculations that deeply affect their resource prioritization. For multilaterals, institutional
relevance is often at stake. Their vitality depends on finding clear purpose relative to
their competitors (see observation 1 in the previous chapter). Under conditions of
increasingly dense network architecture, international organizations that deal with public
health have struggled to find roles in a more crowded environment. This has forced them
to adapt, and in some cases has led to intense turf battles, especially within the UN
system. This all suggests that politicization—widely considered endemic to states—is
also a factor that impacts patterns of behavior among multilateral agencies.
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2.2.5 The Regime Complex Literature
As the institutions and legal frameworks that constitute global governance have
grown more complicated, scholars have increasingly devoted attention to the
consequences of increased size and complexity. Karen Alter and Sophie Meunier’s
influential study sees “nesting” as a significant reason behind the unusual continuity of
what should have been relatively small and insignificant trade dispute involving the
banana industries of the EU and US. Simply put, regional and bilateral commitments are
“nested” when the parties to them are also bound by other, overarching legal agreements.
The ensuing amalgamation of rules can potentially add complication to otherwise
straightforward legal disputes. For Meunier and Alter, “Institutions are imbricated one
within another, like Russian dolls.”35 Their findings suggest that increasing additions of
non-hierarchical frameworks—as states enter into bilateral agreements that may
complicate existing multilateral ones, and vice versa—threaten an increase in suboptimal
outcomes. By implication these changes are likely to increase the cost of international
transactions.
The term “regime complex” was introduced by Raustiala and Victor whose study
of the international legal frameworks for plant genetic resources sought to conceptualize
the expansion of global governance over time and the consequent emergence of
increasingly dense, complex networks of regimes.36 For Raustiala and Victor, singular,
or “elemental,” regimes overlap in relationship to a single issue area, with none assuming
35
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official hierarchical superiority over existing actors. This as we have seen is the case in
global health. A variety of existing institutions, particularly those traditionally
concentrating in international development, have adopted responsibilities toward public
health. This is likely to have far reaching consequences according to the regime complex
literature. With multiple, non-hierarchic forums, states strategically seek out those which
are more favorable to their interests. The more channels that exist, the more costly
navigating the regime will become. Moreover, coordination should become more
difficult.
As with Alter and Meunier, Raustiala and Victor do not see the phenomenon of
regime density as limited to their specific case studies. There is, in the estimation of
Raustiala and Victor, a “growing concentration and interconnection of institutions.”37
Regime complexes, they contend, “will become much more common in coming decades
as international institutions proliferate and inevitably bump against one another.”38 This
has sparked considerable discussion in the IR field. While the discipline has long since
taken note of the vast increase in multilateral activity since 1945, work in the area of
regime complexes has initiated an exploration of the actual consequences of this
expansion. While new institutions are being formed, and others expand into new
territory, existing agencies and bureaucracies are unlikely to simply disappear. As IR
scholars have noted, the logical increase in institutional density will undoubtedly affect
how existing regimes operate.
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Much of the follow-up discussion on the concept of regime complexes presents a
pessimistic picture: Nested and overlapping regimes, to borrow Alter and Meunier’s
terminology, generally lead to bureaucratic logjam and the misallocation of resources. A
recent forum in the March 2009 Perspectives on Politics led by Alter and Meunier
illustrate these potentialities. As international governance increasingly occurs through
the complicated channels of nested regimes, we are likely to see more “international law
fragmentation and rule ambiguity.”39 In this milieu we should expect a heightened role
for expert bureaucrats to make sense of the complicated rules, which adds to the expense
of lawyers and other advisory positions.40 For Drezner, the increased costs of navigating
the rules of these regimes inevitably “privileges great powers at the expense of weaker
states and non-state actors.”41 The former actors, he argues, are at an advantage versus
the latter in terms of their ability to bear the cost of navigating these networks. Betts
finds that overlapping venues in the area of international refugee protection has indeed
gone to benefit the intentions of the more powerful states. The northern states, he argues,
have resorted to “regime shifting”—a tactic of using alternative venues more favorable to
their goals—in order to reduce the relevance of the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees, which had the central responsibility for overseeing the rights
of refugees since mid-century.
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The symposium also dealt with the question of competition. While Hofmann
points out that the relationship between NATO and the European Security and Defense
Policy is not entirely competitive, these organizations suffer from having few incentives
to cooperate, but considerable overlap in their missions. This, she argues, has “clearly
impeded the development of an efficient division of labor between the two institutions.”42
Judith Kelley deals directly with a case of competition among increasing numbers of
agencies: election monitoring. Increased density, she argues, has a series of beneficial
effects. The existence of multiple institutions, she argues, can overcome deadlock,
offering alternative agencies for states who may feel that existing agencies are biased
against them. Moreover, the presence of multiple election monitoring agencies may
increase legitimacy by reinforcing election results. But added inefficiencies are a cost of
increased density. Competition creates a disincentive for cooperation. A lack of
information sharing between agencies, or unwillingness to pool resources, can lead to
costly overlapping and sub-optimal outcomes. Or, as Kelley, puts it, “redundancies,
communication failures, and waste.”43 Differing organizational biases, methods, or
standards may cause these organizations to contradict each other or otherwise work at
cross purposes.
These studies generally reflect a pessimistic view of regimes as they expand.
Indeed there are important truths to this line of argument. New institutions created within
regimes are often not hierarchical, leaving significant procedural ambiguities. This has
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particularly been the case in global health, which has seen a tremendous proliferation of
new agencies that often serve similar functions. Additionally, it has seen the existing
agencies enter the fray, playing the roles reserved for traditional global health institutions.
This has raised important strategic questions for recipient states: From which donors do
they seek support? Do they solicit input from the World Bank, UNDP or WHO? Do
recipient states apply to PEPFAR or the Global Fund for assistance? As the regime
complex literature would suggest, this system offers expanded options for poorer states
but is more difficult (and costly) to navigate. The global health literature, as we have
seen in chapter 1, has generated considerable discussion on these issues. Moreover, a
cavalcade of critics led by Garrett, MacKellar and others, has lamented the potential for
misallocation and overlap amidst a vastly widened network of donors. As noted, my
findings are less pessimistic. Indeed, increases in size and density can have beneficial
consequences that offset many of these potential inefficiencies.
2.3 Conclusion
These analytical perspectives offer important insights into global health, and
contain important truths that offer a partial understanding of the rise of global health.
Still, there are important questions that they leave unanswered. What has led to the
marked degree of specialization that has offset much of the worst predictions that the
regime’s critics and the regime complex literature would predict? I answer this question
in two ways. First, conditions of increased competition amidst regime density have
beneficial factors. The political reality, particularly for non-state actors, is that they must
produce distinct results in order to maintain relevance. This, as we will see in chapter 4
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with the cases of the WHO, World Bank, UNDP and EU, was a big factor in pushing
states to specialize. To do this they had to lean as much as possible on distinct
specialties. Secondly, there have been normative factors that reinforce the general push
in the direction of specialization. These changes are evident in the history of the global
health regime and its key normative shifts, as I have illustrated in brief above.
In that context, the global public health regime underwent important changes.
This includes obvious changes in the material environment, such as the increased volume
of aid and the number of institutions dedicated toward improved health. It also includes
major ideational changes. The global public health regime began with an ambitious
ideology of pressing for universal access to health care. This was not inconsistent with
the dominant ideological underpinnings of the time. The governments of the West, the
WHO’s chief architects, were in the midst of a post-War Keynesianism that carried with
it a general confidence in the power of government activism to address the world’s
problems. This was reflected in the ambitious activism of Brock Chisholm, the WHO’s
first director-general. Its high symbolic watermark was the World Health Assembly’s
declarative goal of “health for all” by the year 2000. This ideological vantage point
generally declined thereafter in favor of what Kelley Lee calls narrower, “economic”
goals based on cost-effective interventions rather than universal access to primary care.
This was the dominant emphasis of the World Bank’s 1993 development report, which
itself symbolized the Bank’s entry as a leading player in the rise of global health.
The new prevailing ideal in global health implores states to utilize comparative
advantages in global health, avoiding overlap with other donors by specializing in
specific areas. As we will see in chapter 3, I observe a significant degree of conformity
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with these values. States’ geographic relations also play a role in causing specialization
among states. However, domestic interests also play a large role in producing continuous
specialization policies. I find this to be the case across a diverse set of cases—the US,
Japan, Sweden and Canada. It is also necessary to emphasize an important finding from
the data: Specialization occurs among both multilateral and bilateral donors. This is
evidence that the prevailing approaches toward global health cut across actor-types,
contrary to what we would expect based on the Rodrik thesis.
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CHAPTER 3
BILATERAL SPECIALIZATION: THE CASES OF THE US, JAPAN,
SWEDEN AND CANADA
Bilateral ODA is the most significant form of aid to health, eclipsing both
multilateral and private aid. Many of the most important developments in global health
have come in the form of new bilateral programs such as PEPFAR, which led an
unprecedented global push to fight HIV/AIDS. This came in the midst of a near
universal lamentation of the decline of development assistance from DAC countries.
According to Therien and Lloyd, because of factors “including the end of the Cold War,
domestic economic difficulties in developed countries and the increased flow of private
capital towards the Third World, aid is undergoing a profound crisis.”1 Their data show
that development assistance hit an all time low in 1997. The overall volume of aid
continues to disappoint. The average DAC member disperses about a quarter percent of
its GDP in development assistance, according to the OECD, well below the UN goal of
0.7 percent. In Foreign Affairs Jeffrey Sachs dismissed US aid giving as “utterly
inadequate.”2
Nevertheless, ODA to global health saw its most substantial gains during this
period, bucking the overall stagnant trend. A report in The Lancet reflected the
optimism: “High level attention to global health has risen markedly over the past two
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decades, particularly since 2000.”3 Data from the DAC countries bears this out. Bilateral
aid to health nearly doubled between 2000 and 2006, to $13.3 billion in constant 2005
dollars. This is the steepest increase of any decade since 1974, the earliest year on record
in the DAC database. Yet there are distinct variations among bilateral donors,
underscored by the strong tendency among donors to specialize in a small number of
health issues.
This chapter addresses the cases of the US, Japan, Canada and Sweden, and
assesses the causes of their distinct prioritization patterns. Each case is distinct in its
priorities. There are clear patterns of specialization across these four cases, which pose
larger questions. Why do these individual patterns of aid not reflect the general bilateral
ODA pattern? Why have states generally narrowed their priorities? This chapter argues
that this uneven pattern of aid prioritization does not by any means reflect a disinterest in
global health aid. Indeed, states have narrowed their priorities while overall aid
allocations have actually increased. As we saw in chapter 1, the combine phenomena of
specialization, and an overall global allocation that reflects the burden of disease,
resembles a global division of labor. The bilateral donor community as a whole
ultimately addresses all health issues on the global agenda. But they have sought to
specialize in specific health issues or geographical regions. Taken in aggregate, the
global bilateral aid pattern is strikingly reflective of disease burdens in the poorest
countries, and in general accordance with the consensus approach toward global
development called for in the Millennium Declaration.
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The ODA patterns of each case have been the focus of extensive study, and
scholars have found distinct characteristics in each. The most widely held finding on the
US, currently the world’s largest distributor of ODA, is that security considerations
heavily impact its development priorities. Japan is said to distribute ODA on the basis of
maintaining and enhancing its trade position among Asian countries in the developing
world. Canada is predominately thought to utilize its aid giving to enhance its global
influence in lieu of robust military power. Sweden is a quintessential practitioner of the
“Scandinavian model” of aid giving, whose utility function is driven by humanitarian
concerns. Each donor, however, has faced considerable pressure to conform to
international development norms which call for a more needs-oriented approach that
targets the poorest countries. The international community has also called for greater
efficiency in the use of resources, particularly through specialization according to
comparative advantages. This revised understanding of global health is reflected in the
increased conformity in how these donors approach public health.
The aid patterns among these states and the reasons for them do not fit neatly with
the existing aid literature explored in chapter 2. The foreign policy model emphasizes
national self interest. It expects wealthy donor states to utilize aid to advance their
primary foreign policy goals. These may be security related in the case of the US or
economic in the case with Japan. The humanitarian model allows more room for
normative questions to surface, expecting donor motivations to reflect humanitarian need.
There are important truths to these understandings of why states allocate aid, but there are
also empirical and theoretical shortcomings when we apply the case of global health.
The most apparent problem with applying the still-dominant foreign policy model is that
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global bilateral allocation toward public health reflects recipient need more closely than
critics often contend, and tends to focus on low income recipients where need is greatest
but where foreign policy benefits are marginal.
That adds an element of truth to the humanitarian understanding of aid but does
not explicitly explain how or why donors arrive at the conclusion that they must optimize
resources according to need. More specifically it does not account for the patterns of
specialization that comprise world patterns of ODA—not one OECD donor actually
addresses all global disease burdens alone. Patterns of specialization among these four
cases conform with the general push in the international donor community to develop
comparative advantages and specialize. These include the international drive to commit
to health in a development context, and to maximize resources in health in order to create
the conditions for growth in lesser developed economies. In this regard, donors’
narrowing focus on fewer issues and recipient regions is consistent with the international
effort to produce aid more efficiently and effectively. We also see evidence that
domestic interests play a role in spurring and reinforcing the development of comparative
advantages. These factors create feedback effects that reinforce specialized activities.
This chapter proceeds in two parts. The first section explores the emergence of
the new consensus in global health, one in which specialization is promoted
internationally, particularly by the OECD. Moreover, the new international consensus
contends that human development is essential to economic growth (rather than simply the
other way around). The second section looks directly at specific cases. Despite the
diversity of cases, these states all show significant degrees of conformity to the
consensus, both in pronunciations and in practice. They have all developed specialized
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areas of application in global health, however the major impetus for these specializations
in most cases was domestic, not necessarily international. Changed assumptions about
global health, combined with intense domestic involvement around global health policies,
have directed states to develop narrow priorities even as they increase development
assistance toward aid.
3.2 States and the Emerging Consensus
There is a new international consensus that places global health at the center of
international development efforts, which functions as a powerful force of convergence in
developmental approaches. This change was articulated most forcefully by the World
Bank, which devoted its 1993 development report solely to health. The report signaled
the Bank’s entrance into the public health foray. Its approach to health policy marked a
major change of thinking within the regime. This is evident in the practices of states
today: Human development approaches are essential to economic growth, and attacking
the world’s problems in global health requires cost effective maneuvers like
specialization. The millennium goals are consistent with the paradigm, so centrality of
the goals in the policy statements of a broad range of actors in international development
is hardly a surprise. The 2000 Millennium Declaration officially enshrined global health
as one, if not the, centerpiece issue in global development. It figures heavily into the
policy goals outlined by each bilateral development agency under study here, save for the
US, which has largely adopted its priorities despite its tendency to avoid citing it as a
catalyst for domestic policy.
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The US program is reflective (if not overtly) of the goals. While it has distanced
itself from them, its proclamations and initiatives nevertheless resemble the global
consensus that human development issues such as global health are central to the
development agenda. Foreign Aid in the National Interest, a landmark blueprint for US
foreign aid policy released in 2002, framed improving global health across a myriad of
indicators as “important for raising productivity, reducing poverty and sustaining
economic growth.”4 HIV/AIDS, USAID noted in a 2004 report to Congress, threatens to
“erase decades of development progress.”5 Global infectious disease, the report notes,
“affects the health and wealth of individuals and nations alike and is a major constraint to
economic development.”6 This evinces the acceptance of the consensus that global
health is essential to stimulating economic growth. This is a remarkable reversal from
the US-led Washington consensus which held that improved human development follows
growth through markets. The new consensus instead contends that the relationship
between economic growth and public health is reciprocal, with one promoting or holding
back the other.
This consensus has also been adopted in Japan, another state heavily criticized for
its unilateral approach to development assistance. Japan’s official development
assistance charter, revised in 2003, sees improved health as central to global poverty
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reduction.7 Junichiro Koizumi called this “human-centered development.”8 The threat of
infectious disease, Japan’s development agency contends, “will have a significant impact
on society by taking a toll not only on [national economies], but also on household
finances.”9 In response to these challenges, Japan’s foreign minister, Masahiko Koumura
cited increasing awareness of the need for international action on infectious diseases,
which was catalyzed by the 2000 Millennium Summit.10 Japan sees the MDGs as
essential to achieving poverty reduction, which it asserts will lower the burden of health
care costs among working families, enlarge the workforce and provide enhanced
educational opportunities. The result if the MDGs are achieved, according to Japan’s
development agency, will be dramatic socioeconomic advancements.11
Canada and Sweden, who embed normative advocacy for global health in their
respective foreign policies, are vocal supporters of the global consensus. International
declarations such as the MDGs figure heavily into their policy formulations. For
Sweden, addressing global disease entails looking beyond strictly epidemiological issues
to socioeconomic factors in disease transmission. The overarching goal of the Swedish
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International Development Agency (SIDA) is poverty reduction, toward which it sees
eliminating global disease as central. Sweden views itself as part of a growing
international effort to place global health at the center of the development agenda:
In recent years, there has been a shift in the global response to the
remaining and widening gaps in world health and the unfinished agenda of
the health of the poor. Health is no longer seen as a technical issue solely
under the responsibility of health ministries but as part of social and
economic development, with major implications for poverty reduction.12
Improvements in global health are as much contributors to economic development as
outcomes of it, a consensus which Sweden sees as enshrined in the Millennium
Declaration. Canadian policy also reflects this consensus. The Canadian International
Development Agency (CIDA) seeks to frame global health in the context of human
rights. For Canada, international development and human rights are seen as essential to
one another. As with Sweden, normative advocacy is a central pillar of Canadian
development policy. Canada sees itself as particularly well positioned to engage in
advocacy with the US, pushing for an expanded, human rights oriented response to global
health.
As health assumed a central place on the development agenda, and more
development agencies placed it on their own agendas, the attendant increase in bilateral
resources is hardly surprising. Beyond that, the consensus also calls for donors to
maximize the efficiency of these resources by specializing. The evidence in this chapter
shows clearly that state actors are voicing the consensus, and are to an important degree
practicing it. The degree of specialization even offsets many of the perceived
inefficiencies associated with bureaucratic expansion. However, domestic processes of
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resource allocation by states are so intensely political that it is difficult to distinguish the
impact of emergent international norms from the wrangling of domestic politics. What
these cases show is that there are important international and domestic reinforcement
effects.
We see two types of specialization at work among state donors. The first is
specialization according to issue area. States develop technical expertise and experience
in key priority areas of global health, choosing a small number in which to devote large
shares of their resources. Another component of specialization among donors is
geographic. Donor states establish expertise in specific areas, with development agencies
becoming particularly adept at understanding the burden of diseases in focus countries.
States initiate long range programs among a select number of focus countries, and in the
process enhance relationships with local governments. Japan’s program, for example—
aided by its long standing regional relationships—has made Asia its central region of
focus. As a result, the disease burden there has impacted aid flows. Sweden, in a similar
fashion, has sought to expand development programs in nearby Eastern Europe.
The increasing amounts of geographically specialized aid channeled into Africa,
South Asia and Latin America, where public health issues are most pressing, provides
further evidence that donor states are following the burden of disease. We also see
another familiar trend: the paring down of geographic specialties. Even as their volume
of ODA expands, Canada and Sweden, for example, have sought to pare down the
number of recipients to a handful of “focus countries.” Forging extended partnerships
with a small number of countries ostensibly helps these development agencies build on
their knowledge of these states, both in terms of their developmental needs and of their
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domestic political and cultural environments. Enhancing this knowledge through
partnerships, both development agencies contend, allows them to develop more effective
development assistance programs.
3.2 Case Studies
3.2.1 The US
The US government is the largest donor to health, including all public and private
donors. This is consistent with its position as the world’s largest overall provider of aid
since 2001 (figure 3.1 below compares US aid to all DAC member states). The sheer size
of its global health outlay also makes it the world’s most broad based donor across issue
areas, providing significant funding to all major health categories (see figure 3.2 below).
However, it is still highly specialized, devoting roughly half of its funding to AIDS from
year to year. Regionally, it pours considerable resources into sub-Saharan Africa. In
absolute terms, all major categories save maternal health have seen gains in funding in
the first half of this decade, though none has risen as steeply as HIV/AIDS. In relative
terms, shown in figure 3.3, only HIV/AIDS and other communicable diseases have seen
increases, reflecting a sharp prioritization toward communicable disease in Africa during
this period. This change in priorities by the US qualifies as one of the most significant
developments in global public health over the past decade.
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Figure 3.1: DAC Donors Ranked by Aid Volume in 2008
United States
$31.7 billion
Japan
16.9
Germany
12.6
France
9.9
United Kingdom
7.9
Netherlands
5.6
Australia
4.7
Spain
4.6
Norway
3.8
Canada
3.7
Sweden
2.7
Italy
2.3
Belgium
1.8
Switzerland
1.7
Denmark
1.6
Korea
1.5
Austria
1.3
Portugal
0.97
Ireland
0.93
Finland
0.92
New Zealand
0.35
Greece
0.31
Luxembourg
0.28
DAC Bilateral Total
117.9
Source: CRS Database. In 2008 dollars.

Overall US funding for global public health causes has steadily increased since
the OECD began keeping records in 1974. That year, the US contributed $191 million to
global health. By 1990 the figure had increased to more than $850 million, but was
jeopardized by the end of the Cold War, which marked a general downward transition in
US aid to health. By 1996, aid to health declined significantly, to $715 million from
more than a billion dollars the previous year.13 While the US foreign assistance program
declined, surpassed by both Japan and France, global health in most regions had
improved. The exception was sub-Saharan Africa, where the global AIDS epidemic
13

CRS Database, in constant 2005 dollars.
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reached disastrous proportions, becoming the leading cause of disease burden in Africa
by 2001. By 1996, as the US global health program shrank, there were 22 million
HIV/AIDS cases worldwide, concentrated mainly in sub-Saharan African countries. Yet
only $292 million worldwide had been raised that year to combat the epidemic.14 During
that year UNAIDS became functional, and led the charge, along with the WHO and other
international institutions within the UN family, to galvanize support for the epidemic.
Figure 3.2: US Health ODA to Major Issue Areas

Source: CRS Database. In Millions of US Dollars (2005).

The push to confront HIV/AIDS, and to ramp up global health support more
generally, also came from within the US during this period. The Institute of Medicine, a
non profit chartered by Congress, issued a crucial report entitled America’s Vital Interest
14
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in Global Health, which charged the US with failing to use its immense wealth and
scientific expertise to improve international health. The Lancet, one of the most
influential journals in global public health, editorialized on the “great danger that
Congress will ignore” the IOM’s appeal.15 Domestic interests were also vocal about
pressing the government to provide funding for HIV/AIDS programs both domestically
and abroad.16 The epidemic’s emergent presence there resulted in the formation of what
was effectively an AIDS bureaucracy working within existing institutions such as Health
and Human Services, the Center for Disease Control, the National Institutes of Health,
and USAID. The activists who would eventually lead internal lobbying efforts for the
global pandemic emerged from existing and newly created offices within these agencies.
Similarly, activist groups such as Act Up and others that originated in response to
the domestic epidemic helped foment pressure on the government to act abroad. In sum,
the US was under tremendous domestic and international pressure to expand its global
health apparatus, and to address the AIDS crisis in particular. Within a short period of
time the US did just that, increasing aid to health to more than $1.3 billion by 2000 and
more than $4.8 billion by 2006.17 As table 3.2 shows, this overall increase was led by
two major issue areas, AIDS and other communicable disease. The initiatives which
channeled funding in this direction are the 1998 Infectious Disease Initiative and
PEPFAR.
15
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US aid priorities, as opposed to the Swedish model discussed below, are largely
regarded by scholars to be based on foreign policy expedience. However, in the area of
public health, the foreign policy model is not directly obvious. Rather, US aid
prioritization follows a pattern of specialization that is not especially tied to any
immediate security interests. The most prominent white paper to emerge during this time
was Foreign Aid in the National Interest, which USAID drafted in 2002, just as the US
began to ramp up its anti-AIDS initiatives. The document, one of the first official policy
papers on foreign aid after the September 11th attacks, offered a blueprint for the next
several years of ODA allocations. It places foreign aid in the context of the “war on
terrorism,” but insists upon the urgent need to address the global burden of disease in its
own right. Consistent with the Bush administration’s post-September 11th rhetoric, it
posits that foreign aid can facilitate the emergence of (presumably less threatening) freemarket democracies. Yet, aside from the Millennium Challenge Account, which
ostensibly privileges states that show evidence of verging toward free market democratic
systems, the centerpieces of US aid to health have little directly to do with the war on
terrorism. HIV/AIDS figures heavily into US policy, and is blamed for reversing
development gains in affected regions. It is also cited for its potential to “wreak havoc”
in populous countries including China and India.18
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Figure 3.3: US Health ODA to Major Issue Areas by Percentage Share

Source: CRS Database.
Foreign Aid elucidates what USAID deems a changed strategy for the 21st
century. “What is striking,” the report notes, “is the progress that has been made, albeit
with continued serious lags in the least developed countries.”19 While the report
subsequently calls for addressing the changing disease burden (toward noncommunicable diseases) in the developing world, it places a greater emphasis on the
“serious lags.” It was after this period that AIDS and other communicable diseases
became a clear priority. What led to this shift in priorities was the move toward
specialization based on region and disease type. Though, resulting from its sheer size,
the annual US ODA allocation remains robust, the US has sought to winnow down
recipient states and issue areas based on relative need.
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The Infectious Disease Initiative, launched in 1998 to combat communicable
disease, exemplifies this approach, basing USAID’s strategy on “the recognition that
maximum impact will be achieved by focusing on a few diseases which are sources of
significant mortality.”20 This approach directed the agency’s attention toward
tuberculosis and malaria, two of the leading causes of disease burden in Africa. These
two diseases have consequently seen large absolute and relative gains since 2000.21
USAID cites long standing partnerships with NGOs and universities, both with
experience in combating communicable disease, as comparative advantages. More
significantly, it cites the “pre-eminence” of the US research community, which can be
“put to use in developing long range solutions” toward slowing communicable disease
epidemics. The research and development component of US foreign assistance programs
is cited as central to its overall global health program. It advances “research and
innovation” in selected health issues impacting the developing world, and the transfer of
“new technologies” to the field.22 In testimony to Congress during the AIDS epidemic’s
early years, USAID cited a strong capacity to convert experiences in maternal health and
family planning toward effective anti-AIDS policy.23
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PEPFAR, the world’s largest single-issue public health program, reflects the
general trend of specialization in global health. It focuses on 12 high risk countries in
sub-Saharan Africa, including heavily impacted Botswana, South Africa and Uganda.
The program additionally seeks to harness US expertise in biotech research, in areas such
as vaccination development, distribution mechanisms for antiretroviral drugs, as well as
clinic and laboratory design. The program—the centerpiece of US global health policy—
has disseminated $18.8 billion to date. It was reauthorized in 2008 with $39 billion in
new funding.24 These considerable new funds, accompanied by a ten year goal to support
three million people on ARV drugs, assure that HIV/AIDS will remain the central
priority of the US for the foreseeable future. Additionally, it solidifies the US position as
the leading specialist in HIV/AIDS.
The system of regional prioritization adopted by USAID reflects a general pattern
in donor specialization. At the top of its three-tiered system of global health priorities,
“Joint Programming Countries,” are those with the highest potential worldwide health
impact—i.e. high disease burdens that can be cost effectively addressed.25 This is
consistent with the strategy outlined in the World Bank’s influential 1993 development
report. That watershed document had called on the global health regime to minimize its
approach to the most cost effective measures based on disease burden studies, and for
donors to utilize comparative advantages, reducing overlap. The corresponding
24
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prioritization pattern in the US case has gravitated toward HIV/AIDS and other
communicable disease. Embedded in this approach to global health is the understanding
that donors must maximize their resources through narrow, targeted avenues. The US is
doing so by picking a small number of countries through which to channel USAID
resources.
The move toward specialization in the US has meant that other major issues have
seen relative declines. Larger interventions in a few key areas cause funding in other
areas to be crowded out. Additionally, geographic specialization means increasing or
decreasing funding based on changing conditions in recipient countries’ disease burdens.
The most dramatic of these decreases is in financing for maternal health, an issue where
the US had been a world leader. This occurred, USAID argues, because maternal
mortality is on the decline in several US assisted countries, where other diseases like
tuberculosis had risen.26 Thus the focus country system can affect prioritization as
donors respond to changing conditions among selected recipients. Instead of expanding
into regions where maternal health is of greater concern, it has focused instead on
addressing what it sees as the most pressing challenges in existing priority countries.
The US case reflects the public health consensus. Given the unilateral track the
US has been on during this period, there is a surprising degree of conformity with
emergent understandings of global health. Specialization in this case is predicated on
geographic and technological areas where the US perceives its comparative advantages.
The US utilizes its preponderance in wealth (enabling it to match the scale of the
26
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HIV/AIDS epidemic) and in technology (fostering investments in infectious disease
vaccination and treatment delivery). Also, as shown above, we see domestic pressure,
including anti-AIDS interest groups, pressing the need for a specific specialization.
Indeed, these constituencies continue to press for increased funding, as the recent renewal
of PEPFAR showed. In sum, as the volume of its global health campaign amplified, its
focus narrowed.
3.2.2 Japan
Japan, for years the world’s leading distributor of ODA, relinquished its position
to the US in 2001, corresponding with its relative economic decline. Its region of
specialization is Asia, which receives 90 percent of Japanese aid.27 The foreign policy
model has been rigorously applied to Japan by scholars. The academic consensus is that
Japanese aid serves to increase its influence among its regional neighbors, ostensibly to
expand its export market and secure its access to natural resources.28 As Taro Aso (then
foreign minister) noted, Japanese aid “is essentially about having other countries first use
precious money of the Japanese people for the benefit of the Japanese people later on.”29
For this reason, Japan tends to rank low on the Center for Global Development’s annual
index on aid productivity. Nevertheless, Japan has institutionalized humanitarian and
social development components into its ODA program. Its development assistance
27
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charter was revised in 2003 to better reflect these values, framing international
development as a human rights issue. The revision, the first since the charter’s
ratification in 1992, also calls on Japan to utilize its comparative advantage in prioritizing
development assistance. This includes, according to the charter, “its advanced
technologies, expertise, human resources, and institutions.”30 The charter, in short,
officially calls on Japan to specialize.
Japan credits its ODA program for recent development successes in Southeast
Asia, and has begun to export what it calls the “Asian model” to Africa.31 Despite the
decline in Japanese ODA, aid to health has remained steady, totaling $1.6 billion in 2006.
As we see in tables 3.4 and 3.5 below, which show Japanese ODA in absolute terms and
by share respectively, Japan’s approach to global health has been to specialize in water
sanitation projects. Substantial funding also goes toward basic health infrastructure. This
reflects Japan’s traditional focus on large, capital intensive projects in its international
development program. Given Japan’s approach to ODA, it is not surprising that urban
water sanitation is an area of specialization. In addition to taking advantage of its wealth
of experience in such projects domestically, Japan has occasionally held up these large
projects as examples of its own model of state led intervention as an alternative to the
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Washington consensus.32 Infrastructural projects typically consume about 40 percent of
Japan’s total ODA budget, an unusually high figure.33
Figure 3.4: Japanese Health ODA to Major Issue Areas

Source: CRS Database. In Millions of US Dollars (2005).

Japan’s high degree of specialization is due in part to budget limitations imposed
after the decade-long recession. The Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), the
agency chiefly responsible for international development and ODA distribution, called
for “more effective” use of its aid amidst budget cuts. Its plan, outlined in 2003,
prioritized “country-specific and issue-specific activities” that offer cost effective
32
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solutions and take advantage of what Japan sees as its comparative advantages.34 For
Japan, this has meant a continued focus on its traditional priority of water sanitation,
totaling more than a billion dollars per year. This makes Japan the world’s largest donor
in the area of water sanitation, comprising 41 percent of international funding in this area.
This policy, Japan argues, fulfills a specialized role toward the millennium goal of
halving the proportion of the world population without safe drinking water by 2015.35
Although it has tried to increase its focus on “soft” interventions, water sanitation
remains its primary area of specialization, as shown in figure 3.5. Indeed, Japan is a
prime example of single issue specialization. Why does it specialize in this particular
area?
The main reasons for Japan’s specialization can be boiled down to related
reasons: domestic experience in this area, major industrial interests surrounding it, and a
corresponding wealth in expertise. It is, in short, a product of its advanced capability in
water sanitation projects, which figured heavily into its own rapid post-war development.
Japan also argues, ex post facto, that there is a great global need for such technologies,
which is articulated in the MDGs. It cites the global fresh water shortage (only 0.01
percent of all water on earth is potable) in the face of rapid increases in both population
and consumption, making dehydration and water born disease leading factors in the
global burden of disease. More than a billion people lack safe drinking water and,
Japan’s development agency contends, 80 percent of communicable disease in the
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developing world are contracted through polluted water. Despite the obvious domestic
factors leading to this allocation, this places Japan centrally within the MDGs, which
calls for halving the number of people without access to basic sanitation by 2015. This
specialization, Japan contends, also indirectly contributes to other MDGs such as the
reduction of child mortality. As advocates of the foreign policy model would point out,
Japan’s focus on enhancing the clean water supply is also reflective of its own sensitivity
to water shortages. As a net importer of water resources, Japan sees addressing the
global fresh water shortage as central to its own interests.
Yet Japan’s water sanitation policy is driven primarily by domestic interests that
emerged during its own rapid development in the postwar era. The Japanese government
cites its own experiences dealing with water shortages as a comparative advantage.
Water sanitation infrastructure was a central issue during Japan’s rise from a developing
economy to an advanced industrial leader in the Post-War era. Rapid urbanization,
modern industrial agriculture, and the concurrent depletion of rivers and lakes—
challenges similar to those in the developing world which face resource challenges—led
to massive domestic initiatives in clean water infrastructure. As Marie Soderberg argues,
“Infrastructure is an area where Japan is strong. They have considerable know-how, a
number of well-trained engineers and many construction companies.”36 The Japanese
government sees this knowledge as transferable to recipient states. But, as Soderberg
points out, its prowess in this area is also the result of extensive domestic industries
prepared to offer ready made solutions to the global health crisis.
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Figure 3.5: Japanese Health ODA to Major Issue Areas by Percentage Share

Source: CRS Database.

Japan’s official reports essentially make this case, but they unsurprisingly leave
out the connection between domestic interests and its aid policy. Japan’s prowess in
large scale water sanitation is cited as a historic “comparative advantage,” not a
politically powerful component of Japan’s industrial economy. An influential 2003 JICA
report notes that “Japan, which has accumulated experience in the water sector through
rapid modernization after World War II, has a prominent role to play in development
assistance in this sector.”37 Similar to the US case regarding HIV/AIDS, Japan sees itself
as having a unique ability to provide transfers of technology to the developing world in
specific areas of expertise. In reality, these areas of global health concern have large
domestic constituencies in their respective countries, creating feedback effects and
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helping push patterns of specialization. Japanese policy planners seek to export the
bureaucratic structure that underlies the rapid development of clean water and sanitation
facilities that occurred during its own period of expansion. It cites basic water sanitation
as an area of specialization in the global division of labor, owing to “methods established
from Japan’s experience,” resulting in “high quality assistance based on Japan’s
comparative advantage.”38
Even though Japan has voiced support for an expanded emphasis on noninfrastructural aid, water sanitation is poised to remain the centerpiece for Japanese
global health policy. Its traditional approach was reiterated in the Initiative for
Sustainable Development in the 21st Century, Japan’s comprehensive approach to water
supply and sanitation and its largest global health initiative.39 At the 2003 World Water
Forum, Japan announced the Initiative for Japan ODA on Water. The program called for
utilizing Japan’s technical expertise in improving the building and finance capacities for
water sanitation in recipient countries.40 It specifically focused on large scale programs
in urban areas. Japan’s continued domestic investments in infrastructure (spurred by a
construction spree during its early recession) and rapid urbanization in the developing
world are likely keep the focus on large scale projects like water sanitation. The current
recession makes it likely that the government will continue to utilize foreign aid to
finance domestic construction sectors. Moreover, its position as the world’s leading
38
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donor in this area gives it a unique distinction in a global health regime that is
increasingly crowded. As the regime grows denser, Japanese policymakers maintain a
unique niche in water sanitation.
As the world’s leading donor in this area, Japan is a central presence in
international venues such as the World Water Forum, which calls for improved water
management. It contends that “the water crisis is deepening and increasing in complexity
due to rapid socioeconomic changes, which were caused by population growth,
urbanization, industrialization and excessive agricultural development on a global
scale.”41 JICA is also in the process of expanding this area of development assistance to
Africa and Latin America in addition to its traditional recipient, Asia.42 Japan has also
used its expertise in this area in partnerships with other countries, culminating in the
collaborative Water and Sanitation Broad Partnership Initiative. This initiative is
designed to bolster cooperation with multilateral institutions and other bilateral donors. It
has since announced a partnership with the US. Direct Japanese ODA toward all other
major health issues remains relatively small. While JICA recognizes the need to
diversify in order to address changes in the global burden of disease, it has chosen—in
part because of a shrinking budget—to focus on a handful of countries and issues. By
specializing on a few target issues, JICA contends that it can make better use of its
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limited funds.43 It can also avoid overlap with other donors, another component of the
approach advocated in Investing in Health, and in the Paris Declaration on ODA
effectiveness.
Direct support for HIV/AIDS has been minimal relative to other major donors.
This is likely because the HIV/AIDS epidemic did not hit Japan on the scale that it did
the US and Canada, ensuring that it did not develop the domestic constituencies around
the AIDS issue that those countries have. Nevertheless, JICA has framed HIV/AIDS as a
development issue that “hinders development, affects national health, national welfare
and labor supplies in developing countries.”44 As with all our cases in this chapter, its
language is highly reflective of the consensus. But its own activities toward AIDS have
been limited in scope, focusing on technical improvements for testing and the distribution
of contraceptives in traditional recipient countries such as Vietnam.45 Additionally, JICA
has expanded these activities into Africa. The bulk of its support for HIV/AIDS,
however, has come through multilateral channels, which it should be noted do not
register in the CRS bilateral data recorded in the charts above. The most significant of
these contributions was a 2005 commitment under Junichiro Koizumi to contribute $500
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million to the Global Fund.46 Its deference to international institutions suggests Japan
prefers to specialize in water sanitation directly, while deferring to multilateral
institutions on issues outside its purview.
3.2.3: Sweden
Sweden is the largest Scandinavian donor in the area of public health and is
considered by scholars to adhere to the Scandinavian model of development assistance.
This so-called “good” model (whose reputed purveyors include the Netherlands)
contends that these donors place global development interests over foreign policy
expediency. It joins only the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Denmark and Norway in the
club of countries exceeding the 2002 Monterrey Conference goal of allocating at least 0.7
percent of GNI to development assistance. Sweden currently commits 1 percent of GNI
to international aid, making it consistently among the world’s largest donors as a
percentage of national income. It also serves as one the chief advocates for worldwide
increases in development assistance.47 The Center for Global Development and the
Development Assistance Research Associates both rated Sweden first on their 2008
rankings of OECD donors for their promotion of global development. This is in stark
contrast to Japan and the US, which tend to rank low in such studies in large part because
of their reputations for placing foreign policy interests ahead of global development, and
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their use of tied aid. In short, the consensus on Swedish aid is that it is primarily needbased. Where Japan locates the majority of its aid in regions where it has a strong
economic interest, and is known for tying aid to domestic industries, Swedish ODA
focuses on Africa where it has little economic interest.48
Sweden recently announced a restructuring of its development assistance program
and has spent recent years pushing toward specialization in all areas, including public
health. Gunilla Carlsson, the current Minister for International Development, puts the
overarching goal of the restructuring succinctly in a way that reflects two components of
the global consensus: more aid and better efficiency. “Sweden is a leading country when
it comes to the volume of development assistance,” she notes, “It is my goal that Sweden
also become a leading country in terms of quality and efficiency.”49 The new “results
based” focus is consistent with the trends among other donors, involving an increased
emphasis on more specialized aid. Sweden’s general focus when it comes to ODA is
geographic, concentrating on “the places where Sweden’s assistance is most useful and
where Sweden’s long-term involvement is best justified.”50 SIDA contends that this
approach will bring much needed clarity of purpose to Swedish aid, and ensure that its
functions do not overlap with that of other donors. This has meant a department-wide
scaling back in the number of recipient states, to places where Swedish aid can be used
most effectively. In its move toward geographic specialization SIDA has called for a
48
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particular focus on two regions: Eastern Europe and sub-Saharan Africa. The former
because of its proximity and relative importance to Sweden, and the latter because of its
urgent development needs. Sweden’s official policy is to select specific focus countries
within these regions, and to phase out recipient regions where other donors have more
prevalent ties.
Figure 3.6: Swedish Health ODA to Major Issue Areas

Source: CRS Database. In Millions of US Dollars (2005).

So far Sweden’s scaled down approach has not meant a decline in the overall size
of its ODA outlays, which continue to constitute a high percentage of GNI. In the area of
global health, its allocations have also remained large. As with most other donors, its
total allocations to global health have increased significantly in this decade, which is on
pace to become its largest ever.51 Its primary issue of specialization is general health
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sector development, though HIV/AIDS has received significant attention in this decade,
owing to Sweden’s renewed focus on Africa. Health sector development is Sweden’s
traditional focus, comprising between 30 and 50 percent of Swedish ODA to health for
each five-year time period shown in figure 3.7 below.
SIDA places health in the context of international development and sees it as
instrumental in achieving its overarching goal of poverty reduction. As with the other
bilateral cases explored in this chapter, Sweden’s reorientation of its program coincided
with the Millennium Declaration. Its health program seeks to maximize its resources
toward the realization of the declaration by 2015. Along with the consensus that places
health at the center of international development, Sweden sees health as “one of the keys
to both economic and social development, and thereby to poverty reduction and
elimination.”52 As Sweden’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs recently noted, its new policy
of “focused bilateral” cooperation was designed to accomplish “reduced poverty and
achievement of the Millennium Development Goals.”53 This means geographic
specialization. Sweden’s aid reorientation calls for paring down the number of recipient
countries to 30. Once again we see stated ideas that conform to the consensus, and
official policies that move in that direction.
Also consistent with the consensus is the narrowing of priority even as the volume
of aid rises. SIDA has two stated criteria for the selection of focus countries (in addition
to safeguards such as the rule of law and respect for human rights). First, it seeks to place
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resources in places where the need is greatest. Its assessments calculate local incomes as
well as human development indicators such as infant mortality. The second factor is the
degree of value-added by Swedish ODA over other donors. This includes consideration
of Sweden’s linkages to potential recipients, which theoretically enhance its knowledge
of the local system. Additionally, SIDA considers “demand for Swedish expertise (from
the business sector, government agencies or organizations) as well as Swedish
comparative advantages and Swedish know-how in relation to other donors.”54 This
policy ultimately entailed a renewed focus on Africa, where the development needs are
greatest, and Eastern Europe, where Sweden maintains close ties. Of the 12 focus
countries toward which Sweden pledges “long-term development cooperation,” nine are
in Africa, while just three are in Asia and one is in Latin America.55
An influential policy document issued by SIDA, Health is Wealth, outlined
Sweden’s newly specialized global health policy in the context of its larger reorientation.
The report identifies specific areas where Sweden has a comparative advantage. They are
oriented toward establishing Sweden’s role in a division of labor, and toward achieving
the Millennium Development Goals. SIDA sees its role as utilizing “Swedish know-how
and resource base and to contribute to technical and policy development.”56 Here again
we see domestic factors playing a large role in foreign aid prioritization. It incorporates
this into its primary specialization of strengthening local health systems. This category of
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aid is seen as a form of soft power which is exportable. Sweden’s position as a world
leader in publicly financed, single-payer health care gives it a unique ability to facilitate
the development and governance of complex new systems abroad. As Health Is Wealth
implores, Sweden’s “guiding principle” in the area of public health is “to work towards a
publicly financed health system through general taxation or social insurance.”57
Sweden sees its domestic approach to health as a purveyor of public goods.
Correspondingly, its development agency seeks to replicate this in the developing world.
Public goods, which it defines as utilitarian activities which are undersupplied by the
market and thus require public investment, are particularly important for the developing
world, whose health issues are under targeted by global research and development. As a
result, SIDA has made research and development in communicable disease a central
priority (a category which falls under “general health sector development” in figures 3.6
and 3.7). This includes an extensive program to establish domestic research facilities in
recipient countries, which are more likely to prioritize local disease burdens than
Western-centric research laboratories. Money devoted to this area has increased
significantly in recent years, from virtually nothing at the beginning of the decade to
more than $50 million between 2004 and 2006.58 Its health education program (another
sub-category within general health sector development) has also grown considerably,
with annual allocations in the 2000s exceeding $100 million, up from just a fraction of
this total in the 1990s. It seeks to prioritize “information and communication” initiatives,
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especially in the area of communicable disease in Africa, where such programs have not
been instituted.59
Figure 3.7: Swedish Health ODA to Major Issue Areas by Percentage Share

Source: CRS Database.

The second major priority during Sweden’s reorientation is HIV/AIDS. Though
its overall allocation is small, totaling less than eight percent of Swedish ODA to health
in 2006, its level of support in this decade has been historically high. It was the second
most funded issue area, behind health sector development, in the five-year period
between 2000 and 2004, owing largely to a renewed focus on Africa. It was also the
fastest growing priority during this time. Sweden has given HIV/AIDS a central place in
international development. Consistent with the consensus, it sees anti-AIDS programs as
necessary ingredients toward achieving SIDA’s overarching goal of poverty reduction.
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Central to its logic is the reciprocal relationship between disease and poverty. High
levels of disease burden cause poverty by reducing the productive potential of working
age individuals, while high levels of poverty reduce a society’s ability to combat disease
due to insufficiently funded health infrastructure. As a result, the Swedish government
announced a shift from “mainly a health approach, to a multi-sectoral strategy for dealing
with HIV and AIDS.”60
Sweden even voices support for a far more cooperative division of labor in which
donors directly coordinate in ways that they do not today. “The aim,” according to
SIDA’s central HIV/AIDS policy paper, Investing for Future Generations, “will be to
achieve a synergy between Sweden’s efforts and other kinds of input,” creating a
“strategic combination” that makes better use of available resources.61 One intangible
area where Sweden advances a similar progressivism is in international advocacy.
Utilizing its reputation as one of the world’s most generous and fair donors, Sweden sees
itself as having the moral standing to push other wealthy donors for a greater response.
Like several of the multilateral and NGO cases, Sweden, as a smaller state, has sought to
advance its moral standing and play a part in advocacy. This was actually announced as
a central component of its AIDS program in 1999.62 This approach includes, specifically,
a greater recognition of the disease as a development issue by global policymakers.
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Its program includes the creation of AIDS specific public agencies, the early
development of antibody tests and especially what Sweden calls its “long tradition of sex
education for young people.”63 The latter component, sex education, has been central to
Sweden’s anti-AIDS approach, just as health education has to its health sector
development program. As a result of these domestic factors, Sweden runs an anti-AIDS
program that it asserts has a progressive quality that can enhance its global impact. SIDA
seeks to be ahead of the curve in emphasizing and advocating for the political and social
dimensions of the disease, in addition to its traditional commitments to prevention and
care. In comparison with the US and Japan, Sweden has been out front as an advocate
for the emergent consensus in global public health. Its official discourse explicitly
reflects the prevalent view of health as a human right, the centrality of health in
international development and the need to optimize aid through a division of labor—and
its policies have generally moved in these directions as well.
3.2.4 Canada
Canada rates more closely with Sweden than with our great power cases.
However, compared with the other three cases explored here, scholars are less unanimous
on the central motivations behind Canada’s ODA patterns. The debate thus far has
centered around whether Canada allocates ODA based on humanitarian, commercial or
political considerations. Nossal argues that Canada mainly ascribes to the foreign policy
model, contending that “Canada’s development assistance program is designed primarily
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to benefit the interests of Canadian foreign policy makers; other beneficiaries, whether in
Canada or in underdeveloped countries, are of distinctly secondary importance.”64
Macdonald and Hoddinotts’ study of Canadian ODA patterns between 1984 and 2000 see
the humanitarian cause as more prominent, calling its program “moderately altruistic.”65
Its foreign assistance programs were heavily rooted in Cold War security concerns, with
early Canadian aid following US leadership during this period of liberal
internationalism.66 However, as the Cold War ended, Canada focused more closely on
poverty related goals without the burden of Cold War expediency, a trend we see among
other state donors. Macdonald and Hoddinott contend that Canada’s commercial motives
saw increasing importance to Canadian ODA in the later years under study. They also
find that membership in the Commonwealth and La Francophonie impacted aid.
Beaudry-Somcynsky, by contrast, contends that Canada made the transition to a more
needs-based policy earlier than most of its aid-giving peers, beginning in the mid1980s.67
Still, its ODA program is relatively small, dropping to below 0.3 percent of GNI
in this decade. This target is considerably below the Monterrey target of 0.7 percent for
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OECD countries, and well below the 0.5 percent level reached by Canada in the mid
1980s. This is a large distinction between Canada and the progressive Scandinavian
donors toward which it raises comparison. Nevertheless, it is the OECD’s ninth largest
donor in absolute terms, and a major contributor to public health.68 Canadian ODA to
health, while remaining relatively stable throughout the 70s, 80s and 90s, increased
markedly in the 2000s. In the five year period from 1995 to 1999, Canada committed
$491 million to global health. Between 2000 and 2004 it committed more than $1.2
billion.69 This is by far greater than at any time dating back to 1974, the earliest year for
which data are available for this study. The bulk of this increase went to HIV/AIDS,
followed by general health sector development—Canada’s two largest global health
commitments respectively. The OECD reports that HIV/AIDS programs received nearly
one-third of all Canadian ODA to health between 2000 and 2004. General health sector
development received nearly a quarter of Canadian health ODA, a relative decline from
previous periods (though this category saw a significant gain in absolute terms). The
third major beneficiary of the increase was infectious disease control. This category
received $172 million in the first half of this decade, up from $24 million in the second
half of the 1990s.
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Figure 3.8: Canadian Health ODA to Major Issue Areas

Source: CRS Database. In Millions of US Dollars (2005).

As with the other cases explored in this study, the Millennium Development
Goals figure centrally in Canadian statements and policies. The Canadian government
argues that there is “a new international consensus on the need to take concerted action to
address the most pressing challenges faced by developing countries” in the wake of the
precipitous drop in ODA during the 1990s. Canada in the World, the Canadian bureau of
Foreign Affairs and International Trade’s central policy statement, places global health in
the context of development and poverty reduction, with an emphasis on the global burden
of disease. More specifically, this major policy statement outlines a blueprint for the
maximization of Canadian resources in this area. In achieving the MDGs, Canada’s
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official policy is to specialize in areas that “match our strengths to developing country
needs.”70
Specialization has become more important both in official statements and in
Canada’s actual pattern of aid allocation. As with other cases, this means limiting its
scope to a relatively small number of focus countries. There are three stated criteria for
focus country selection, which mirror those developed by Sweden. First, it selects focus
countries based on need, seeking to devote resources to places where the development
gap is great. Second, it assesses geopolitical importance. This has meant a specific focus
on Eastern Europe, which Canada sees as central to global security. Third, Canada seeks
recipient states that are most likely to benefit from Canada’s areas of specialization. For
Canada’s development agency this means ensuring that “Canadian know-how is put to
work for the benefit of developing countries in activities where Canada has a clear
comparative advantage.”71
Like Sweden, it has assumed the role of normative advocate for the HIV/AIDS
cause. CIDA takes advantage of Canada’s “history of internationalism,” and its unique
history as a wealthy Western country that did not have a colonial empire. This gives it a
moral platform for AIDS advocacy that can be effective in the realms of both the global
North and South. While lacking in sheer size, Canada seeks to expand its soft power by
building on its moral standing. Where the global North is concerned, Canada sees its
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special partnership with the US as a unique lobbying position for more AIDS resources.
In the global South, it utilizes its special connections with developing Francophone and
Anglophone countries.72 As a result, calls for greater material support are central to its
global HIV/AIDS strategy. As Beaudry-Somcynsky put it, “Through its links with the
Commonwealth and the Francophone countries, and its role as an honest broker in
numerous circumstances, Canada had increasingly been requested to play a role on the
international cooperation scene that went way beyond its ODA budget.”73
Domestic factors in Canada also invite comparison with the US. Like the US,
Canada has had considerable experience coping with the HIV/AIDS epidemic
domestically. Canada was a major Western epicenter for the disease in the 1980s. There
were 56,000 Canadians living with the disease in 2002.74 The Canadian government sees
the approaches it has taken as worthy of export through its development agency, a
process it describes as sharing best practices. Its own experience with AIDS, it contends,
has forced it to grapple with the main challenges confronting the development of AIDS
prevention and treatment. These include social stigma among the affected, and inequality
among vulnerable populations. In CIDA’s view, Canada’s experience in dealing with
marginalized groups within its own population (including sex workers, needle users,
homosexuals and AIDS cases themselves) enables it to take a leadership role in
addressing these challenges in recipient countries. More importantly, these marginalized
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groups are important constituencies in Canada, both inside and outside of government.
As with the US case, AIDS activism did not disappear when governments finally moved
to address the disease domestically. Instead it took on an international dimension, and
existent AIDS fighting bureaucracies in Canada began to merge domestic AIDS fighting
plans with a larger global agenda.
Figure 3.9: Canadian Health ODA to Major Issue Areas by Percentage Share

Source: CRS Database.

Correspondingly, Canada has an ODA program that is relatively robust in the
areas of social justice and human rights that characterize contemporary AIDS norms. It
specializes in the dissemination of information to marginalized groups, which, as in
Canada, requires overcoming social barriers. This includes an emphasis on programs that
adapt to local cultures, ranging from aboriginal societies to gay communities. This
knowledge and approach was developed domestically, through years of instituting AIDS
relief programs among the gay, First Nation and recent immigrant communities in
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Canada, as well as with experience monitoring the epidemic among these communities.
Canada’s approach also includes programs aimed at injection drug users, including harm
reducing measures like needle exchanges, substitution therapy (like methadone) and safe
injection sites.75 This gives Canada a niche in global AIDS relief not filled by the US,
where such measures are banned both domestically and abroad.
The second central component to Canada’s anti-AIDS program is research and
development. This area is also a significant strength identified by CIDA, since Canada
was among the first wealthy countries faced with developing and disseminating ARV
programs. CIDA contends that it is particularly well suited to exporting its expertise in
this area, including methods to track and monitor the disease, develop better medications,
and streamline research programs.76 Not surprisingly, AIDS figures centrally to
Canada’s 2005 International Policy Statement, which was a set of three public directives
to improve worldwide health outcomes. It pledges, first, to address the global burden of
disease, putting a central focus on specialization in HIV/AIDS. The second directive
calls for strengthening health system capacities in lesser developed countries. The third
directive provides research and funding toward the development of an AIDS vaccine,
particularly addressed because of Canada’s expertise in this area.77
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General health system development, especially in Africa, is the second prominent
role that Canada has taken in the global division of labor. Like Sweden, Canada’s
program utilizes the focus country system. Canada has winnowed down its commitments
to a handful of countries in an effort to enhance its knowledge and expertise in these
regions, as well as to concentrate limited resources. This includes what CIDA calls a
process of developing a thorough knowledge of local conditions by “drawing on lessons
learned, in order to inform policies and ongoing programming.”78 The Canadian
government’s primary response to the Millennium Declaration is the Catalytic Initiative
to Save a Million Lives. The initiative is billed as Canada’s best possible avenue toward
progress on the health-related Millennium Goals. The program focuses on lending
Canadian expertise toward building domestic health systems in Africa and Asia. Its
primary focus is on training community workers to deliver basic health services, such as
malarial nets, inoculations and vitamin A. The program—which aims to train 40,000
frontline health workers within its focus countries—concentrates on Africa.
This initiative has since been buttressed by the African Health Systems Initiative,
which, as its name implies, seeks to expand health systems in support of achieving the
MDGs in sub-Saharan Africa. As with the Catalytic Initiative, the African Health
Systems Initiative seeks to address gaps in local health systems utilizing Canadian
expertise. These programs are geared toward maximizing resources toward the burden of
disease and finding a niche in the global regime. Canada’s pilot program in Tanzania
utilizes this logic, with CIDA contending that it is premised on the belief that “people’s
78
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health can be improved not only by spending more money, but also by spending money
more wisely where the needs are greatest.”79 This CIDA contends, means targeting the
burden of disease, utilizing to the largest extent possible Canada’s domestic expertise and
capability—a stated policy position that is wholly reflective of the emergent global health
consensus.
3.3 Conclusion
Canada and Sweden are arguably conforming to the international consensus faster
than our two great power cases, the US and Japan. Yet the two great powers are
conforming to the consensus in global health to a surprisingly high degree. While Japan
maintains paternal ties to Asia through its aid program, and while the US during the
2000s maintained a high degree of unilateralism, these countries’ activities reflect the
consensus both in their public discourses and in practice. Both see health as central to
development, an about face from the Washington consensus. Both articulate their actions
in terms of global need, if not as forcefully in the language of human rights as Sweden.
Both engage in specialization, with the US in particular showing the common pattern of
increased funds aimed at fewer issue areas and focus regions. These trends are
surprisingly evident in each of these diverse cases.
In every case domestic politics was an important factor in reinforcing the
specialization process. Each specialization had a constituency that pressed for the policy
domestically. As a result of these political and historic factors, each case developed
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relatively stable technical expertise in their areas of specialization. The US, for example,
has unparalleled resources capable of meeting the vast scope of the HIV/AIDS epidemic.
This also made it a likely donor to lead the AIDS fight. But it only did so after a barrage
of advocacy from the international community.80 Now it has emerged as a world leader
in this area with the extraordinary commitment of PEPFAR. This program is
geographically specialized, focusing mainly on Africa, where the main recipients have
little connectivity to global markets and little foreign policy importance relative to other
regions.
The emergence of the global consensus is also reflected in these patterns, both in
the official language of states in international development, and, to a significant extent, in
practice. The emergent consensus appears to be reshaping how the aid community views
what is necessary in international development, and how it addresses such needs. The
Millennium Declaration provided a clear blueprint for states to pursue with their ODA
programs, eight goals to reduce global poverty and improve standards of living, with five
specifically relating to global health. This, along with the World Bank-led movement to
tackle the burden of disease in the global South through efficient, cost-effective means,
was central to the development of bilateral policy in each case. The most obvious of
these changes in practice is the enormous growth in public health assistance, both in
absolute terms and relative to other forms of assistance. Global health, once thought to
be an issue on the periphery of growth-based international development concerns, is now
at the center.
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Paradoxically, the international consensus calls for narrowing priorities, so that
donor activities see less overlap. This is a unique characteristic of today’s scaled up
response. Rather than each state uniformly prioritizing every disease, states have adapted
to the challenge of disease burden through a process of specialization. The common
trend among these donors has been the winnowing down of recipient states to small
numbers of “focus countries.” These countries are often chosen because their needs are
compatible with donor’s expertise or domestic interests. Focus countries can also be
selected based upon traditional relationships. In Japan’s case (as is the case with France
and the UK outside this study) former colonies or areas within strategic spheres received
priority.
Identifying patterns of specialization in aid prioritization also speaks to the debate
over aid allocation that occurs within the development community and among pundits.
Laurie Garret and other critics of ODA distribution patterns are technically accurate to
point out that assistance trends do not mirror disease burdens. However, this is only true
among individual donors, an overwhelming number of which devote the majority of their
ODA to only one or two issues. For better or worse, issue specialization and the
increasing use of focus countries are consistent with the movement led by the World
Bank and the Paris Club to utilize aid more efficiently. This, along with geographic
specialization, functions to mitigate problems of overlap between donors.
The next chapter explores the emergence of the international consensus further—
its genesis can be pinpointed to several key developments that happened within
multilateral organizations. One of these developments was the rise of economic
personnel in global health policy making, who have changed thinking in global health
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toward “economic” practices that emphasize efficiency as opposed to the broader
“primary care” movement. What distinguishes states as actors in the global public health
regime is the importance of domestic constituencies (as Rodrik might expect). However
it is also worth pointing out that the economic consensus on efficiency in global health, as
we have seen, is also pervasive in states. States, despite their obvious differences from
the other actors under study in this dissertation, are voicing this consensus and to varying
extents changing policies to reflect it. In this sense their adaptations reflecting the
international consensus are not coincidental. Beyond that development, it is impossible
to understate the importance of domestic political interests in causing specialization. Aid
allocations, like all government allocations, are intensely political and are impacted
heavily by the interests of domestic constituencies.
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CHAPTER 4
MULTILATERAL SPECIALIZATION: INSTITUTIONAL ROLES AMIDST
EMERGENT REGIME DENSITY
The network of multilateral institutions that address global health has transformed
into a dense, competitive regime complex. Its expansion includes the creation of new
public health agencies and the entry of development institutions into global health policy.
Among existing development agencies, the expanded list of involvement in global health
includes, most notably, the World Bank and UNDP. These institutions have become
increasingly powerful in shaping the global health agenda. Less talked about is their
usurpation of the WHO’s traditional leading role in resource prioritization. The pressure
from increased competition has forced the WHO to reform, establishing increasingly
specialized roles in global health that belie its expansive primary care driven mission of
“health for all.” Under former Director General Gro Harlem Brundtland the WHO
reformed in ways that directly reflect the consensus. The WHO refocused on health as a
form of economic development, established specialized roles that utilized its medical
expertise, and narrowed its priorities.
The newest global health agencies are characterized by their focus on just a
handful of issues, and in some cases only one issue. The abundance of large agencies
that emerged in the 90s and 2000s includes UNAIDS, the Global Fund Against AIDS,
Tuberculosis and Malaria, the Roll Back Malaria Initiative, and Stop TB. The
“verticalization” of global health—the emergence of agencies that deal with just one or a
few health issues—is controversial within the development community. Critics cite the
new multilateral architecture as inefficient. There is potential, they say, for a few well
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supported disease initiatives to crowd out funding for other pressing health matters. They
contend that this marks a departure from the holistic, horizontal approach previously
advocated within the WHO. The World Health Assembly, by comparison, had in 1977
sought the broader goal of “health for all” by the year 2000.
The increasingly complex institutional architecture of the global public health
regime has also generated frustration in recipient countries which must work with a vast
array of external assistance programs. Having so many partners, they say, costs
developing states valuable resources and makes coordination difficult. Donors have been
forced to address the issue. As funds and bureaucracy from donors have become more
difficult to manage, there has been a movement among OECD countries to promote
specialization, resource harmonization, and the reduction of overlapping tasks. This
commitment was codified most prominently by the Paris Declaration and more recently
in Accra. The language of both accords has been made prominent by all of the
multilateral actors under study in this chapter (the WHO, UNDP, EU and World Bank).1
As global health became central to international development, prompting new
resources, a new movement quickly followed that was predicated on producing ground
level results. As with the bilateral donors explored in the previous chapter, multilaterals
have increasingly engaged in specialization. This has not been an entirely willing
process. It has entailed significant turf battles between organizations to decide who gets
authority over new resources and emergent agencies. The WHO, for instance, has been
pushed into its specialized role, having been forced to accept a narrower mandate amidst
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newly emergent actors and traditional UN rivals. It has settled into a role as a global
health advocate and coordinator. The World Bank, due to its comparatively vast
resources, has exceeded the WHO’s formidable agenda setting power. The Bank has
subsequently shaped much of the consensus on development assistance toward public
health. As an organization run mainly by economists, it has advocated what Kelley Lee
calls “economism”—the emphasis on low cost, high impact interventions designed to
spur economic productivity as well as health.2 This has controversially become an
ascendant line of thinking in global public health.
The global health consensus promoted by multilateral institutions is predicated on
the following dominant contentions. First, public health demands more aid. Second,
there must be strong measures to reduce overlap. Third, low cost, disease specific
interventions are the most efficient ways of improving public health. The benefits from
such interventions help spur economies out of what Sachs calls “poverty traps,” creating
conditions for future growth.3 This consensus provides the intellectual context under
which multilaterals have increasingly specialized. Turf battles provide the central
material impetus for specialization. Bureaucratic competition often decides which
agencies control the influx of new resources, and define their corresponding struggles for
continued relevance. More positively, the cases below show that the effects of
competition reduce overlap by encouraging unique specialization patterns.
This chapter explores how these factors have shaped the specialized roles of the
WHO, World Bank, UNDP and European Union. It explains why these agencies have
2
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chosen to set the priorities that they have. These can be summarized as follows: The
WHO, which harnesses considerable biomedical and moral authority, has taken on the
role of public health’s central coordinator and advocate. The World Bank has subsumed
the WHO’s position as a global health agenda setter. This is in part because of the
WHO’s own failures, and also because of the International Development Association’s
(IDA) position as a large concessional lender. The UNDP, which has historically clashed
with the WHO over its approach to public health, has utilized its position as the UN’s
central development authority to lead ground level streamlining efforts. Lastly the EU
has sought to advance its development assistance program on the basis of its special
geographic relationships.
These cases have important similarities with the bilateral cases explored in the
previous chapter. Both sets of cases show high degrees of specialization. Both sets of
cases show narrowing priorities even as overall resources increase. They also show high
degrees of conformity with the global health consensus. Moreover global aid patterns
between bilateral and multilateral donors, in aggregate, show markedly similar priorities
(see chapter 6). What the cases in this chapter also show is that multilateral
organizations, like states, are subject to intense political pressures. However, as
discussed in the previous chapter, domestic political processes largely affect what states
choose to specialize in. Multilateral organizations feel greater competitive pressure than
states. Lacking their own tax bases, they must compete for international funds toward
health, and they do so by finding unique roles in the regime.
This chapter proceeds in two parts. The first section briefly looks at the relative
importance of multilateral aid. The second section examines each case. It begins by
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exploring the evolution of the WHO, the original centerpiece of the regime, which has the
world’s broadest global health mandate. Next we look at the World Bank and UNDP,
two key development agencies that have entered the global health fray and helped shape
its agenda. Our final case is the European Union, one of the most important multilateral
donors in the global health arena. Despite its unique characteristics, the EU is a major
purveyor of the global health consensus. While these cases differ widely in many
respects, there are important threads that connect them. Each case has struggled to carve
out specialized roles amidst increasingly dense regime architecture. Each reflects the
global consensus, and each has conformed to it while actively purveying it. This chapter
concludes by summarizing and expounding on the key paradox identified here: There has
been increased differentiation between public health actors, but these actors have sought
out their roles in conformity with the international consensus.
4.1 The Growing Multilateral Presence
Multilateral channels have long been a major component of aid distribution in
global health. Like bilateral aid, multilateral aid has increased significantly. In 1976
multilateral organizations distributed $850 million to global health. Thirty years later,
annual multilateral aid distribution was $6.2 billion, a roughly seven-fold increase.4
Multilateral aid more than doubled over the past decade. As figure 4.1 below shows, the
percentage of health ODA distributed by multilateral organizations has generally held
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steady at roughly a third since the 1980s.5 Also, as I have argued previously, the sheer
number of organizations involved in global health has risen, and more development
institutions like the World Bank entered the fray. In addition to their importance as aid
channels, international organizations have specialized expertise in global health that
afford them leadership positions with considerable agenda setting and coordination
powers. These organizations must craftily utilize both advantages in their efforts to find
their niches in an increasingly crowded global health regime.
Figure 4.1: Multilateral Aid’s Share of Total World ODA

Shaded figures constitute multilateral aid. Source: CRS database.
Helen Milner argues that delegation to multilateral agencies is puzzling, given
inevitable principle-agent problems and hence diminished ability for states to exert direct
influence over the funds. While multilateral aid might be more needs based, she asserts,
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it provides less political utility for donors’ domestic interests.6 What is surprising, given
these differences, is that bilateral and multilateral aid tends to prioritize the same issues
(for a full comparison of the data, see chapter 6). Several trends cut across actor types:
Increased aid, a narrowing number of priorities, increased specialization, and general
support for the global consensus that makes health central to international development
efforts. Moreover, I find through my cases that multilateral institutions are as heavily
impacted by politics as the regime’s bilateral counterparts. However, there is a key
distinction between them. One key characteristic found in our bilateral cases was the
presence of domestic interests in support of what turned out to be donors’ central
priorities. Political factors are equally important in our multilateral cases, but they
primarily involve competition from other actors. Turf protection in an increasingly dense
international arena acts as a catalyst for specialization. These calculated political factors,
combined with new thinking in international development (the global health consensus)
has contributed to produce similar patterns of behavior among actors.
This holds true despite the characteristic differences between bilateral and
multilateral agencies that Milner and others point out. As I explore further in chapter 6,
both bilateral and multilateral aid patterns follow global health’s general trends. Health
infrastructure and water sanitation are top priorities, while AIDS and other communicable
diseases see sharp increases in aid. The similarities in priorities suggest that multilateral
organizations are simply carrying out the agendas of their member states. Yet this
underestimates the influence that multilateral organizations have. The WHO, and later
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the World Bank, played profound roles in shaping the global consensus, influencing the
important trends in global health priorities that I describe throughout this dissertation.
4.2 Case Studies: Dividing Labor and Securing Turf
4.2.1 The WHO: Decline and Reform
The WHO began in 1948 as the centerpiece for the global public health regime,
though it has struggled in recent years to carve out a niche amidst emergent regime
density. While there had been regional and international health organizations, including
one within the League of Nations, none had the mandate and powers of the WHO.
Charles E. Allen argues that jurisdictional problems and the need for expanded powers
“made it necessary to bring all international health work under the aegis of a single
worldwide organization.”7 As will be discussed below, this centrality is hardly the case
today as the global health regime has become larger and more fragmented. Yet out of all
the institutions under study here, its mandate is the broadest and most directly related to
public health. Article I of its constitution states that its main objective is “the attainment
of all peoples of the highest possible level of health.” It defines health as “a state of
complete physical, mental and social wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease or
infirmity.”8 This definition reflects the intention of its founders to broaden the WHO’s
approach beyond a mere biomedical mandate, toward a more holistic political, social and
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humanitarian one. This dichotomy has remained contentious within the organization.
Should the WHO take this broader approach, or maintain a narrower biomedical focus?
The pendulum has swung both ways. Brock Chisholm, the organization’s charismatic
first director general, favored the broader approach, which views the spread of disease
and risk factors in a social context.9 Debate along this continuum remains a source of
tension within the organization.
The second source of tension is over the scope of issues the WHO should
address. Should the organization stick to the broader mandate of attaining the “highest
possible level of health,” or should it channel its limited resources into halting a small
number of major diseases?10 This debate is particularly contentious in the WHO because
of what is arguably its moral obligation to take a holistic, human rights oriented approach
to public health and advocate for general health as a public good. Throughout its history
it has engaged in both “horizontal” holistic approaches to health and “vertical” single
issue campaigns.11 In the mid-1970s it appeared as if the broader approach might win
out. At the 1977 Alma Ata conference on primary health care held in (then) Soviet
Kazakhstan, the World Health Assembly adopted the ambitious goal of “Health for All
by the Year 2000.” The declaration argued that primary health care included, among
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other things, access to education, adequate nutrition, safe water, maternal care and the
provision of essential drugs.12
This movement in favor of “primary care” in a social context was advocated by
former director general Halfdan Mahler, who advocated a humanitarian approach to
public health led by the global south. As Kelley Lee notes, Alma Ata represented a
rejection of the “top-down, high-tech and vertical (disease-focused) approaches in favor
of accessible, integrated care that recognized the key role of local communities,
affordable and appropriate technologies, and the need to address the underlying political,
social and economic causes of poor health.”13 External pressures made this movement
difficult to carry out. Even by this period other UN agencies, especially the UNDP and
the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF), increased their emphasis on global health, forcing
the WHO to more clearly define its role or else see it usurped by newer entries into the
global health regime.14 These pressures would become dramatic during the 1990s with
the emergence of new potentially competitive vertical agencies.
The AIDS pandemic was a harbinger of decline for the WHO. It figured heavily
into the global crisis of confidence in the agency. It was not until 1986 that the WHO’s
first dedicated unit emerged to address the epidemic globally. The WHO’s Global
Programme on AIDS (GPA) became the central AIDS fighting unit within the UN
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system.15 The program worked primarily to develop and fund anti-AIDS programs in
developing countries. The new agency was initially constrained by a lack of resources
and a small staff, though consistent advocacy and persuasion led by Jonathan Mann, the
GPA’s charismatic director, fostered increases in resources and a considerable turnaround
in the urgency with which the WHO addressed the crisis. The disease, in Mann’s view,
prayed upon “les exlus,” marginalized members of society who are less able or likely to
seek out information about the disease.16 For Mann, AIDS fighting agencies could tap
what he saw as “a new globalism” centered on an international humanitarian concern for
widespread global problems.17
Through Mann’s constant advocacy, eventually well received by Mahler, the
program expanded. However the succession of Mahler by Hiroshi Nakajima as director
general swung the pendulum back toward a biomedical approach and away from the
multi-sectoral AIDS advocacy that marked Mann’s leadership. Growth at the GPA
slowed, and Nakajima sought to lower the profile of Mann’s normative advocacy.
Amidst the inevitable tensions, Mann resigned. As the leadership’s emphasis on AIDS
declined, the organization became the subject of fierce criticism and simultaneously saw
its role in the AIDS pandemic (which would soon to become a primary driver of health
resources) in steep decline. AIDS advocates within the US government led by Health
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and Human Services secretary Donna Shalala pressured the WHO to keep Nakajima from
running for a second term as director general.18 UNDP leadership led calls within the UN
for a multi-sector, human rights oriented approach.19
The vacuum created by the WHO and growing demand for a multi-sector
approach to AIDS led to increased network density. There were new participant actors
and subsequently damaging turf battles over who should lead to the response (and benefit
from new funds). A multi-sector approach emerged but with little coordination. Other
specialized agencies within the UN addressed the epidemic on their own. For example,
the UN Population Fund included AIDS education as part of its family planning program.
UNICEF and the UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
sponsored children’s education programs on AIDS.20 The Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC) created UNAIDS in 1994 both to lead an expanded response and to
coordinate these disparate activities within the UN system and beyond. During this
process the WHO’s stature declined from a central position on AIDS (with the GPA) to
merely one of six original UNAIDS cosponsors. While UNAIDS consisted mainly of
former GPA staff, the new central AIDS fighting program in the UN was moved out of
18
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the WHO and into the UN secretariat as a stand alone agency. This happened despite the
WHO’s efforts to maintain some authority over the new program in its proposal stages.21
This was due to widespread dissatisfaction by donors over the WHO’s handling of the
GPA under Nakajima, particularly his hostility toward the multi-sector, developmentcentered approach that reflected the global health consensus.22
The WHO that had begun, as Allen noted, as the organization that would bring
together “all international health work” saw its role vastly diminished toward the world’s
fastest growing global health concern. This was exacerbated by the simultaneous
budgetary pressure placed on the WHO (as with the rest of the UN), which had frozen its
regular budget and forced it to rely on less predictable extra budgetary funds over which
it had less autonomy. During this period from the mid-90s to the early 2000s critics in
public health wondered aloud about what the WHO’s role should be, given its usurpation
by other agencies. Gill Walt noted that “doubts have been cast on the effectiveness of
some of its operational activities. This discontent cannot be ignored if the organization is
to retain the esteem in which it is generally held.”23 A controversial series of articles by
Fiona Godlee in The British Medical Journal claimed that the WHO had “sunk into a
21
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policy vacuum and is in danger of losing the initiative on international health issues.”24
The organization, she said, had lost ground to other agencies such as the UNDP and
World Bank, which were independently taking the lead in global health with the WHO in
a supporting role. As Brown, Cueto and Fee summarized, the WHO “moved from being
the unquestioned leader of international health to searching for its place in the contested
world of global health.”25
Nakajima had narrowed the WHO’s role to a biomedical one, and in large part
because of the WHO’s handling of the AIDS crisis, the international community had
largely lost faith in the organization to take the lead in global public health matters. This
feeling was most dramatically expressed with the creation of UNAIDS, which pulled the
central multilateral AIDS fighting responsibility out of the WHO. The World Bank
started taking the lead in the public health discussion. The Bank’s advantage over the
WHO was stark: the World Bank Group had an enormous lending portfolio and was
devoting it increasingly to public health. The WHO, by contrast, focuses on policy
advice and coordination, not direct lending. Resultantly, it can only advance its priorities
indirectly through its influence on other actors. The Bank’s large budget and willingness
to lend concessionally in public health through the IDA (which distributes its
development assistance) put it in a stronger position to exert its influence.
These realities pressed internal questioning within the agency: What, then, should
be the WHO’s role? What issues should it prioritize, and why? In particular, what are
24
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the WHO’s comparative advantages and how could they be more effectively utilized?
These central questions guided Nakajima’s reformist successor, Gro Harlem Brundtland,
whose tenure was spent defining the organization’s role and priorities. Under Brundtland
the organization developed a narrower focus based on cost-effectiveness and WHO’s
comparative advantages. She began her term with the announcement of a “new WHO”
and what she called the “100 days of structural change.”26 The program emphasized
Lee’s concept of “economism” in global health, an emphasis on producing greater results
per dollar spent, intervening against diseases with higher burdens, and a general focus on
health in the context of economic development. This entailed a major emphasis on
Malaria, Tuberculosis and AIDS. The WHO assumed the lead role in both Stop TB and
Roll Back Malaria, two vertical programs aimed at advocating for and coordinating the
responses to their respective diseases of focus. There was also renewed activity toward
HIV/AIDS, most prominently through the 3 by 5 initiative, the UN’s target for coverage
of 3 million people on AIDS medication by 2005.27
Brundtland’s reconfiguration of the WHO also reflected the general consensus of
global health as a development issue. Brundtland said in 2000 that the public health
community was “now learning about the true economic impact of disease [and] the
potential economic benefits of better health.” By this time economism was having a
major influence on public health thinking, and affected the WHO’s strategy significantly.
The prominent liberal economist Jeffrey Sachs chaired the Commission for
26
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Macroeconomics and Health, which sought economists’ perspectives on health in the
context of international development. The committee explored issues including the
impact of public health on economic growth, the health impact of trade policies and ways
to improve development assistance. The central conclusion of its report reflected the
emerging global health consensus: that there was a reciprocal relationship between health
and economic development, and that public health should be central to the development
strategy of poor countries.28 This was a recurrent theme for Brundtland as well. Early in
her tenure as director general she argued that the “WHO has to be the vocal force to drive
home the message that poverty remains the biggest source of ill health—and that illhealth in turn breeds poverty.” Investing in health, she said, “means investing in a strong
economy.”29 In a 2000 address she stressed that “good health can fuel the engine of
development and add significant momentum to the forces of economic development and
poverty reduction.”30
Yet restructuring the WHO also meant limiting the focus of its activities. As the
global health regime expanded, the priorities of its central organization paradoxically
shrank. Even the most broadly mandated of all the agencies involved in public health
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narrowed its priorities.31 This passage from Brundtland, from a speech to the executive
board, is indicative of the WHO’s new direction:
What is our comparative advantage? Given our mandate and our human
and financial resources, what are the functions that WHO is best placed to
carry out more effectively than others? How can we shift the balance of
our work to focus even more forcefully in areas where our comparative
advantage lies? And most importantly, how can we increase the impact of
our contribution by engaging a variety of partners who can supplement
and compliment that contribution?32
This reflects the WHO’s position in an increasingly dense regime. Where it was
previously the undisputed global public health organization, it must now define its
position (and bureaucratic turf) in relation to other actors. Note also how significantly
this narrower approach differs from the WHO’s previous support for the primary care
movement.
Reform at the WHO, in short, meant the adoption of a leaner, more specialized
approach to global health. Brundtland initiated a sharp reduction in high level
appointments, and a streamlining of WHO bureaucracy. Fifty programs were reduced to
35, and grouped into nine “clusters.”33 According the WHO’s eleventh work plan—the
public document which outlines the agency’s long term priorities—the WHO identifies
itself as having a unique level of legitimacy in public health. It also has a high degree of
ministerial access due to its presence in 150 countries. It runs country offices with close
contact to public officials in the developing world. This allows it to be directly involved
31
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in national policy making, giving it a large role in the early stages of policy
development.34 Mainly, the WHO has a biomedical staff and strong technical expertise
that make it essential to the operations of other organizations. Its information gathering,
policy research and disease monitoring remain essential to public health operations
globally. It has the monitoring capacity that other organizations frequently rely on. The
WHO argues that these advantages put it in a strong position to function as a global
policy coordinator, to establish partnerships with emergent agencies like UNAIDS and
Global Fund, and to address issues of donor harmonization.35 The WHO also has, more
than any other organization, the credibility to devise international health guidelines and
standards for other actors in global public health to follow.36
The second major role the WHO has taken on, stemming from its biomedical
credibility, is as the central public health advocate. Among multilateral institutions, the
WHO has played the most prominent role in global advocacy, both for general public
health and for specific diseases. The drive to reassert this role—which figured
prominently during the tenure of charismatic directors general including Brock Chisholm
and Halfdan Mahler—helped spur the election of Brundtland. She had considerable
political experience, having previously been prime minister of Norway. Under her tenure
the WHO reasserted its position as an advocate for the political and social dimensions of
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global health, going beyond a biomedical approach. The WHO has since been a central
advocate for placing public health on the multilateral agenda.
In summary, the WHO’s reforms came about amidst unprecedented external
pressure. Its current agenda reflects budgetary pressures but also a larger trend. Actors
in the public health regime are reconfiguring to address global health in ways that are
narrow and deep rather than wide and shallow. The WHO’s reforms are consistent with
this trend, which has been promoted by the organization itself. It has been a loud voice in
promoting alignment, specialization and harmonization, and has made this central to its
role as global health coordinator. It has latched on to the movement to economize public
health, rather than balk at these approaches in favor of Alma Ata’s primary care model.
It has correspondingly relinquished its position as the regime’s chief agenda setter, and as
the default venue of choice for new global initiatives.
4.2.2 The World Bank and Public Health
The World Bank replaced the WHO as the central multilateral institution in global
public health. This is due largely to its significant spending power. Its health related
lending portfolio exceeds the WHO’s entire budget by roughly double. The World
Bank’s position as the most prominent multilateral actor in public health is surprising for
many and filled with tension. For years the organization was seen as hostile to
government’s role in public health. Public health for most of the structural adjustment
period was demonstrably not a central concern for the Bank. Harsh austerity measures
imposed by the Bank on debtor countries entailed cuts in public health systems, unequal
privatization, and increased user fees in poor countries. Indeed this was one of the main
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reasons for widespread global protest against Bank policies and the Washington
consensus. In this context, the Bank’s increased role in public health is viewed with
tension by public health advocates and experts.37 Nevertheless, by virtue of its large
concessional lending portfolio in public health, the World Bank now wields tremendous
influence in this area. However it too sees its relative prominence in doubt amidst
growing regime density. The Bank is resultantly narrowing its focus and becoming more
specialized.
The World Bank’s involvement in the global public health regime changed the
professional makeup of global health. The centrality of the WHO in public health meant
that normative trends in this area originated mainly from those with medical
backgrounds, which comprise the bulk of WHO staff. The World Bank’s rapid entry into
the global public health regime meant a greater influence from other disciplines,
particularly economics. This was a major factor in rise of economism in global health,
and for the central placement of global public health in international development in the
2000s. Global public health is no longer the domain of medical personnel, as it was
during the WHO ascendancy. It is today a much more multifaceted environment, with
economists, medical personnel and social scientists influencing policy. This body of
experts forms what Haas calls an epistemic community, whose expertise has a large
influence on public policy.38 As the regime has expanded, so has the range of experts
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that comprise its personnel. The regime’s focus on economism reflects the heightened
voice of economists.
The watershed document that signified the Bank’s centrality to public health was
its 1993 development report, Investing in Health. The document relied heavily on recent
innovations calculating the global burden of disease in order to identify cost-effective
interventions. Poor countries, the Bank argued, should focus on low cost interventions
measured in terms of dollars per DALY saved. The document called for more funding
for public health, but also called for narrowing the scope of interventions toward those
that are most cost effective and are directed at the poorest populations. The report called
for trimming down priorities to a narrow focus on issues that meet these criteria. “Only
by reducing or eliminating spending on clinical services that are outside the nationally
defined essential package,” the Bank argued, “can governments concentrate on ensuring
essential clinical care for the poor.”39 This precludes universal health care, because such
a system effectively subsidizes middle and upper income groups who could pay for their
own services. In any event, the report argued, “government run health systems in many
developing countries are overextended and need to be scaled back.”40 The report calls for
drastic increases in donor funding to health, and cost effective reprioritization. There is
particular emphasis on resource effectiveness, which can be improved through “increased
investment in basic public health measures,” while spending for costly measures such as
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the specialization of medical personnel and tertiary care hospitals should be “reduced or
eliminated.”41
Investing in Health prefigures and summarizes many of the main components of
the public health consensus in the 2000s. Consistent with the emergent consensus, it
establishes public health and economic growth as codependent. This represents a break
from the Bank’s previous ideology which saw economic growth as a precondition for
other development goals such as health. The report also calls for a drastically expanded
global response in terms of development assistance levels. It argued that funding for
global health did not come close to what was needed to address pressing needs, including
the HIV/AIDS crisis which expanded rapidly during this period. Yet even as it called for
an expanded response, it also called for a narrowed approach to public health in which
governments limit their focus to a reduced number of priority issues.
The report offers tepid assent to the World Health Assembly’s Alma Ata
declaration of “health for all” by 2000. Yet it clearly marked a shift away from the
primary health care movement. The Alma Ata declaration had called for a broader based,
horizontal approach to public health, and established access to primary health care as a
basic human right. While partially addressing these values, Investing in Health put a
greater emphasis on economism and cost-effective prioritization. The report also reflects
both the displacement of the WHO as the preeminent agenda setter in public health and
the growing influence of economists in the formulation of public health approaches.
While the WHO had partnered with the World Bank in producing Investing in Health, the
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report is a departure from its old primary care ideas in favor of the Bank’s economicsbased approach.
For its own part, the World Bank has been a practitioner as well as a purveyor of
the global health consensus. While it managed to supplant the WHO in terms of public
health leadership, it has not been immune to the pressures of emergent network density.
The increasing complexity of the regime has forced it to define its own domains within
global public health. These pressures, the overarching drive to reduce overlap, and the
Bank’s own economic approach to public health have combined to influence how its
development assistance is channeled. The World Bank Group distributes development
assistance through the IDA, its concessional lending fund, which is replenished every
three years.42 The IDA’s disbursements are large and thus potentially diverse. However,
as figure 4.2 shows, it remains specialized. It has prioritized mainly water sanitation and
health infrastructure, with HIV/AIDS making rapid advancements in this decade. This
has been coupled with noticeable decreases in funds for other issues, particularly
maternal health, during the period from 2000 to 2004. Infectious disease and nutrition
funding also saw steady declines during this period.
While the World Bank enjoys a leading position, it too has had to adapt to
growing competition, and deal with the issues of harmonization and overlap. The
question of emerging regime density has been the focus of official discussion at the Bank.
A 2007 report on Health, Nutrition and Population (HNP) priorities lamented that “[t]en
years ago, the Bank was the main financier of HNP. Today, in addition to the Bank, new
42
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multilateral organizations, initiatives, and foundations have assumed a prominent role in
financing HNP, among them the Global Fund, GAVI, GAIN, and the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation.”43 The report noted that the number of vertical bilateral programs had
also increased greatly, threatening to crowd out other issues such as nutrition. As is
typical in these times of regime expansion, this report reflects pressure on the Bank to
produce ground level results. This means better coordination and the reduction of
overlap.
Figure 4.2: World Bank Health ODA to Major Issue Areas

Source: CRS Database. In Millions of US Dollars (2005).

Consistent with the consensus on aid prioritization, it has sought to address these
concerns through specialization. Reflecting the agendas of other donors, the Bank has
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called for a “selective and disciplined framework” in aid prioritization.44 Where the
WHO provides medical expertise, the World Bank has sought to utilize its capacity in
economics and financing. In the Bank’s view, its presence in developing countries gives
it an intimate knowledge of local economies and systems.45 The Bank planned to serve
these economic functions in health systems development while other organizations such
as the WHO address the biomedical aspects of development. Also, amidst the rapid
verticalization of the regime, the World Bank has sought to sustain its position by
providing general health systems financing. Expanding and improving the quality of
local health sectors, the Bank argues, will enhance local capacities to handle the influx of
new vertical funds.46 The Bank sees its longstanding work in health systems design and
development (articulated most famously in its 1993 development report) as its area of
technical expertise through which it contributes to the global division of labor.
The Bank’s most recent IDA replenishment report (these reports are intended to
outline the fund’s priorities over three year periods) stresses the reduction of overlap
amidst increasing regime density. The report contended that, amidst the influx of vertical
aid, “the IDA can support the integration of horizontal and vertical aid by providing a
‘horizontal platform’ upon which the vertical funds…can operate effectively and mitigate
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the risks associated with vertical aid.”47 IDA 13 (which signified the thirteenth cycle of
replenishment, in 2002) was significant because it called for a consolidation of the IDA’s
activities in a manner consistent with the emerging consensus. The report, which reflects
the debates and agreements among donor members, contended that the “IDA needs to
identify more precisely what it can (and cannot) commit to do, based on countries’ needs
and absorptive capacity and on IDA’s comparative advantage.”48 During this period the
IDA narrowed its mandate more closely around its areas of expertise in development
capacity and infrastructure building. IDA 13 also utilizes the Millennium Development
Goals for measuring the results of the IDA’s activity, underscoring the importance of the
goals since their adoption in 2000.
The Bank’s approach reflects the consensus belief in the interconnectedness
between economic development and health. This belief was elevated and reinforced by
the Bank itself, whose emergence contributed to the centrality of economists in public
health. Its ascendance, in short, changed the professional makeup of the regime. The
Bank was also instrumental in reprioritizing public health in terms of low cost
interventions intended to increase productivity and spur development, as outlined
forcefully in Investing in Health. It is also important to note that the Bank’s expanded
contributions to public health have come not in the name of public health itself, but under
the rubric of poverty reduction. Previously the Bank saw public health as something that
follows robust growth. Public health now prefigures growth because of its ability to spur
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economic expansion through increased productivity. This is the Bank’s contemporary
philosophy as well as a central part of the public health consensus.
Figure 4.3: World Bank Health ODA to Major Issue Areas by Percentage Share

Source: CRS Database.

Another key factor in the Bank’s approach has been its efforts to cope with
growing competition. Virtually all three-year replenishments have come during a denser
environment than the last. They stress reducing transaction costs, enhancing donor
harmonization, and producing more narrowly focused (albeit consecutively larger) budget
plans. The IDA has even voiced support for taking on secondary roles in areas that are
not in their sphere of expertise. These measures suggest the recognition of a relative
decline in the Bank’s position, not to any single agency but to a growing, decentralizing
regime that increasingly lacks a center. The World Bank contributed to increased regime
density by entering into the global health fray. It too is feeling competition’s effects. In
short, the major trends identified in this dissertation are prevalent in this case, including
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the Bank’s general support for the global health consensus, pressure from multilateral
competitors, increased overall aid, and narrowing specialization.
4.2.3 The UNDP’s Supporting and Conflicting Role
The UNDP has at times found itself at odds with the WHO, particularly during
the onset of the HIV/AIDS crisis. It has also had to triangulate its position between the
WHO and World Bank in public health, establishing a unique role that separates it from
the other two agencies. The UNDP underwent of period of financial strain after the Cold
War, a period in which the UN system struggled to redefine itself. The UNDP does not
have the sizeable resources of the Bank, and so has had to settle for a secondary role in
the provision of direct assistance. It has taken on roles that arguably would have been the
WHO’s had that agency not diminished in stature. This was the case regarding
HIV/AIDS in the 1990s, when the two organizations came into direct conflict. UNDP
personnel were critical of the WHO’s biomedical approach to the disease. The WHO by
contrast was resentful over the UNDP’s encroachments on its bureaucratic turf in the area
of diseases.
The UNDP has struggled to define its role while contending with limited funding.
Even so, it has gradually made public health a central component of its development
agenda. Notably it has sought to do so in a manner consistent with the consensus. It
functions as a central advocate for world poverty relief. Not coincidently it is also a
major purveyor of health as a development issue—particularly as it took the lead in
shaping the Millennium Development Goals. In defining its role, the UNDP has had to
address two central questions posed by the consensus: What can this organization do
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more effectively than others? What gap can it fill in the global division of labor? As a
central presence in the global south (and one more likely to be trusted there than the
Bank) the UNDP has also played a central role in efforts to streamline the channeling of
ODA. Its activities also emphasize more efficient spending and cost-effective measures.
This movement characterized the reorganization period under its reformist administrator
Mark Malloch Brown.
The HIV/AIDS debate in the early 1990s exposed significant differences within
the UN system over what approach these organizations should take. The WHO by this
time had retreated from the multi-sectoral, human rights oriented response practiced
during Mann’s tenure as head of the GPA. There was vocal criticism from other actors in
the UN system who lamented the WHO’s narrower, biomedical approach to AIDS. The
UNDP began addressing the issue independently of the GPA. It criticized the WHO for
not pushing for a broader response that emphasized the disease’s political, social and
developmental components. The UNDP, for its part, was visceral in its critiques of the
GPA and WHO. In particular, Elizabeth Reid, the formidable founder of the UNDP’s
HIV and Development Program, was critical of the GPA for its narrow approach to
AIDS. At times during this period, officials within these organizations were reportedly
not on direct speaking terms, forced instead to rely on intermediaries.49
The UNDP was well positioned to take a central role on AIDS as the UN system
came to embrace human rights oriented, multi-sectoral measures. Its position relative to
HIV/AIDS was also strengthened by its political legitimacy in the developing world.
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This legitimacy has been aided by its often independent positions, which included
skepticism of the World Bank’s structural adjustment policies. It is also helped by its
deep connections with developing states and NGOs. As Craig N. Murphy, a leading
UNDP scholar (and the organization’s official historian) argues, this was an area in which
“UNDP could do something that others really could not do.”50 For Murphy, the centrality
of HIV/AIDS to development afforded the UNDP the opportunity to fund an important
niche in the global division of labor. “The UNDP,” he contends, “does not have the
medical expertise of the WHO or the knowledge of reproductive health issues of the UN
Population Fund, but it has the combination of connections with policymakers, nationally
and regionally, and with potentially concerned NGOs that some other relevant members
of the UN family do not have” [Emphasis his].51 This, Murphy argues, enables the
UNDP to specialize in capacity building, enabling governments to address disease, and to
engage in normative advocacy in the context of poverty-relief.
During the 1990s the UNDP subsumed global health activities that might have
been done by the WHO, and partnered with the WHO on others. The organization gained
turf in global health within the UN system, but nonetheless faced significant pressures.
After the Cold War, funding for the UNDP stagnated, and it found itself in decline
relative to the World Bank. The Bank, by virtue of its large resources and lending
portfolio, overshadowed the troubled UN system. In short, as Murphy phrased it, there
was a “shrinking development assistance pie,” and the UNDP received “a shrinking
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proportion of it.”52 The UNDP has had to carve out a role that is complementary to the
major engines of development assistance like the US and the World Bank. It bases its
prioritization on its agenda setting power rather than spending power. The UNDP has
had to make do with notoriously squeezed budgets, with success measured by how
creatively it can maximize institutional legitimacy, giving it a kind of soft power. This
power is nevertheless significant. The UNDP, for instance, was able to carve out a
central role for itself in shaping the Millennium Declaration. More than any other
document the Declaration defines how the international community measures economic
progress.
Mark Malloch Brown assumed the administrator position during the UN’s postCold War period of uncertainty and assumed the reformer role. As with the WHO’s Gro
Harlem Brundtland, Malloch Brown had to reassert his organization’s relevance amidst
potentially unyielding financial weakness. It is worth pointing out the similarities
between his approach and Brundtland’s (in fact Brown consulted Brundtland). Brown’s
approach focused on maximizing resources. This entailed shrinking the UNDP
bureaucracy and narrowing the agency’s central functions. Malloch Brown’s UNDP, like
Brundtland’s WHO, stressed a corporate atmosphere. Malloch Brown’s plan called for a
25 percent staff reduction and a 15 percent cut in field office budgets.53 It placed greater
emphasis on producing ground level results, retraining staff for field work, reducing
favoritism, limiting job security and increasing transparency within the agency.
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The UNDP is still a major figure in international development even with its
financial woes. It has influence over aid allocations because of its presence in developing
countries and its role in devising local development strategies. Crucially, the UNDP has
taken the leading role in assessing progress on the Millennium Development Goals,
development’s most important benchmarks. Despite hostility from US ambassador John
Bolton, Malloch Brown accepted official responsibility for reporting progress on the
goals. They figure heavily into the UNDP’s annual human development reports. These
reports have subsequently drawn criticism for narrowing the UNDP’s focus away from
political and social development in favor of concise economic benchmarks. The UNDP’s
activities have come to be dominated by economism despite its traditionally holistic
approach to development. The UNDP increasingly favors an expanded response to
confronting disease based on low cost interventions and donor harmonization. This in
practice means leading the movement to reduce overlap in aid programs, in addition to
continued advocacy for greater aid volumes.
Increasing regime density is of great concern to experts within the UNDP for
practical reasons: the agency knows that with a drastic proliferation in aid channels
comes major inefficiencies. First, aid in a dense regime is difficult to coordinate,
resulting in overlap. Second, the proliferation of aid channels creates even greater
problems for recipient states. These governments must devote an enormous amount of
time and resources to the bureaucratic processes of each respective channel. There is the
fear that the global public health regime will grow more inefficient as it grows larger.
Increasing density also raises political concerns, because the organization itself has to
define its own role amidst institutional crowding. While the UNDP has spent decades
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courting donor states and multilateral institutions to become more involved in global
development, the fact that many have done so has partially subsumed it. “What do you
do,” asked Malloch Brown, “when you have done such a good job of persuading others
that you have the right ideas that they are doing them as well now, and on a much bigger
scale with a lot more resources?”54
Lacking the deep pockets of the World Bank, the UNDP cannot assert its
influence through development assistance and hope to have a valued, distinguished role
as a miniature version of the big donors. Instead it has sought to play an advisory role in
developing countries. The UNDP takes advantage of its close relationships with global
South governments. It also has a historic willingness (especially relative to the Bank) to
take into account the ideas and interests of actors in the global South. This also makes
the UNDP a central figure in the donor harmonization movement. The UNDP assists
governments in navigating an increasingly dense public health network. As the central
UN agency for international development, the UNDP is heavily responsible for
coordinating UN work.55 The UNDP sees an advantage in this area because its role in
development is the most diverse among multilateral agencies involved in public health.
The UNDP has the most extensive background in addressing the political, social, and
multi-sectoral aspects of development. By comparison the World Bank focuses on the
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economic and financial components of public health, and the WHO emphasizes its
biomedical components.56
The UNDP provides services to local governments that are designed to make
progress on the millennium goals but are also tailored to in-country needs.57 The UNDP
has deliberately sought to tailor its policies as client friendly. This way it distinguishes
itself from the Bank’s unpopular “one size fits all” policies. Normative advocacy is the
second part of its approach. The UNDP has sought to foster a normative consensus in
which improved standards of living and democratization are basic human rights. It has
actively sought to institutionalize this notion within the UN’s development apparatus.
This is apparent with its role as the central advocate for the Millennium Declaration. It is
also worth reiterating that the Declaration heavily reflects the consensus with its
emphasis on vertical, low cost interventions, and the reciprocal relationship between
health and wealth.
Among our cases it appears that the UNDP has much in common with the World
Bank. Like the Bank the UNDP is focused on poverty alleviation, albeit with a more
political, social and human rights oriented approach. If we look at the recent history of
the Bank we can see a transformation in the UNDP’s direction. The Bank has become
more attuned to issues other than growth, taking the more holistic approach that has been
a hallmark of the UNDP. The Bank appears to have come to the realization that lifting
countries out of poverty requires direct injections of ODA rather than a pure reliance on
systemic reform and market forces. The forces of convergence have made these two
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organizations superficially more alike. In other ways the UNDP has started to look more
like the Bank, putting greater emphasis on Lee’s concept of economism. The UNDP is
now calling for more cost effective approaches to development as the Bank had long ago
advocated. According to the 2003 human development report, there should be an
emphasis on select “priority countries.”58 The report also argues that a failure to invest in
global health will cause “economic growth to eventually peter out because of an
insufficient number of healthy, skilled workers.”59 The report, reflecting the influence of
guest editor Jeffrey Sachs, contends that investments in health are needed to spur
countries out of “poverty traps.” Such traps happen when regions are too poor to invest
in human development, while a lack of human development inhibits growth. The report
ultimately contends that only growth can sustain rapid gains in health.60
It is historically unusual for these two organizations to advance such convergent
messages. The World Bank has traditionally emphasized growth and free markets over
and above human development issues. The UNDP, by contrast, has traditionally
represented a more global South-friendly bastion of ideas. This reflects their natural
constituencies. The World Bank is dominated by the interests of wealthy donors,
particularly the US.61 The UNDP (in addition to the same donor pressures) is answerable
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to the developing state governments that it partners with.62 This has traditionally meant
stark differences between the two organizations when it comes to global health. The
Bank had pushed for cuts in many clients’ health programs while AIDS grew worse. The
UNDP by contrast, led by Elizabeth Reid, pressured the international community (and the
WHO) for a multi-sectoral, humanitarian response. Today both organizations largely
reflect the consensus: Health is central to economic growth, more aid is needed, and this
aid must be prioritized based on low cost interventions and in a way that harmonizes
growing aid channels.
In this ideational sense the organizations appear to have grown closer, but in other
respects they differ greatly. The World Bank specializes in “hard” support, providing
large sums of development assistance. The UNDP functions as a facilitator, pushing for
donor harmonization. It is also a central figure in the role of ideas, advancing global
health in the context of social development and human rights. In this respect, the role
played by the UNDP bears more similarity to that of the WHO. It seeks to influence the
behavior of other actors through coordination and advocacy. To do so it utilizes its
technical and moral authority. The UNDP possesses technical authority by virtue of its
large and specialized bureaucracies of experts, and moral authority based on its perceived
legitimacy relative to large donors who are suspect in the developing world. In this way
its strengths are comparable to the WHO’s. This closeness explains why the UNDP and
WHO have at times found themselves in direct competition over resources, as they were
when donors scaled up the HIV/AIDS response.
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4.2.4 The EU: Leading Consensus Promoter
The European Union is the world’s largest overall donor when counting bilateral
channels from member states. Multilateral funding from the EU by itself accounted for
10 percent of world aid in 2000, making it the world’s fourth largest donor.63 In the area
of global health, the EU takes a highly specialized approach, both geographically and in
terms of issue prioritization. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show trends in EU development
assistance (excluding bilateral member-state donations) in total and in relative terms. Its
priorities focus overwhelmingly on water sanitation and health sector development. Its
overall allocation to health has increased significantly, rising from $864 million in 2000
to nearly $1.3 billion in 2006. During the first four years of this decade the EU divided
roughly two-thirds of its aid between health sector development and water sanitation.
Other major issues have received comparatively little attention, although infectious
disease control saw a sharp increase in recent years, accounting for 13 percent of all
health assistance in 2006.64
The EU is also geographically specialized to an unusual degree that reflects its
strong member state influence. Major donors including the UK, France and Germany
exert a large influence over its funding, and in general maintain strong influences over
the multilateral organization’s priorities. Where scholars generally see multilaterals as
“good” donors and bilateral donors as self interested, discussion is mixed on the
European Union. The foreign policy model generally prevails in studies of EU aid. “The
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EU, as a major multilateral donor, is perhaps less partisan than major bilateral donors (the
USA and France, for example),” Frederick Nixson contends, “but the geographical
distribution of its aid nevertheless reflects its perceptions of regional and global
interests.”65 Zanger’s quantitative study finds that EU aid distributions more directly
reflects state interests than recipient need, human rights or good governance.66
Figure 4.4: European Union Health ODA to Major Issue Areas

Source: CRS Database. In Millions of US Dollars (2005).

Much of this criticism stems from its geographic specialization, which focuses on
former colonies. This was enshrined in the Cotonou agreement, which reaffirmed
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development and trade cooperation between the EU and the former colonies that
comprise the Africa, Pacific and Caribbean (ACP) group of states.67 Dearden contends
that this arrangement conflicts with a clear poverty focus, emphasizing established
relationships between the European powers and their former colonies instead of
international development needs. The agreement excludes deeply impoverished
Bangladesh, for instance.68 It could be argued, conversely, that EU member states’
knowledge of these countries gives them a geographic comparative advantage among
ACP recipients.
The latter line of thinking reflects the development consensus, which the EU has
vocally supported and at times led. In 2005 the European Union issued a policy
statement called the “European Consensus” that closely reflected the development
consensus studied in these chapters. The document makes global health central to
Europe’s development agenda, using the millennium goals as benchmarks. It sets a
timetable for achieving the Monterrey targets, pledging aid amounts totaling 0.56 percent
of GNI by 2010. It also calls for prioritizing the poorest countries. The European
consensus devotes considerable attention to promoting aid effectiveness through
specialization. Adopting much of the language of the Paris Declaration, the document
calls for reducing transaction costs in aid and improving donor harmonization. Aid
coming from the Commission itself, the document pledges, must be done in a way that
complements other donors (particularly EU member states) based on the technical
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expertise and institutional value-added. It also offers thinly veiled concern over the
proliferation of vertical agencies, calling for greater institutionalization of these
organizations within the national budgets of recipient states.69
There have been forceful calls for conformity with the Paris Declaration on Aid
Effectiveness, and its follow-up, the Accra declaration. Indeed, this by itself is a relative
advantage of EU multilateral aid as the global public health network grows denser.
Dearden offers speculation on the ability of the EU to streamline the aid distribution
process:
As a multilateral aid mechanism, the EU should be able to offer a number
of significant advantages in achieving global poverty reduction over
bilateral programs. It should be able to avoid unnecessary duplication of
assistance, including the administrative burden on recipient governments
and it should yield economies of scale in administration and the benefits of
untied aid.70
In theory, then, multilateral EU aid should be more efficient and cut down on the
inefficiency problems facing the global public health regime. Additionally, Dearden
argues that the EU has the potential to distribute “good” aid on the basis of need,
consistent with Rodrik’s analysis. The EU’s aid policies, however, suggest a more
complicated picture. It has positioned itself as a potential answer to the streamlining
challenges raised by the global health consensus. It has also prioritized based on
technological and geographic knowledge that is unique to Europe.
The EU is also a strong purveyor of the consensus. Its reports in these areas use
the goals outlined in the Paris Declaration as benchmarks. While the Millennium
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Declaration outlined the broad development agenda, the Paris Declaration functions as a
second official component of the consensus. It provides an outline for carrying out the
consensus goals. The commission contends that too many EU donors are “still present in
too many countries, with too many projects with limited impact.”71 It is active in
promoting a global division of labor among its member states. Even as aid increases,
there is a movement among member states and the EU itself to target this aid more
narrowly. The EU is narrowing its number of recipients (usually those with ties to
Europe) as well as the number of issues it addresses. This has been at the forefront of EU
thinking on development assistance in this decade. The EU’s Code of Conduct of
Complementarity and Division of Labor codifies these consensus principles among
European donors.72 “Division of labor,” the European Commission’s development
administration argues, “may mean countries and aid sectors have to be abandoned in the
name of aid efficiency.”73 Thus far the priorities of the EU and its member states have
been pared down significantly. The EU reports that most of its member states
concentrate in three or fewer sectors.74 Larger shares of European aid are going to
priority countries, and major member states are reducing the quantity of priority states.
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Germany, the EU’s largest bilateral donor, has reduced its number priority states from
118 at the beginning of the decade, to 57.75
Figure 4.5: European Union Health ODA to Major Issue Areas by Percentage Share

Source: CRS Database.

A primary role for the commission in this decade has been to promote a division
of labor within its own member states. European Union policy includes compulsory
assessments of comparative advantages on the part of member states. Europe’s strategy
for aid relief calls for taking into account “the significant differences between EU
donors.”76 It envisions a “tool kit” approach to aid that reflects a division of labor based
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on comparative advantages.77 The commission encourages a two-fold approach to
establishing donor specialties. Specialization, it contends, should derive from a state’s
own domestic experience and expertise. Secondly—and in Europe’s case more
importantly—specialization should also be geographic, based on knowledge of recipient
state systems. This is key in Europe because of the post-colonial relationships
maintained between European states and their former colonies.
With its role as a major promoter of donor harmonization, the EU has also been
outwardly critical of verticalization and has called for slowing the increase of regime
density. It is currently working on guidelines to assess the added value of new vertical
programs and to slow the increased costs (through issues such as additional overhead and
recipient state burden) associated with these programs.78 The EU states its position
concisely on the matter of the regime’s verticalization: “[T]hey need to be fully
integrated into the Paris agenda and into the discussions on division of labor.”79 For its
part, the Commission sees its ability to streamline aid as a comparative advantage in
itself. It also has the ability to draw upon the technical expertise of a diverse array of
technologically advanced member states.
4.4 Conclusion
A key point to take away from this chapter is that the regime complex has been
painful for some of these agencies. Traditional public health agencies have been under
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immense pressure to find a place in an increasingly competitive division of labor or else
risk irrelevance. This is because development agencies have become more active in
public health, and new agencies have been created. This has pushed multilateral actors
into specialization. In an increasingly competitive environment the distinction between
what is “good” aid and “bad” aid becomes blurred as highly political competitive
pressures influence multilateral activity. Regime density is a factor that must be taken
into account in order to understand actors’ prioritization patterns and special roles. As
global health became central to international development priorities, it drew in traditional
development agencies like the World Bank and UNDP. Competition in global health
required strategic adaptations on the part of these actors. In short, political factors are as
integral to multilateral priorities as they are for bilateral actors. The struggle to maintain
relevance as more agencies compete for turf is key to understanding why these
organizations specialize.
The emergence of the consensus also helps us explain important similarities in
patterns of behavior among diverse sets of actors. This is most evident in the overall
patterns of ODA among multilateral and bilateral donors, which reflect similar global
priorities. The global consensus puts health at the center of international development
and emphasizes Kelley Lee’s concept of economism. This means calls for more aid and
specialization. The consensus has pressed multilateral actors to develop geographic,
technological or bureaucratic comparative advantages. There has been a great divergence
in the roles that individual actors play in the regime as a result of specialization. The
actors explored in this chapter have sought, and have often succeeded, to carve out
unique specialized roles. Large donors prioritize a narrowing handful of health issues
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within shrinking numbers of geographic areas. This is also the case for coordinating
agencies such as the WHO and UNDP.
Oddly, as agencies are subject to direct competition, their messages have
converged, making them sound unusually alike. While agencies within the UN have at
times emerged as rivals with the World Bank, their differences have traditionally been
fueled by fundamental disagreements over paths to development. These agencies once
offered an alternative to the Bank’s harsh Washington Consensus agenda by advancing
primary care and social development. In the new era characterized by agreement over the
consensus, their rivalries are now characterized by a struggle to distinguish themselves
through the practice of specialization. The stated principles of these agencies, however,
are in line with the global health consensus. As the activities of multilateral actors have
diverged by the development of distinct specializations, these organizations have
converged in their stated philosophies of development.
Among multilateral organizations, two distinct types do emerge. Organizations
with deep pockets such as the World Bank and EU impact the development agenda
through their aid distribution, while the perennially cash starved UNDP and WHO have
taken on coordinating and advisory roles. The World Bank’s use of its “hard” assets
gives it a degree of influence in global health that surpasses the WHO. However the
UNDP and WHO retain “soft” influence over the regime by virtue of their legitimacy and
expertise. Their assets include, first, a wealth in bureaucratic technical expertise in
specific areas, such as the WHO’s accumulated biomedical personnel. They also include
normative legitimacy, which the WHO has utilized to become the world’s leading
advocate for public health. These organizations are clearly overshadowed by more
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capital rich agencies, but maintain considerable power over normative ideas and practices
in public health.
The emergence of a global health consensus presents opportunities as well as
dangers to public health. The consensus has played a major role in galvanizing badly
needed funds for public health emergencies. Yet the focus on economism risks
privileging health issues that are more likely to stimulate worker productivity, or those
that benefit from low cost interventions. Other issues worthy of attention may suffer
neglect. This is evidenced by the increase in vertical programs, which threaten to draw
resources away from a more holistic, horizontal development. While the consensus calls
for ever increasing funding for global health, it also marks a departure from the Alma Ata
declaration of “health for all,” calling instead for narrowly focused health interventions
designed to spur development. This is a major controversy that I will discuss fully in
chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5
NONGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS AND THEIR
ROLES IN GLOBAL HEALTH
Nongovernmental actors are the third facet of the global public health regime after
states and multilateral institutions. They are rapidly gaining in scale and importance.
The number of NGOs in the global health regime has increased sharply. Their rise as
direct providers of aid has given them the designation of “non-traditional” donors, joining
the growing providers of south-to-south aid with this label (see chapter 6 for further
discussion on emerging state donors). Private trusts endowed by billionaires such as Bill
Gates, Warren Buffet and George Soros have fueled this trend. The Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation, by far the world’s largest private donor, now has an aid outflow that is
larger than most OECD states. The Gates Foundation, furthermore, has made global
health its leading priority. This is consistent with health’s emergent position in global
development thinking, making it central to nongovernmental as well as governmental
perceptions of poverty alleviation.
The NGO community, however, is hardly monolithic. It does not adopt consistent
priorities or function in unison. It is far more disperse than any other actor-type in the
regime. By one count, there are 60,000 NGOs that are committed to the AIDS epidemic
alone, with even more committed to global health generally.1 Needless to say, this has
led to great controversy over coordination and the managerial burdens placed on recipient
governments. “In fact,” argues Laurie Garrett, “ministers of health in poor countries now
express frustration over their inability to track the operations of foreign organizations
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operating on their soil, ensure that those organizations are delivering services in sync
with government policies and priorities, and avoid duplication in resource-scarce areas.”2
This is a far more Sisyphean task than monitoring the activities of the multitudes of
governmental donors. Garrett’s chaotic description contains an important truth about the
coordination challenges facing the myriad of private groups that have emerged to address
public health. Yet the evidence presented in this chapter suggests that there is more order
to this system than the above quote indicates. Much of this NGO activity is done in
partnership with government donors. Further, many of these organizations are involved
with normative advocacy, seeking to shape the direction of the regime from without.
Many of these civil society organizations are based in the global south with intimate
knowledge of the communities they serve.
These factors partially mitigate the problem of multiplicity. They also give these
actors an unquestionable value-added to the regime. But the reasons for the explosion in
their size and number go beyond these basic instrumental purposes. Much of the surge in
their growth came in the 1980s and early 1990s, during the simultaneous emergence of
anti-statist ideology in the global economy.3 Private effort, according to the anti-statist
argument, could address development tasks with greater efficiency. As financing for
traditional institutions like the WHO and UNDP declined, NGOs and “public-private
partnerships” proliferated, filling gaps left by diminishing development assistance as the
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Cold War ended. These trends have come with controversy. Northern-funded NGOs
often subsume the responsibilities of southern governments, creating a donor-driven
power structure with little transparency or accountability to the citizens of recipient
countries. Priorities in these cases often reflect the interests and knowledge of foreign
entities. Critics charge that NGOs’ efforts to distribute services themselves, rather than
building state capacity to do so, undermines the sustainability of aid. The proliferation of
NGOs, they charge, circumvents the traditional social contract in favor of the private
provision of services called for by the era’s ascendant neoliberalism.
Nongovernmental actors—while even more decentralized than their governmental
counterparts—still show key characteristics that are similar to the rest of the regime.
Despite their vast dispersal, there is significant evidence that they too are moving in the
direction of specialization. There is reason for concern about excessive overlap and
misallocation—certainly more so than with our previous cases. Yet there are also
offsetting factors. Private organizations devote much of their work toward
supplementing state driven activity within the regime. They have benefited from the vast
influx of resources in global health, which has served to tie many of these organizations
to their governmental counterparts. They have also been affected by the same forces that
operate across all actors in the regime. The health-conscious approach to economic
growth has pervaded non-governmental thinking as well as governmental. The recurrent
themes discussed in chapters 3 and 4—economism, health in a human rights context,
expanded resources, resultant demands for efficiency—are found in the activities and
policy-shifts among private actors as well.
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This chapter identifies and explains three specialized roles that international
organizations play. The first is advocacy. NGOs are at the forefront of public health
lobbying (as well as agitating). They have played fundamental roles in shaping
normative change in global health, and have forced the hand of powerful states and
corporations into adopting more health-friendly behavior. Their second major role is
service provision. NGOs are on the frontlines of ODA distributions and other transfers to
the global south. As governmental programs have expanded, so have the contracted
duties of NGOs in managing the in-country distribution of state aid. The third and most
historically unique function played by nongovernmental actors is as direct providers of
aid. The most unprecedented case of an organization operating in this capacity is the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation, the largest private entity in international development.
Groups now functioning in this “nontraditional” capacity have been forced to address
questions of efficiency, effectiveness and overlap. They have come up with answers that
are largely in accordance with the consensus that pervades international development:
develop unique comparative advantages and specialize.
This chapter proceeds by addressing these roles (and associated controversies) in
turn. The first section answers the question of why such roles exist for NGOs, arguing
that their activities, however dispersed, are largely linked to those of the rest of the
regime. The remaining three sections explore each role specifically, providing empirical
support for the existence of regime linkages across these distinct groups of actors.
Overall this chapter finds that there are common forces underpinning non-governmental
and governmental operations within the global health regime. These analytically distinct
groups have been pushed by the forces of regime density. Divergence in actors’ activities
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coincides with a convergence of philosophies toward international development in favor
of specialization. They, like their governmental counterparts, are constantly looking to
develop roles that are distinct.
5.1 Roles and Linkages
Theoretically NGOs should seek gaps in global governance left by governmental
actors. This is partly true. NGOs have increasingly fulfilled parts of the social contract
left vacant as states’ obligations receded in the era of anti-governmentalism. Still, NGO
activity has largely coalesced around states. While largely operating outside of state
aegis, they have increasingly functioned in tandem with state policy.4 NGOs do
considerable development work on the ground and are doing so in significantly greater
volume. Their rapid growth over the past thirty years, however, has occurred in tandem
with the privatization of aid distribution. NGOs have increasingly been called upon to
disseminate state funds and run state programs. This has particularly been the case in the
2000s, which saw both an increase in overall aid and a predominant ideology disposed
toward privatization.
These roles can be distilled into three basic categories: Advocacy, the
dissemination of governmental services, and independent service provision. All have
arguably increased in prominence along with the elevated stature of NGOs in public
health. It is important to note that these roles are not mutually exclusive and that some
NGOs, especially the well capitalized ones, engage in more than one role. Medecins
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Sans Frontiers (MSF), for instance, actively lobbies, provides direct medical services and
receives state funding. Advocacy is the most traditional (and most adversarial) civil
society role. This not surprisingly is the most normatively driven component of NGO
public health activity, and one that constructivists have theorized to a great extent (see
section 5.3 below). This external, adversarial role is not entirely unique to
nongovernmental groups. As has been argued in the previous chapters, institutions and
even some states have pressed for greater aid and a more human rights oriented approach
to global health. NGOs, however, are the most vociferous and radical promoters of
global health. They are also most active in the watchdog function toward other actors,
pushing to ensure that other groups increase or honor their commitments.
In their second role they are at the ground level of government programs,
disseminating services in mandates funded by states. This is often the case with northern
NGOs, which scholars have often argued are analytically different from their southern
counterparts. In this case there is a clear power dynamic between NGOs and their (also
northern) financiers. These arrangements often tend to reflect the values and interests of
northern states but through the filter of northern NGOs (though southern groups have
increasingly become the beneficiaries of northern aid; see section 5.4 below). Global
health NGOs in their third role directly provide services independent of states. This
escapes state control but raises new issues: Should they be fostering state capacity
instead? Toward whom are nongovernmental groups accountable?
While there has been significant discussion on the role of NGOs in global
development, much of it focuses on NGOs as individual actors. Additionally, discussion
of NGOs in each of these public health roles typically focuses on these capacities
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individually without exploring their structural connections. The global health case, in my
view, makes it essential to look at nongovernmental entities in relation to their state and
multilateral counterparts. When viewed alone, NGOs are undoubtedly vastly different
units of analysis. Where states contend with domestic political structures, and
multilaterals are impacted by international diplomacy, NGO actors are private, with
varying degrees of accountability. For these reasons they should behave differently than
other actors. Thus it makes sense for much of the IR literature to view them separately,
and some might question the relational perspective advanced here on those grounds. Yet
to reject this approach outright is to ignore critical linkages that affect the behavior of
all—even analytically different—actors within a regime.
In the case of global health, nongovernmental activity is attuned to the behavior of
governmental actors. Key linkages between these actors helped establish and continue to
shape nongovernmental activities in this area. Each of these three major roles reflects
linkages to regime-wide activity. This is the case even in regards to the advocacy role,
which seeks to affect the regime from outside. Non-profit NGOs are traditional actors in
this capacity, utilizing campaigns to affect normative change. These activities give
nongovernmental actors an essential and long-standing part in what Keck and Sikkink
call “transnational action networks.” Their modus operandi is to find points of
unacceptable weakness in state policy and lobby to alter them. The links are twofold.
First, NGOs in this capacity are responding to state policy, fixing their activities on what
they perceive as weaknesses (or outright hostility) toward public health. Second, by
constituting a major part of transnational action networks (which themselves are linked to
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sympathetic bureaucrats within governments) these groups effectively play a role in the
governmental policy making process.
NGOs’ central place in the dissemination of services, by contrast, brings to the
fore the linkage of mutual interests. This second nongovernmental role results from
points of convergence between NGO and state interests. Cash starved governmental
institutions seek out resources from multinational corporations in public-private
partnerships, who in turn seek the benefit from the public legitimacy possessed by such
IGOs as the WHO, UNAIDS or UNDP. Financially strong multilaterals, conversely,
seek to improve their own questionable public health credentials by partnering with
community-based civil society organizations. The latter are often in the position of
seeking resources for survival. These confluences of interest are fueling the current
expansion of public-private partnerships. Moreover, they suggest that specialized
advantages (including political legitimacy) are increasingly recognized between actors.
The third linkage between nongovernmental and governmental actors is
fundamental to the specialization patterns outlined in the previous chapters. This linkage
is most prevalent among the growing numbers of nongovernmental organizations that
have taken leads independently of governmental activity. These actors function as
donors in their own right. This activity, too, appears independent to a degree from the
larger regime. Consider this potential narrative: Apparently dissatisfied with the existing
state-led activities of the regime, groups such as the Gates Foundation, Carter Foundation
and Clinton Foundation have taken to fund raising and donations all on their own,
independent of governments. There is some truth to this image of major non-
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governmental institutions. The Gates Foundation, in particular, resembles a state agency
in terms of its size and autonomy.
Yet even these types of organizations retain important links to government. They
maintain public-private partnerships, albeit on more equal terms than weakly funded civil
society organizations. Second (and particularly the case with the Carter Center) these
organizations seek to fill gaps in the global burden of disease, placing resources where
they see an absence of government attention. Thus their foundational activities, while on
a certain level take place with unprecedented independence from governments, occur
within the same dense regime that governmental organizations must take part in. This
necessitates at least some level of coordination. In the case of the major NGO donors,
this coordination can be formal, in the form of public-private partnerships. It can also be
informal, designed to fill gaps in disease burdens left vacant by other donors. It should
be added that these organizations are facing the same pressures as other donors to reduce
inefficiencies and overlap, thanks to an increasingly competitive regime. There is
evidence of resultant specialization. Given these trends in their activities, there are
interesting similarities between public and private actors. Like multilateral agencies, they
face pressure to offer unique contributions to global health or risk decline into
irrelevancy. It is difficult to develop new strategies for global health when so many other
strategies already exist. One advantage they have over established governmental actors,
however, is the luxury of being relatively new. It is easier to develop a niche from
scratch than to transition away from a previous approach to global health (as was the
painful case with the WHO).
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5.2 Three Roles for NGOs in Global Health
5.2.1 NGOs as Advocates for Social Change
There is a significant body of literature within the IR discipline that stresses the
role of NGOs as issue advocates, seeking to shape norms in the international system.
Pushing beyond the state-centric approach advanced by Cold War era realists, neoliberal
institutionalists and constructivists have long argued that multilateral institutions impact
state behavior and international practices. Keck and Sikkink’s contemporary classic
Activists Beyond Borders contends that non-governmental actors also play a significant
role in impacting international politics. Though their “transnational advocacy networks”
(TANS) are not entirely limited to civil society, including sympathetic actors within
states and IGOs, TANS rely heavily on advocacy and grassroots action.
These loose knit groups shape policy development by methods that include using
exposure tactics such as “naming and shaming,” and by utilizing expertise toward issue
areas to influence powerful actors. Their analysis is particularly germane to the global
public health regime, which has extensive action networks that link civil society with
bureaucratic sympathizers.5 Jonathan Mann, one of the early leaders in the global AIDS
effort, pushed for greater integration between the WHO and non-governmental actors
with the ability to advance the AIDS cause. This approach later became accepted by the
global AIDS movement, one of the most successful in the world at attracting global
attention. In the 1990s, following his controversial departure as head of the WHO’s
5
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Global Program on AIDS, Mann argued the disease had evolved through a series of
“frameworks.” The most basic of these frameworks was biomedical, focusing strictly on
its scientific dimensions. The more complex AIDS frameworks, he argued, were social
and human rights oriented. The disease, he argued, focused on les exclus, marginalized
populations who were at greater risk because of their lack of social choice or power in
society.6
Mann argued that beyond biomedical efforts, the fight against disease entailed
questions of women’s status, marriage law, the right to information, and other cultural,
governmental and legal concepts. It stood to reason, in his view, that health advocates
like the WHO should “work with those individuals and groups, whether official,
nongovernmental, or private, who are already working to promote respect for human
rights and dignity within the society.”7 In a letter to the BMJ that responded to Fiona
Godlee’s critical series on the WHO, Mann argued that NGOs have a legitimacy that
cannot be attained by governments, who may be “too tied to the benefits of the status
quo.” Given the apparent stasis of governments and health agencies in the 1990s, he
contended that necessary change would most likely be pushed from without.
“Nongovernmental organizations,” he argued, “can announce boldly and clearly, when
the emperor has no clothes.”8 It is legitimacy that is their effective comparative
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advantage, and this legitimacy orients nongovernmental groups toward advocacy. As
Keck and Sikkink and other members of the constructivist school argue, these groups are
well situated toward influencing outcomes involving actors with far greater “hard”
economic power.
The most stunning example of this is the long controversy over HIV/AIDS drug
prices, which pitted activists against much more powerful and politically connected
pharmaceutical firms. The result was a dramatic drop in prices, growth in the generic
market, legal setbacks for the firms, and the emergence of public-private partnerships by
which the firms distributed the medicines at little or no cost. None of these things led to
the desired goal of universal distribution. However the confrontation clearly resulted in
an unlikely victory for a transnational advocacy network populated by governmental
officials, but also weak and often marginalized civil society groups. Three key factors
caused the pharmaceutical firms to retreat from their militant stance on patent
protections. The first was immense activist pressure. The second was the effort by
Brazil and India to produce and distribute the drugs themselves, putting downward
pressure on world pricing. These efforts did not occur apart from one another. Activists
in Brazil were primary catalysts for the government’s efforts. The third factor was
UNAIDS’s direct negotiations with western ARV manufacturers.
Sell and Prakash contend that NGO networks made strategic use of normative
frameworks in order to affect the pharmaceutical debate. NGOs, like their strategic
adversaries in business, employ these frameworks to shape world opinion and
consequently force the other side to make concessions. For business, this meant
intellectual property right protection. This normative framework successfully influenced
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the 1994 Agreement on Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). This
normative conception of how international business should be conducted effectively
prevailed during the Uruguay round, at least temporarily. For NGOs the normative
agenda centered on access to essential medicines, which won significant victories that
helped soften the heavy handed impact of TRIPS on drug duplication efforts.9 The
TRIPS agreement—one of the most controversial multilateral agreements of the 1990s
and a harbinger widespread of dissent against the WTO—affirmed patent holders’
monopolies on drug products.
The accord, heavily lobbied for by pharmaceutical companies in the US, called
for WTO members to revise domestic laws to establish 20-year patents on both drug
products and their manufacturing processes. The western push for TRIPS provides a
strong example of what Raustiala and Victor call forum shopping.10 Global south
countries with an interest in duplicating medicines had strong voices on WIPO and
UNCTAD, UN system bodies with more equal representation. Many countries in the
developing world at this time had few or no patent restrictions on medicines.11 For
business-backed policymakers in the global north, this encouraged the creation of a new
forum—the WTO and with it TRIPS. Though TRIPS was a tremendous victory for the
9
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global north, it contains two loopholes. Compulsory licensing allows countries to
manufacture the drugs themselves (assuming they are capable) in an emergency. Parallel
importing allows countries to import drugs from a third country, where prices may be
cheaper, allowing buyers to search for the lowest world price.
Still, countries that attempted to take advantage of these loopholes faced stiff
legal resistance and, in some cases, the treat of trade retaliation from the US.
Pharmaceutical companies appeared to be unparalleled in their ability to influence
governments because of their vast revenues and close ties to the US trade officials who
pushed TRIPS. NGOs took on the role of David during this period. But they did so in
tandem with governments and drug manufacturers in the global south. Brazil, India and
South Africa sought to reassert their ability to manufacture and distribute life saving
ARV drugs at costs far lower than western firms’ monopoly pricing. Their combined
effort changed the normative landscape in global health. It produced a different outcome
than that which would have prevailed had these companies continued to dominate the
issue. In sum, the campaign to lower drug costs despite international patent norms
provides a strong example of what Finnemore and Sikkink call norm emergence and
acceptance.12
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Reports of the successful tests of advanced ARV drug regimens were addressed
with considerable enthusiasm at the Vancouver conference on AIDS in 1996.13 The
drugs were capable of extending the life of HIV patients dramatically, in some cases
dropping the prevalence of the virus to undetectable levels. But these regimens had an
annual cost of up to $20,000 per person, far too high for the hardest hit regions, where per
capita health spending often does not exceed $10 dollars per person yearly. Most in the
development community doubted the financial feasibility of instituting large scale
treatment programs in the developing world.14 Paul Farmer, the founder of Partners in
Health and a leading public health advocate, lamented the likelihood that “treatment may
be reserved for those in wealthy countries while prevention is the lot of the poor.”15
Many at Vancouver lamented loudly that the emergence of these life sparing drugs meant
nothing to the millions of people who could not afford them. Vancouver marked the
emergence of a wide NGO coalition that put unrelenting pressure on business and
government to make these drugs universally available.
The Brazilian program provides an example of the interplay between activists and
governments. As activist groups in urban Brazil pressured the government to expand
treatment, the government itself was pushed into the role of global advocate.16 In 1997,
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after significant pressure from urban-based gay, lesbian and HIV-positive communities,
the Brazilian government developed an initiative to produce generic ARVs and offer
them free to any citizens who tested positive. As Davis and Fort note, “The government
of Brazil manufactured domestic copies of drugs that were under patent protection in
wealthier nations.”17 The World Bank had estimated in 1994 that the number of
HIV/AIDS cases in Brazil would top 1.2 million by 2000. Instead, this swift government
intervention drastically reduced the number of deaths and new cases, particularly in the
disproportionately affected urban slums.18
In 2001 the Indian pharmaceutical firm Cipla announced a simplified regimen
with a price of $350 per year and has been credited with forcing down world prices. The
company offered the drugs to MSF—which was engaged in extensive drug access
campaigning—to be distributed for free in the developing world. Cipla’s CEO extended
the offer to anyone else willing to provide the drugs for free.19 While taking advantage of
existing technologies and patents, Cipla produced innovations of its own. It created a
simplified ARV that combined multiple drugs into a single tablet, taken twice daily.
Existing regimens at the time entailed as many as 35 pills daily. As Arvind Singhal and
Everett M. Rogers noted, “The general reaction was amazement at the ridiculously low
price.”20 This movement in the developing world placed downward pressure on world
ARV prices. Western companies announced price drops in the immediate wake of
17
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Cipla’s innovation in duplication. These duplication efforts also helped pressure large
patent-holding pharmaceutical firms to the table. In 2000, UNAIDS began its
Accelerating Access Initiative (AAI), a plan which brokered deals between governments
and pharmaceutical companies for discounted access to ARVs.21 The program began
with pledges from five pharmaceutical firms to offer discounted drugs, and eventually
brought 58 countries into direct negotiations with the industry. ARV prices dropped 85
percent on average. In return, governments ensured that the drugs were not sold on the
open market for their full value.
South Africa provided the most intense point of direct confrontation between
activists and pharmaceutical firms. There the government successfully maintained its
generic drug program, the South African Medicines Act, despite immense retaliatory
pressure from the Clinton administration in support of the US pharmaceutical industry.
The US placed South Africa on its “301 watch list” of countries purportedly in violation
of trade norms, and suspended aid. The US eventually dropped its opposition amidst
heavy international outrage, suggesting the durability of the norm of differential pricing.
Much of this pressure was spearheaded by the domestic AIDS activist group ACT UP,
which continually protested against Al Gore during the 2000 election year.22 The
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Medicines Act continued after the US dropped its sanctions, although government
support for drug distribution in South Africa was disappointingly weak under Thabo
Mbeki.
Overall, the price of ARV drugs in the developing world declined 90 percent
between 1997 and 2002. The drugs currently cost between $148 and $900 annually,
depending on the complexity of the regimen.23 Clearly, the norm of differential pricing
has taken hold, despite the fact that it was deemed a hopeless cause by many in the late
1990s. This international norm was followed by the newly emergent Global Fund to
Fight HIV/AIDS, Malaria and Tuberculosis, which Kofi Annan announced should “put
care and treatment within everyone’s reach.”24 The Global Fund ultimately decided to
include the funding of AIDS projects that utilize generic drug treatments. The General
Assembly’s 2001 Declaration of Commitment on HIV/AIDS effectively enshrined the
principle of differential pricing, calling on the international community to provide
sustainable access to the drugs worldwide.25
Gro Harlem Brundtland, the WHO director general during this time, attributed the
drop in prices to an emergent ethical norm of differential pricing. “Popular outrage,
political will, market forces and the best science,” she argued, “are enabling the pursuit of
a fundamental principle of public health—the supply of essential medicines on the basis
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of need rather than the ability to pay.”26 In sum, nongovernmental actors operated
according to the humanitarian principle of price differential over patent protection. They
were able to establish human rights oriented norms, affecting the behavior of powerful
and reluctant firms and their state supporters. Their use of bargaining and pressure
forced Western pharmaceuticals to comply with the norm of price differential, despite
their considerable advantages in funding and political connections.
The ARV case is the starkest (and the most scholarly accepted) example of NGO
pressure affecting priorities in global health. Along with this success came two important
caveats raised by critics. First, despite the drop in treatment costs, AIDS medications
remain out of reach for the vast majority of people living with the disease in the global
South, and for most governments to provide them. One health economist estimated that
the cost of Highly Active Antiretroviral Therapy (HAART) would have to be $10 per
month in Zambia, $20 in Botswana and $45 in Mozambique in order to be truly
affordable for their respective national health care systems.27 AIDS remains the leading
cause of death among people in the developing world between the ages of 15 and 59,
accounting for one out of every seven deaths in that age group.28 Second, what Laurie
Garrett calls the “stovepiping” of aid has been the subject of considerable controversy.
The rise in AIDS support, critics argue, led to a single issue approach to health ODA that
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has attracted attention away from other pressing issues.29 There is a danger that high
disease-burden issues are being crowded out, including malnutrition, water sanitation,
perinatal conditions, heart disease, and strokes.30 However, as noted throughout these
chapters, the DAC data suggest a more complicated picture. The overall distribution of
aid and the activities of public health related organizations hew much closer to the global
burden of disease than these critics suggest.
The nongovernmental activism in the case of the ARV drug protests illustrates a
traditional linkage between NGO and governmental activity. Nongovernmental activists
from a wide variety of geographic and social backgrounds identified grievances in
government (and corporate) behavior. The movement took advantage of what in most
cases were limited resources to foster significant normative changes within the regime.
The weight of evidence suggests that non-profit civil society organizations had a major
effect in terms of shaping the way the regime thinks about access to medicines. Their
strategies were highly attuned to the activities of governmental actors. They responded to
what they saw as a key distributional weakness within the regime: the wealth of
monopoly rights accruing to a few multinational patent holders while the lower strata
29
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were left with no access to vital medicines. Addressing these inefficiencies in
distribution required the confluence of a transnational network (initiated largely from
below but with the help of states in the global south and generic producing firms) to
rectify the power imbalance presented by states and multinationals. The result was a
fundamental change in norms and even a restructuring of international law.
5.2.2 Governmental Activities of NGOs
Nongovernmental organizations have a rapidly expanding role in governmental
activities in global health, particularly with multilateral institutions. Governmental actors
have sought NGO partnerships in order to amplify their messages, gain legitimacy,
enhance efficiency, or pool resources. NGOs provide governments with input on major
issues, the dissemination of services, and advocacy. Powerful intergovernmental
organizations have sought synergies with NGOs in these areas. Jonathan Mann’s GPA
model for the inclusion of NGOs in advocacy efforts has been echoed in the postNakajima WHO. Outreach to NGOs, particularly human rights groups, had been
essential to the GPA’s strategy.31 Mann’s interest in human rights prompted his GPA to
seek out briefings from NGOs on how best to approach AIDS from a human rights
perspective. This general view now prevails within the WHO, a change marked by Gro
Harlem Brundtland’s tenure as director general. The 2001 Civil Society Initiative sought
to institutionalize connections between the WHO and nongovernmental actors. The
WHO’s own public language toward them is reflective of Mann’s. “Evolving concepts
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about health and the articulation of its links to poverty, equity and development,” the
agency noted, “have recently widened the range of WHO’s partners.”32 Global health
agencies that have emerged more recently have constructed institutionalized roles for
NGOs from the beginning. The Global Fund (which funds applicant activities rather than
carrying out its own programs) relies heavily on civil society organizations and local
community groups to run the projects that it finances. UNAIDS is the only UN agency
partially run by civil society groups, which have active membership in the agency’s
governing Program Coordinating Board.
The increasing enmeshment between NGOs and governments is consistent with
the global health movements under study in chapters 3 and 4. Two facets of economism
in world health were the move to address disease burdens and the mounting calls for
efficiency in the distribution of aid. The increasing privatization of the global health
regime provided answers to the challenges posed by economism—both in ideological
terms and occasionally in reality—and are consistent with this movement. The World
Bank’s seminal 1993 development report consistently argued that more private sector
involvement increases efficiency. Moreover, inputs from ground level civil society
groups can provide valuable information to Geneva, Washington and New York based
institutions that seek knowledge about local disease burdens and their socio-cultural
contexts. NGOs, at least in theory, have strong ground-level knowledge of these
conditions, particularly those NGOs that originated in the global south.
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There is a consensus that non-governmental actors are a permanent and essential
characteristic of the global public health regime. Their involvement is not new. Civil
society organizations were the driving force, for instance, in demanding urban cleanups
in dreadfully filthy cities such as New York in the mid-19th century, presaging modern
public health.33 The role of government in public health has dramatically expanded since
that time. What is distinct about this period in public health, in addition to the scale and
scope of NGO activities, is the expanded role that NGOs play in state operations. This
role is twofold. Governments seek NGOs to disseminate development assistance.
Secondly, NGOs fill gaps in the diminished domestic health programs that were rolled
back (often at the behest of lenders such as the World Bank in the name of “structural
adjustment”) in the era of neoliberalism. As the WHO noted, civil society activity has
increased in “response to the perceived weakening of the nation states’ authority under
globalization.”34 In the WHO’s assessment, “The state’s role was ‘downsized,’ either by
deliberate policy measures such as structural adjustment programs, by reducing spending
or by the declining quality of public services.”35 NGOs have emerged to fill these gaps,
in many cases under the aegis of northern governments and northern dominated IGOs.
Increased NGO involvement (including other nongovernmental sectors such as
for-profit corporations) has also been encouraged because a simple lack of resources by
prominent actors in global health. This is the case among the WHO and UNDP which
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were victims of the UN system’s massive budget problems in the 1990s. As Buse and
Walt note, “Negative perceptions of UN effectiveness have provided financial impetus
for partnerships in that donors have imposed a policy of zero real growth in UN
budgets…These funding trends have made [public-private partnerships] attractive to the
UN.”36 The UNDP allegedly breached its own funding guidelines in order to court such
partnerships.37 These combined factors are evidence that the historically close
relationships between nongovernmental and governmental actors in public health will
continue. These organizations—from global south civil society groups to major
multinational firms—are increasingly central to governmental agendas from international
advocacy campaigns to the direct dissemination of public health services.
Governments and multilateral institutions not surprisingly view these
relationships as productive.38 Their activities toward the private sector have
corresponded with their rhetoric calling for “more private sector involvement.” The
Global Fund, the most significant multilateral rollout since the creation of UNAIDS in
1994, has made private involvement central to its AIDS fighting approach. Successful
Global Fund grant proposals should, according to Fund guidelines, enable “the
development, strengthening, and expansion of government/private/NGO partnership.”39
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The World Bank, long a purveyor of private involvement, invests 50 percent of its MultiCountry AIDS Program (MAP) directly into civil society organizations.40 UNAIDS,
designed at the outset to involve nongovernmental institutions, gives these organizations
full membership in its governing Program Coordinating Board. NGOs have, in sum,
assumed central positions in the global health governing structures, at times assuming
roles that are more visible on the ground than states and multilateral institutions.
This development has been met with mixed assessments. Seckinelgin’s extensive
research on the role of nongovernmental groups in Africa’s HIV/AIDS governance
structures is skeptical of their ability to understand the social underpinnings of local
epidemics. NGOs, he argues, lack the institutional flexibility that their protractors laud
them for. Their organizational rigidity ultimately undermines the effectiveness of their
interventions.41 While nongovernmental organizations make important interventions in
public health, their agency is diminished by the overarching governing structure of
international aid, and their own characteristics.42 These flaws undermine their ability to
affect deep change over the long term, with the dangers of miscommunication in the field
and faulty, culturally inept goal setting. Though he determines that NGOs provide
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important help, “they do not possess the sort of agency required for sustainable long-term
HIV/AIDS interventions.”43
Seckinelgin sees an overarching governance structure as a constraint on
nongovernmental action. Much of the rest of the literature in this area differs in that it
hinges on the question of conflict of interest: Does the growth of NGO involvement in
state activity undermine their independence? This is an essential question because their
advocacy functions derive from their legitimacy. Maintaining legitimacy means
maintaining at least perceived independence from presumably self-interested states. As
DeChaine estimates, “government funding is the primary factor responsible for the
tremendous growth of NGOs in recent times.”44 This creates a delicate balancing act
between attracting resources and maintaining independent legitimacy, and, if necessary,
radical activism directed at states and multinational corporations. These actors may take
anti-health stances, but also may extensively fund NGO-led projects. Hence credibility is
at stake for NGOs along with financial survival, two forces that may pull civil society
groups in opposite directions. DeChaine’s study of MSF is illustrative of this dilemma.
Many of its country chapters are extensively funded by western governments, yet the
organization seeks to maintain fiercely independent stances, as shown most prominently
in its early advocacy for price differential in AIDS pharmaceuticals.
By deeply imbedding NGOs into their global south development policies, states
seek to take advantage of the private sector’s perceived comparative advantages,
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particularly efficiency and legitimacy. NGOs, the narrative goes, can provide both. As
Hulme and Edwards contend, “Their relationship with the ‘people’ is seen as giving them
greater public legitimacy than government while their managerial features are seen as
permitting private sector levels of cost control and efficiency.”45 Further, the NGOs help
amplify the reach of states in international regimes. Raustiala’s study of expanded
nongovernmental involvement in the global environmental regime concludes that NGO
involvement amplifies the ability of states to govern despite its potential to cause
unwieldy regime density. Their inclusion, he argues, “is based on the confluence of
governmental incentives and NGO comparative advantages and resources.”46 Yet Hulme
and Edwards articulate the fear that it is exactly this close relationship that can delude
nongovernmental advantages, particularly in the area of legitimacy. Their ability to
lobby for progressive social change may diminish under conditions of financial
dependence, effectively co-opting previously radical organizations. Their work poses an
open question.
Addressing fundamental inequalities of power and resources by speaking
out in favor of particular groups, organizing to defend the interests of poor
people, and lobbying governments for policy change, has always been
central to the NGO mission. Many of the largest and most respected
international NGOs of today (such as Save the Children and Oxfam) were
born and raised in opposition to government policy and vested interests at
the time. But can this role continue when [northern] NGOs are becoming
more and more dependent on government support?47
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If the independence of major NGOs diminishes, so may their ability to affect
normative change over issue areas such as intellectual property rights described in the
previous section. This line of criticism of the global health regime is also directed at
multilateral institutions such as UNAIDS, the WHO and UNDP, which due to their
perceived legitimacy are comparatively strong in the area of advocacy. Each of these
organizations has engaged in public-private partnerships with business sectors such as
pharmaceuticals, which have periodically found their interests at odds with those of
global health. These relationships certainly do reflect dangerous conflicts of interest as
their critics charge. Yet they also reflect a larger normative convergence in public health.
Despite their rational motivations (such as lobbying and profit motivation) it has
become increasingly unacceptable for states and multinational firms to openly pursue
blind self interest over public health needs. To the contrary, all of these organizations
face normative pressure to “do something” about public health crises. The new
normative context for public health, described in these chapters, has pushed humanitarian
organizations and their erstwhile adversaries together. These marriages, however
unhappy they may turn out to be, are consistent with normative shifts within the global
health regime. The World Bank-derived model of economism has pushed the regime,
with the help of the other forces described here, in the direction of private participation.
The newly central position of global health within international development goals has, in
sum, made conditions ripe for what may at first seem like strange bedfellows in global
health partnerships.
This emergent, increasingly ideologically coherent governance structure has
raised concerns within the literature. Swidler’s iconoclastic essay in International Affairs
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suggests incompatibilities between power structures within the global public health
regime and those of African governance. The global health governance structure, she
contends, has pushed increasing funds into African governments, particularly those with
strong states (such as Botswana). Having such large private governance structures
operating outside these states’ purviews has paradoxically undermined them. There is a
power differential between African states and the massive NGO complexes embedded in
local politics. Thus drastically expanded private health operations threaten to offset
political balance in Africa, undermining effective state systems. “Indeed,” she argues,
“the West has been trying to reshape Africa along the lines it thought appropriate for
centuries, and only some of those efforts at institutional transformation have taken root,
often in ways far removed from what their authors imagined.”48
Malhotra sees a similar power dynamic between Northern NGOs and local
communities in the global south. Arguing in a vane similar to Seckinelgin, he sees the
growing closeness between Northern NGOs and states as a potential strain on local
relations. Writing at a time of rapidly diminishing Northern aid in the post-Cold War era,
he argues that this diminished aid (which had been increasingly channeled through
NGOs) was a good thing in the sense that Northern NGOs would regain some
independence. Without the financial influence of wealthy governments, these
organizations could foster improved relationships with local communities that are more
in line with domestic government structures.49 Of course since the time of that writing,
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both the volume of aid and NGOs’ roles in distributing it have increased, leaving many of
these philosophical debates to continue.
The growth of public-private partnerships among a wide variety of
nongovernmental and governmental actors is the most direct linkage between NGOs and
governments. As this section has shown, the typical alliance between these actor-types is
the result of a confluence of interests based on the perceived benefits brought by each.
These calculations of interests, as the above examples have shown, often involve the
juxtaposing of financial power with international legitimacy. Interestingly, it is often the
organizations with the greatest financial strength (such as the World Bank and US) that
are the focal points of fierce protest pertaining to global health. Financially struggling
organizations (such as the WHO and the UN system) have generally fared much better in
garnering public capital. In any event, these are not the only reasons for strong linkages.
Another reason is ideological. Private organizations in the neoliberal era have an
elevated place in both domestic and international governance structures. The final
component of this linkage is expertise. Nongovernmental organizations have
considerable strengths in terms of knowledge that outside organizations can tap. As Haas
has shown in the area of environmental policy, the advice of seemingly powerless groups
of experts can have considerable impact when policy comes to fruition.50 Powerful
governmental actors lack the knowledge of local communities and, even more so, the
highly specialized medical expertise needed to carry out governmental goals. This has
given nongovernmental actors an elevated position within the regime. However, as noted
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above, the weight of the IR literature suggests that this relationship has been one of
cooptation rather than empowerment.
5.2.3 NGOs as “Non-Traditional” Donors
Nongovernmental actors show support for the global health consensus and a
predisposition toward specialization. Their activities are affected by technological
expertise, disease burdens, geographic ties, normative conditions, bureaucratic turf and
increased regime density. Nongovernmental as well as governmental actors must
consider these factors as they engage public health issues in a very dense, complex
international environment. This portrayal of the global health regime is different than the
common one, which sees it in terms of disarray. It is, by this perspective, an out-of-sync
concert in which each highly distinct instrumental section plays with little regard for the
sounds being made by the other sections. There is an important truth to this
characterization. The growth of the regime has indeed led to problems of overlap, turf
battles, power imbalances and other important inefficiencies. But these chapters have
identified a countervailing set of tendencies. Actors in the global health regime,
according to this perspective, gravitate toward distinct specializations. Much of this
activity has been pressed by international declarations of principle. The movement
culminating in the Paris Declaration has explicitly pressed donors to specialize narrowly.
The increased emphasis on economism in public health and its emphasis on dollar
maximization has also resulted, with considerable controversy, in a more calculated,
rationed approach to public health. NGOs, despite a status that has been deemed “nontraditional,” also operate in this context now that they are increasingly active on the
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donor front. In this narrow sense, this class of NGOs is functionally similar to the larger
governmental actors, fulfilling much of their traditional functions. The vast growth of the
largest NGOs, particularly the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation, means that
governmental organizations are no longer the lone providers of development capital.
While development assistance by the DAC’s definition comes only from states,
NGOs are serving functions very similar to traditional ODA. This means increasing the
number of actors in an already dense global regime. Indeed, the emergence of the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation in this decade has sparked additional fears within the
development community. These include overlaps, inefficiencies and bureaucratic
pressures on local governments seeking to manage the inflow of aid from different actors.
As a relatively new player, the Gates Foundation has spent much of its time grappling
with this issue, as have other major nongovernmental donors. There is reason for concern
as these new donors expand, however there are countervailing factors. The activities of
these donors are deeply linked to existing networks of governmental activity. Their
choices of priorities are greatly affected by what the traditional actors are already doing
(or not doing). These groups, like their governmental counterparts, have sought to form
unique specializations. A major trend in their activities is to find gaps left by the larger
regime, and to address particularly those diseases that have gone ignored by traditional
donors.
A familiar pattern of specialization is evident among these donors. Like their
state and multilateral counterparts, these donors select only a small number of public
health issues. Even the vast Gates organization, which has enough resources to be more
broadly based, has adopted this pattern. In that sense we may indulge in comparisons
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with the US. Though it has the resources to do more, it has deliberately sought a policy
of specialization. Important caveats, however, are in order. The data for NGOs is neither
as complete nor as commensurate across organizations as that of the DAC. Nor are
NGOs obligated to be as open to the public as their governmental counterparts. Further,
the emergence of nongovernmental actors in this role is new relative to traditional donors.
In short there is less reliable data over less time.51 The underlying data for these groups
is clearly not as strong as what I have collected for states. Nevertheless, it is important to
explore what evidence there is. These groups have become increasingly important forces
in the governance of global health and are projected by most experts to become only
stronger in the future. It is also important at this stage to discuss the challenges presented
by a whole new segment of actors within the regime. The relative youth of most of these
organizations means that this section’s discussion is somewhat preliminary.
David E. Bloom assesses that “Private funding, once relatively insignificant, now
accounts for nearly one-fourth of all development aid for health.”52 The Gates
Foundation is by far the largest private provider of grants for international health,
providing $895 million worth in 2005. The next largest private US provider that year
was the Ford Foundation, at $24 million. Grant levels in public health from the Gates
Foundation also exceeded every state donor except for the US and Japan.53 By 2008 the
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Gates Foundation reported $1.8 billion in funds toward global health alone, making
health by far its number one priority.54 The Gates global health program, like the
entrepreneurial pursuits of its namesakes, takes a technology-based approach that
emphasizes partnerships with other entities. It has been particularly active in vaccine
development initiatives. It sees the development of vaccines for “poor diseases” that
offer few market incentives for northern research and development. It is a major
supporter of the Global Fund and the GAVI vaccine alliance.
The Gates Foundation specializes in funding scientific advancements geared
toward disease burdens in developing countries. It has also been a major source of
finance for existing public and private assets in the global health infrastructure, devoting
large sums to initiatives that already exist. The Global Fund, for instance, has been a
large beneficiary. Still, patterns in its funding have drawn scrutiny. The Gates
Foundation has been criticized for its lack of transparency, making it somewhat more
immune to outside pressures than many of its governmental counterparts. Most of its
funding has been channeled through organizations based in the global north, bypassing
those in the global south. Its funding has been heavily skewed toward Malaria and
HIV/AIDS, prompting The Lancet to editorialize that “grants made by the foundation do
not reflect the burden of disease endured by those in deepest poverty.”55 Two major
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studies on Gates Foundation grant funding found a relatively poor correlation between its
global health financing and disease burdens.56
The Carter Center has also adopted specific areas of specialization. It has adopted
as priorities five diseases that have gone relatively neglected by the rest of the global
public health regime—guinea worm, trachoma, schistosomiasis, lymphatic filariasis, and
river blindness—in addition to malaria. The organization reviews hundreds of diseases in
the developing world, selecting as priorities those with a strong chance at being
eradicated through low cost interventions. Utilizing a model similar to that advanced by
Jeffrey Sachs, it has taken a cost-effectiveness approach. It seeks to have the highest
impact with the fewest resources. It’s most prominent triumph was its campaign against
guinea worm, an accomplishment reminiscent of the WHO’s historic plan to eliminate
small pox (albeit smaller scale). The Carter-led plan to combat the disease through low
cost interventions reduced the number of cases (once 3.5 million) by 99 percent since the
campaign began in 1986. The Carter Center’s approach is evidence of important
structural factors that influence prioritization among NGOs. Those without a
preponderance of resources may seek to establish credibility by filling gaps, addressing
what the larger community has not prioritized. Additionally, resource limitations can
lead to innovations in low cost interventions along the lines of those called for by Sachs.
Where the Gates Foundation has sought to specialize in technological components
of health, and the Carter Center has sought out low cost niche-based interventions, MSF
provides extensive on-the-ground programs. It specializes in placing medical personnel
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where the presence of such personnel is dangerously low. MSF makes extensive use of
all three roles. It seeks to combine advocacy, independent intervention, and government
support in the most effective ways possible. Operating both inside and outside of
governmental circles has often created sources of tension between these goals.57 MSF
was a prominent advocate for expanded ARV drug distribution, and, as noted above, a
major partner in Cipla’s distribution efforts. As with the other two organizations
explored in this section, MSF has sought to carve out its own unique niche. In particular,
it has sought to provide medical expertise where it is least likely to be found. This means
the poorest, most rural areas, generally, but particularly and most uniquely it has forged a
presence in conflict and post-conflict zones. This has given it a unique aura among
organizations—its personnel are mythologized (and criticized) as adrenaline seeking
cowboy doctors. Yet it sees itself as providing a unique role in these areas, addressing
local burdens of disease that other organizations are unlikely to commit to.
5.3 Conclusion
Nongovernmental patterns of activity reflect many of the larger trends that we
saw in the rest of the regime as it became central to international development. Important
linkages between nongovernmental activities and their governmental counterparts help
sculpt their roles. Understanding broad patterns in their activities requires understanding
conditions in the larger regime. NGOs are an increasingly prominent component in the
global governance structure that, as we have seen, is not altogether independent from
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governmental actors. While the dominant narrative contains important truths about the
challenges brought about by NGO proliferation—directly coordinating tens of thousands
of disparate groups is impossible—competitive pressures press many of these groups to
specialize in a dense regime. Moreover, despite the fact that there are tens of thousands
of NGOs operating worldwide, many of them are doing so under the aegis of
governmental or quasi-governmental actors such as the Global Fund. These factors
should partially offset some of the very real worries about inefficiency and misallocation
associated with the proliferation of private actors in global health.
Nongovernmental actors possess advantages of use to traditional state and
multilateral actors. Civil society organizations, comparatively cash poor and often
locally based, possess an imprimatur of legitimacy that the traditional institutions often
lack. Hence it is not surprising, for instance, that the World Bank has gone out of its way
to include such organizations in its multi-country aids plans. These local organizations,
many of which are based in the global south, help keep powerful organizations “in touch”
with domestic populations. Accurate or not, the traditional actors frame the participation
of civil society organizations as enhancing the democratic quality of global aid policies.
More instrumentally, these groups possess geographic knowledge and linkages that
Geneva, Washington and New York based institutions often do not. They are linked to
their communities in ways that northern entities may not be, barring longstanding
economic or political relations (such as colonialism).
Additionally, NGOs are becoming more directly involved in distributing aid and
disseminating programs themselves. In many of these cases they are individual actors
acting on their own rather than as equal or lesser partners. This increased stature raises
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important controversies. I will discuss these further in the next chapter, but for now it is
important to understand that, like their governmental counterparts, they are dealing with
issues of efficiency and overlap inherent with large-magnitude grant making and lending.
Their track record in this area has not been as long as that of traditional donors, therefore
my analysis in this area is admittedly preliminary. Yet there is evidence of specialization
forming. The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation has struggled to find a niche, in part
because its large resources allow it to address the same large scale issues that states do. It
has, however, been a major pusher of scientifically driven approaches to global health,
such as vaccine investment. The Carter Center has been the most active in carving out a
unique role, specifically defining the criteria by which it addresses diseases: First by
looking for relative neglect, second by seeking low cost opportunities for eradication.
MSF has concentrated programs in conflict and post conflict zones, choosing neglected
areas rather than simply specific diseases, effectively specializing geographically.
The most distinct and time-honored role nongovernmental actors have played is
that of advocacy. This is largely driven in response to state activities. Also, as chapters 3
and 4 show, some multilateral institutions and even states have operated in this capacity.
Some, particularly the WHO, have been forceful in their advocacy. Nongovernmental
actors, however, have clearly been the most consistent and active voices for social
change. Their normative entrepreneurship, as the ARV case shows, is instrumental in
changing the ideational context of global health. These groups appear weak, lacking the
extensive financial resources of states and multinational corporations. Their
effectiveness is amplified by adept use of the media in addition to contacts and
sympathizers within governments. Pushed from below, the emerging powers of Brazil,
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India, and South Africa were instrumental in forcing concessions from the global north.
The danger is that advocacy may skew resources in narrow directions at the expense of
others.
The HIV/AIDS cause has significant advantages over these epidemics in terms of
its ability to generate global attention. The pandemic had early epicenters in prominent
donor countries, especially the US, which has traditionally led global funding efforts.58
In that case, the presence of its own epidemic resulted in the formation of what was
effectively an AIDS bureaucracy working within existing institutions such as Health and
Human Services, the Center for Disease Control, the National Institutes of Health, and
USAID. The norm entrepreneurs who would eventually lead internal lobbying efforts for
the global pandemic emerged from existing and newly created offices within these
agencies. Similarly, activists groups such as Act Up and others that originated in
response to the disease domestically helped foment pressure on donor governments to act
internationally. These national “action networks” overcame considerable opposition to
both AIDS relief and foreign assistance to help shape an expanded (albeit belated)
response to the global pandemic. Few other pressing global health considerations possess
these robust advantages.
Resultantly, AIDS has generated a concerted single issue response among
international agencies in this decade. The President’s Emergency Program for AIDS
Relief (PEPFAR) and the Global Fund stand out as two examples of “vertical” agencies
that focus on specific categories of illnesses rather than general public health
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infrastructure. The verticalization of public health agencies are a form of hyper
specialization—entire agencies devoted solely to one or a few issues. The Paris
Declaration cites specialization as a way to enhance efficiency in aid reform. Ironically
specialization also poses the danger that the regime may become too fragmented, with
verticalization leading to undue overhead and a skewing of resources. Some argue that
this has already happened with HIV/AIDS.59 However it is important not to
underestimate the seriousness of HIV/AIDS and its role, as an immunodeficiency
disorder, in making other epidemics worse. Further, despite the drop in treatment costs,
AIDS medications remain out of reach for the vast majority of people living in the global
south. We are currently not even close to universal access, despite setting major targets
like the 3 by 5 initiative to scale up distribution.
The analysis from this chapter raises two more controversies. First, as a variety of
IR scholarship has noted, increased NGO involvement in public-private partnerships
enhances their financial well-being but threatens to reduce their inherent legitimacy by
binding them too closely with states. More particularly, dependency on state funding
may prevent civil society organizations from utilizing this advantage to affect the global
heath discourse. Second, the neoliberal context under which NGOs have risen in
prominence risks undermining the traditional objective of building state capacity to
address local health issues over the long term. The anti-statism of the current era is
hardly consistent with this objective. The danger is that NGOs are assuming central
positions in the dissemination of resources, circumventing the state in this traditional
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This phenomenon, what Laurie Garrett calls the “stovepiping” of aid, has been the subject of
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responsibility. While involvement among state donors has increased rapidly in this
decade, enhancing rather than diminishing the state presence in global health,
nongovernmental entities have taken on an increased role in disseminating this aid.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
This dissertation identified important characteristics about global health that have
hitherto gone under-explored. The global health regime is characterized by a high degree
of specialization as it expands. This augurs well for the regime, at least in terms of
limiting overlapping tasks by the new agencies and states that are taking part in the global
health effort. From this analysis, I derive both an empirical conclusion and a normative
one. Empirically, global health’s rise happened in a way that the regime complex
literature would not predict. According to this literature the rise of new, non-hierarchical
institutions should lead to chaotic results. New channels for aid to developing states
should lead to inefficient outcomes. This was generally not the case. The rise of global
health included, in addition to new, non-hierarchical channels, an increase in
specialization and narrowed priorities among donors. Given the vast increase in
resources that most individual donors provided by the 1990s, we might have expected
them to diversify, attempting to address broader assortments of issues. Instead we see a
general decrease in priorities.
From this we may derive an important normative conclusion. Increases in global
aid do not necessarily threaten to “make things worse” by inviting donor overlap, as
Garrett warns. Were Garrett’s fears fully warranted, it would make sense for
policymakers in rich countries to rethink the entire enterprise of providing expanded
development assistance to the global south. That would be a mistake. Most scholars in
development fields agree that, at present, insufficient resources exist to address disease
burdens in low income countries. As these countries expand their public health budgets,
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it makes sense under such conditions for the wealthy nations to match this effort by way
of increased development assistance. What is certain is that a failure to adequately
finance global health efforts in low income countries risks widespread public devastation.
What my analysis shows is that expanding support for global health efforts—while
subject to important efficiency concerns—presents far fewer challenges than would a
failure to sufficiently finance a response to the world’s disease burdens. The greater
danger is of doing too little rather than expanding too much.
This concluding chapter contributes to this debate by summarizing key lessons
learned from global health’s rise, as well as key questions raised by it. There is reason to
believe that the regime’s expansion will continue, however unlikely that may sound given
the current, indefinite economic crisis plaguing most donor states. While these
conditions undoubtedly threaten the aid regime, public health has become a prosperous
subset of that regime. Recent history suggests a high degree of resilience to dangerous
factors like recessions and disinterest in development assistance. Aid to global health
managed to rise at an odd time: the end of the Cold War and the apparent abandonment
of international aid. It survived a major recession in the early 1990s, including in Japan
where aid to health increased despite deep cuts in its aid budget. Near-term commitments
already made suggest that global health has strong prospects as a centerpiece of
international aid policy.
Explaining global health’s rise presents problems for the existing international aid
literature. The foreign policy and humanitarian models have little to say about why
actors are increasingly specializing. Rodrik’s argument that multilateral institutions
provide more needs-based aid is also not evident. This chapter offers data on the overall
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patterns of bilateral and multilateral aid, showing a surprising degree of similarity across
donor types. It also explores issues raised by this analysis and offers conjecture about
where the global public health regime is headed. The rise of south-to-south donors could
have a fundamental impact on international norms in global health. Finally, there are
important normative considerations worth taking into account before we conclude that
recent developments in global health are entirely positive. Along with my central
normative contention that increased specialization is a good thing that will enable the
regime to expand its bureaucratic size while mitigating the problem of overlap, comes
caution about other developments in global health. These disturbing trends include
increased anti-statism as neoliberalism helps shape the global heath consensus.
6.1 The Rise of Global Health: Key Lessons
Today we find a global public health regime that is characterized by increased
density, competition and size. For these three reasons, the global public health regime
today is distinct from previous eras. Attendant with these changes are increased
specialization and a general whittling down of priorities among individual actors.
Chapter 3 showed that domestic politics were a key factor in this transition for states. As
global health increased in importance, interest groups championed singular causes.
Moreover, states’ official positions and even their actual activities have begun to reflect a
new global consensus that places health at the center of the international development
agenda. These events were not spontaneous. Politics played a central role in them.
Rodrik would likely agree with my finding that domestic political processes played a role
in specialization. The more surprising finding is that there is heightened political
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intensity among multilateral institutions. As the regime grows more dense and
acephalous, I predict that greater competition leads to turf battles between organizations.
In chapter 4 we explored a particularly heated battle involving the WHO, UNDP and
UNAIDS over who would have central authority over the multilateral AIDS effort in the
UN family (and its attendant funding potential). The end result—the creation of
UNAIDS and the dissolution of the GPA—dealt a serious blow to the WHO, leaving it
scrambling to protect its own funding channels. That setback pushed to the WHO to
redefine its role under Brundtland, who embraced the core values of economism and
specialization inherent in the global health consensus. In short, the larger, more
specialized regime has become harder for the existing literature to explain. Below are a
set of lessons we can take away from global health’s rise:
Growth in health assistance has become the new normal, despite past downturns.
Once the Cold War period ended, levels of development assistance dropped off
considerably. By 2000 Jean-Philippe Therien and Carolyn Lloyd declared development
assistance to be “on the brink.”1 Yet even as aid declined there were also evident
changes in how it was being viewed by donors. Results-based aid became increasingly
important in the 2000s. Africa’s economic decline in the 1990s, combined with its
exploding AIDS crisis, put this region at the center of attention in international
development. Economists and, increasingly, policymakers began to see reversing
Africa’s decline as germane to donor’s interests. Moreover, agencies such as the World
Bank, the UNDP and the WHO began producing reports that placed health at the center

1

Jean-Phillipe Therien and Carolyn Lloyd, “Development Assistance on the Brink,” Third World
Quarterly 21 (2000): 21-38.
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of international development. These agencies make the argument that lifting disease
burdens contributes to economic growth by making the workforce more productive and
lifting the economic costs associated with disease. Additionally, the development
community faced withering criticism associated with the structural adjustment policies of
the 80s and 90s. As Therien and Lloyd argue, “after a decade dominated by the objective
of structural adjustment, the much less controversial one of sustainable development has
taken over as the new mantra of aid policies.”2
Global health nevertheless became more central to international development
during this time. This is evident in ODA patterns. Figure 6.1 below shows health’s
growing share of the development assistance pie in the post Cold War era. While overall
development assistance was, in the words of Therien and Lloyd, “on the brink,” global
health funding increased dramatically. The ten-year period from 1991 to 2000 shows
health’s relative prominence increase as a focus of development efforts. In 1991, as the
Cold War receded, overall development assistance (in constant 2005 dollars) topped $65
billion. During that year the total global health outlay was $5.3 billion, less than nine
percent of overall development assistance. By 1993 development assistance declined to
below $50 billion overall, not eclipsing that level again until 1996. Health ODA by
contrast leaped past $6 billion at mid-decade, reaching $7.8 billion in 1996. By that year
aid to health had a 15 percent share of world development assistance, the highest on
record according to the DAC database, which has records dating back to 1974. By 2000
aid to health neared $11 billion, foreshadowing the even faster surge in funding that
happened later that decade.
2
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Figure 6.1 Health’s Share as a Percentage of World Aid 1991-2000
Year
World ODA
Health ODA
1991
$65,393
$5,343
1992
55,613
5,800
1993
49,062
6,389
1994
49,645
6,033
1995
49,738
6,696
1996
54,574
7,887
1997
52,049
8,190
1998
60,647
8,585
1999
67,347
7,449
2000
72,047
10,069
Source: CRS Database, in millions of 2005 dollars.

Share
8.17%
10.43
13.02
12.15
13.46
14.45
15.74
14.16
11.06
13.98

If the global recession continues into the indefinite future, miring the global north
in a Japan-like period of long term stagnation, we may see OECD donors tire of their
positions as the global health regime’s primary financiers. This scenario is entirely
possible though it is worth noting that health’s central position in international
development could potentially offset such an occurrence. Even Japan’s prolonged
recession did not stop global health funding from increasing during the 1990s.3 Health’s
central position in international development is very well established among these
traditional state donors. Another major factor is the growth in new and nontraditional
actors in global health. The number of committed channels for aid to health has
increased. Relatively new agencies like the Global Fund provide avenues for funding
that did not previously exist, and will likely play a role in continuing high aid volumes.
Warren Buffet’s $31 billion contribution to the Bill and Melinda Gates fund ensures that
the private sector will also retain a massive presence in the near future.

3

CRS database. Japan’s total aid to health was $6.3 billion during its roaring 1980s. This figure
increased to $11.6 billion in the stagnant 1990s.
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Bigger is not necessarily worse. The expansion is creating competition that is
healthy in the sense that it presses actors into specialization. This finding differs from
what the academic literature would predict about increasingly dense regimes. For the
existing literature, growth creates problems with overlap, inefficiency and legal
ambiguities. That finding offers at best a yellow light on the question of whether or not
the regime should expand. The question of regime density and its effects are likely to
remain a major academic question for some time, particularly as global governance—a
project started in the World War II era—continues its expansion. From a normative
perspective, it is my hope that this project has shed light on countervailing forces that
offset the effects of bureaucratic expansion in global governance. Either way, the
contemporary state of global health offers an unambiguous reality that most scholars can
agree on: the poorest regions in the global south need help. Positive economic
developments in many parts of the global south do not belie the fact that the global health
situation in many places is out of control. An expanded global health regime, even with
potential inefficiencies, is all that stands between improved living conditions or further
social decay as governments lack the resources to respond fully to health emergencies.
Even though most of the world’s poorest regions have steadily increased their
health budgets, insufficient public health capacity in these places will necessitate
international action from wealthy states, multilateral institutions and NGOs for the
foreseeable future. Low income countries—even those in Africa and Asia that show
signs of a bright future—still require external assistance to address crippling disease
burdens. They also require imported expertise and monitoring capability. There is the
persistent widespread belief, largely supported by the facts, that the global north is not
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doing enough despite its surge in committed resources. As the industrialized world enters
the fourth year of its economic downturn, it appears at the time of this writing that there
is still strong demand in the global north for maintaining the growth of global health
financing. The consensus continues to argue that adequate health care in the global south
requires far more resources than are available today in the poorest places. Though it may
look like the global health and international development regimes have gained ground,
they may only be keeping up with the astonishing demographic trends that are currently
taking place in the global south.
Specialization defines the modern regime. Specialization is quantifiable in global
aid patterns. This phenomenon has gone understudied by the academic literature, which
generally tends to look at global ODA trends rather than those of specific donors. The
data that I have collected for state and multilateral donors show very high levels of
specialization among virtually all actors. Recall from our case studies that the US and
Canada specialize in AIDS projects. Sweden specializes in health infrastructure while
Japan remains the world’s leader in water sanitation projects. The data for all DAC
cases, I should note, show that this trend is not just limited to my earlier case studies.
Beyond the cases we have already looked at, there are a number of important
specialization cases. Not least of which are the European donors, who, along with the
European Union, specialize largely in health infrastructure. US specialization in AIDS
over other issues has obscured the fact that its European counterparts are investing in
health systems infrastructure. This is an area of investment that scholars see as
overshadowed by single issue programs.
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These are not the only forms of specialization. Donors are seeking to narrow their
geographic focus to fewer countries for the purpose of reducing overlap, as well as to
offset bureaucratic strain on recipient governments. Agencies such as the WHO and
UNDP, assuming coordinating roles, are encouraging donors to take on these practices.
In all, we are seeing the scope of activities narrow among individual donors, even as they
devote increasing funds to global health. Several important factors led to this process of
specialization. Development economists view health as central to economic
development, rather than peripheral to it. A drive for efficiency produced calls for a
global division of labor. And, thirdly, a variety of actors fueled a humanitarian
imperative, from the WHO to grassroots activists.
Paradoxically, specialization comes in the context of ideological conformity
across a diversity of actors. States, multilaterals and NGOs in this study operate in
surprisingly similar ways. They have taken on donor, coordination, or advocacy roles
based on their strengths, not necessarily actor type. The rise of economism in public
health strategies even raises the issue of too much conformity. Highly diverse entities—
ranging from the WHO to the World Bank to the Gates Foundation—espouse economism
in public health. A case in point is the slow erosion of the “health for all” movement that
began at Alma Ata in 1977. The World Bank’s 1993 development report arguably
marked a movement away from this more broad-based value in favor of an emphasis on
smaller scale, cost-effective interventions aimed at specific disease burdens. It is the
latter value that predominates today. Of the cases explored here, only Sweden maintains
serious support for the idea of large publicly financed health systems as an exportable
model.
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Disease burdens are a development matter. The idea of health as central to
development was pioneered by Sachs, as well as like-minded economists at the World
Bank. It was also facilitated by a movement led by the Bank and WHO to chronicle the
burden of disease for the purpose of more accurately targeting international aid. The
Bank’s first massive undertaking to chronicle world health conditions was released in
1996.4 The follow-up, Global Burdens of Disease and Risk Factors, released in 2006
after years of research by the Bank-financed Disease Control Priorities Project, has
become the standard for assessing disease burden and is cited widely throughout
development agencies. This flurry of activity and norm-entrepreneurship evinces the
emergence of an epistemic community that is oriented toward addressing burdens of
disease. Indeed, if there is a line of agreement between insiders such as Sachs and critics
who question the regime’s priorities, it is that aid should be needs-based. It should be, in
other words, “good” aid along the lines of the Scandinavian model. The development of
disease burden as a standardized measure is significant because it allowed global need to
be mapped, and resultantly put pressure on development agencies to adapt their policies
accordingly.
This recasting of health is best symbolized by the career turn of prominent
neoliberal economist Jeffrey Sachs, whose influence has been directly felt in three of our
case studies, the UNDP, WHO and World Bank. Previously criticized for his role in
structural adjustment policies designed to limit public sectors—including, famously,
those in Bolivia and Russia—Sachs has become a prominent voice for more aid toward

4

Christopher J.L. Murray and Alan D. Lopez, The Global Burden of Disease (Washington DC:
World Bank 1990). This volume estimated the global burden of disease for the year 1990.
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human development issues including public health.5 Sachs argues that increased,
temporary financing in this area can help countries escape the vicious circle of “poverty
traps” in which poor human development and low growth reinforce one another. This
includes cost effective interventions for key disease burdens in low-income countries,
including Sachs’s oft-cited example of using low cost malarial bed nets to reduce that
malaria’s economically disastrous impact.6
Sachs is perhaps the most influential development economist in the world, and an
instrumental lobbyist for increased development assistance for public health.7 He has
been a prominent subscriber and purveyor of one of the central ideational changes under
study here—the rise of health as a development issue. Through his own work and his
collaborations with development agencies he has also been a leading articulator of this
viewpoint. “The returns to investing in health,” argues Sachs in his 2008 book Common
Wealth, are “dramatic.”8 This point is worth quoting in full:
The huge burdens of disease among the poorest of the poor result from a
relatively small number of conditions: infectious diseases, nutritional
deficiencies, and unsafe childbirth (resulting in both maternal and infant
deaths). The infections include AIDS, TB, Malaria, diarrheal disease,

5

For an example of criticisms over Sachs’s involvement in fiscal austerity conditions, see Naomi
Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism (New York: Metropolitan Books, 2007).
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See Jeffrey D. Sachs, “The Development Challenge,” Foreign Affairs 84 (2005): 78-90. and
Jeffrey D. Sachs, Common Wealth: Economics for a Crowded Planet (New York: Penguin, 2008), p. 232.
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For discussion on Sachs’s “heroic” role in attracting development assistance to health, see Laurie
Garrett, “The Song Remains the Same,” Foriegnaffairs.com (23 January 2007)
<http://www.foreignaffairs.com/discussions/roundtables/how-to-promote-global-health> (11 November
2009). According to Garrett: “Sachs is a hero. He pushed and shoved — and, frankly, embarrassed — the
wealthy world into taking action on a previously unimaginable financial scale, translating Mandela's moral
plea into dollars and sense.”
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respiratory infection, vaccine-preventable diseases (measles, polio,
tetanus, diphtheria), and helminths (worms).9
Sachs argues that the answers to these challenges are low cost interventions financed
through development assistance. For Sachs, “a proven set of investments can slash the
deaths and dramatically raise the well-being, energy levels, and productivity of the
community.”10 These assertions are pertinent because Sachs has been so involved in
shaping development agendas. He played a key role in conceptualizing the Global Fund,
a vertical agency designed to combat malaria, tuberculosis and AIDS.
Arguably the most significant new multilateral initiative solely dedicated to
health, the Fund reflects Sachs’s model for successful intervention as well as emergent
norms in the practice of global health. The Fund is designed to address just three
diseases. Tackling these three diseases successfully, argues Sachs, could alleviate
tremendous economic burdens. Further, it focuses on the lowest income countries,
particularly sub-Saharan Africa, the largest epicenter of the AIDS crisis. The public
health regime’s growing emphasis on AIDS and other infectious diseases—two areas
Sachs advocates forcefully—has drawn criticism for being inconsistent with the world’s
burden of disease. The regime has come under fire for neglecting other diseases,
particularly the top two causes of death in the developing world, strokes and heart
attacks.11
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The existing foreign aid literature has difficulty explaining global health
allocations. Among this literature the foreign policy model has been dominant,
particularly as the Cold War impacted aid distribution in the West. Superpower conflict
was significant enough in world affairs to become the prism through which policymakers
viewed development assistance. In an ideological struggle for world supremacy it was
politically viable to provide aid without deep expectations for results. Recipients were
often selected based on factors such as strategic importance rather than need. This has
been the prevailing narrative of US aid during the Cold War period. This foreign policy
narrative is applied even to smaller powers. David R. Morrison contends that Canada’s
early ODA program was “couched unequivocally in the rhetoric of Cold War security
and support for the US-led Western alliance.”12 More recent patterns reflect a change of
thinking that gives health a central place in international development. It is not exactly
that human development has replaced raw growth figures as benchmarks for the success
of development efforts (though these human development indicators are increasingly
important). Rather, human development issues such as global health have become key
ingredients for increasing growth, according to well-positioned development economists
such as Sachs. The dominant development narrative sees global health as a cause of
growth, not a substitute for it.
In sub-Saharan Africa, the regime’s top geographical focus, HIV/AIDS, malaria
and tuberculosis are the top three causes of death respectively, accountable for 49.1
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David R. Morrison, Aid Ebb and Tide: A History of CIDA and Canadian Development
Assistance (Ontario: Wilfred Laurier University Press, 1998), p. 12.
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percent of all mortality.13 Humanitarian need has become a more prominent factor in
shaping aid decisions in the post-Cold War era. The emphasis on low-income regions as
opposed to middle-income regions reflects these changes. The general distribution of aid
corresponds more closely to burdens of disease in low income regions such as Africa, not
simply “developing countries” whose capacities vary widely. This is a result we should
expect given the normative changes explored in these chapters. As health became more
central to international development, and as needs-based approaches eclipse Cold War
expedience, disease burden should become an increasing concern. In terms of overall
assistance, the regime has gravitated toward a more needs-based approach to health in the
lowest income regions. This development occurs among both bilateral and multilateral
donors, shown by figures 6.2 and 6.3.
Figure 6.2: Bilateral Health ODA to Major Issue Areas

Source: CRS Database. In Millions of US Dollars (2005).
13
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The process of aid distribution is an intensely political one that involves turf
battles and domestic interests. There is an element of truth to the humanitarian model.
This model would expect global health ODA to approximate actual needs to a greater
degree than critics suggest. It does not account for political factors that deeply pervade
aid allocations. State interests play a key role in their development of specialized
programs for global health. This is consistent with the “politicized aid” that Rodrik, and
later Helen Milner, contended pervade bilateral aid. Both contend that multilateral aid is
distinct because it is less vulnerable to domestic political pressure. This enhances the
likelihood that multilateral aid will be “good” aid. While there is truth in the greater
distance between multilateral institutions and domestic lobbies, the case of global health
does not match this prediction. I observe that states fare relatively well in producing need
based aid, not withstanding their political processes. Global aid allocations approximate
the global burden of disease. We should expect multilateral aid to hew even closer to the
burden of disease if Rodrik’s prediction is accurate and multilateral activity is truly more
needs-based. Yet their aid allocation patterns are similar to bilaterals.
As with the global allocation of aid, both bilateral and multilateral aid patterns
show large overall increases in aid to health. Despite lamentations to the contrary, aid to
general health sector development sees large gains over time in both cases. So does aid
to water sanitation. A key distinction is that multilateral aid to health sector development
outpaces aid to water sanitation throughout the 1990s. However, their respective patterns
eventually converge in the 2000s as aid to water sanitation sees rapid gains. Bilateral aid
sees faster growth in water sanitation, with health sector development eventually catching
up. AIDS sees fast gains in both bilateral and multilateral cases. It becomes a central
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priority in the 2000s behind health infrastructure and water sanitation. Infectious disease
control became an increased priority in both cases. The same two issues face stagnation
in both bilateral and multilateral aid: Maternal health and basic nutrition. While these
figures do not shed light on the quality of implementation, they do show that bilateral and
multilateral donors are adopting similar priorities despite their institutional differences.
Figure 6.3: Multilateral Health ODA to Major Issue Areas

Source: CRS Database. In Millions of US Dollars (2005).

Economism pervades global public health practices. The regime faces crucial
questions over how well its expanded funds will be used in light of the increased
emphasis on efficiency and effectiveness. Critics such as Laurie Garret, as well as donor
agencies themselves, warn that inefficient uses of funds could cause “fatigue” among
donors who see inadequate results. As a consequence we see reorientations toward
efficiency. Relatively new measures such as improved disease burden statistics have
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emerged to pinpoint potential areas in which the global health regime should intervene.
An epistemic community of global heath experts in the WHO, World Bank and other
institutions has utilized these approaches in order to push donors in the direction of using
funds effectively. This community has been enlarged by economists, particularly those at
the Bank whose influence has increased. Other key institutions, particularly the WHO
under Brundtland, have embraced the input of development economists as they strategize
how to approach public health. The ascendancy of economically driven institutions has
altered the practice of global health. The emphasis on disease burden and cost
effectiveness was pushed most forcefully by the World Bank’s watershed 1993
development report.14
As funds have grown, official discussion increasingly concerns aid effectiveness.
These concerns have emerged vocally in the official discourse on AIDS, which has
received the largest amount of new financing. While major donor specialists—most
notably the US and World Bank—have committed enormous amounts of new funding,
UNAIDS has emerged as a normative purveyor for global AIDS policy. Like other cases
we have explored, UNAIDS utilizes its significant expertise and moral legitimacy to
assert itself in a coordinating role. As global financing toward AIDS has increased,
UNAIDS has developed systems and procedures designed to make these myriad
programs work more efficiently. By the early 2000s these efficiency issues were the
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subject of official discussion by the agency, as noted in an executive director’s report by
Peter Piot:
As the international resource environment changes and new funding
becomes available…the role of UNAIDS is changing. Greater assistance
will be required by countries in refining cost estimates of the expanded
response and allocating adequate resources, instituting accountable
disbursement mechanisms, developing stronger monitoring and evaluation
capacities and strengthening their management capabilities.15
Adaptations to this role include a change in the bureaucratic culture at UNAIDS toward a
focus on implementation. The five-year evaluation for UNAIDS stressed the need for
greater technical support at the country level. In response, UNAIDS has allocated some
of its core funding for “Regional Technical Support Facilities,” groups of experts who
provide technical support and training at the country level.16
In 2004 UNAIDS met with wealthy donor states to come to an agreement on ways
to streamline AIDS programs. Within UNAIDS, the move reflected the recent change in
thinking that called for enhanced efficiency:
In the past, AIDS advocacy for developing countries has focused largely
on fostering leadership and mobilizing financial resources adequate to the
scale of the epidemic. Both of these focuses remain necessary but, now
that leadership and financial resources are more in evidence, attention is
turning to the urgent question of how to make the money work and how to
ensure leadership can be genuinely effective in changing the course of the
epidemic.17
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The result was a worldwide agreement on efficiency standards. The “Three Ones”
program seeks to create country-level AIDS policies that are fully unified between local
governments, international organizations, donor states and civil societies. The agreement
calls for these groups to have “one” agreed upon policy framework that coordinates the
efforts of all involved entities, “one” national AIDS coordinating authority that involves
all sectors, and “one” agreed upon country level monitoring and evaluation system.
UNAIDS works with these groups to facilitate this framework. In 2005, the UN created
the Global Task Team on Improving AIDS Coordination Among Multilateral Institutions
and International Donors (GTT) in order to systematically address problems in
implementing the Three Ones. It called on UNAIDS to issue an AIDS support plan that
provides a blueprint for dealing with funding bottlenecks and a rational division of labor.
The resulting plan enhanced its technical support for states seeking grants from the
Global Fund, aiding them in developing and maintaining programs that are eligible for
funding.18
In addition, there has also been an intense movement within the global health
regime to establish a division of labor based on comparative advantages and
specialization. Actors in the regime are increasingly using this language to describe their
practices. This movement has been spurred by accords among donors in Rome, Paris and
Accra over aid effectiveness. Development agencies are more sharply crafting their
strategies to match their strengths. Actors are adopting the language of the Paris
Declaration in order to show compliance with this emergent understanding of
18
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international development assistance. However, as has always been the problem with
international agreements to enhance the volume and quality of aid, there are no
enforcement mechanisms to cajole actors into compliance. As the previous chapters have
shown, however, there are political factors that have led to increased specialization that
affect diverse groups of actors within the regime. Competition, turf battles and domestic
interests make specialization more likely.
6.2 Implications for the Discipline
This dissertation makes three contributions to the international relations discipline
that enhance our understanding of cooperation in international development. First, it
offers alternative predictions for what happens when regimes expand, revising the broad
conclusions found in the regime complex literature. For this literature, gridlock, forum
shopping, legal ambiguity and burdensome procedure are all presumed realities of
bureaucratic expansion. These things are certainly realities in government. But this
project revises this appraisal to include the optimizing effects of competition, reform,
renewal, and increased efficiency. Of all these things, this study of global health’s rise
has showed that the effects of increased growth can lead to better outcomes,
notwithstanding the traditional pessimism about government expansion. Moreover, the
diffusion of the consensus, for all its flaws, indicates that even vast, disperse regimes like
public health are capable of articulating paths to reform. The regime complex literature
has wisely pointed out caveats to this argument, but risks focusing too heavily on the
commonly held stereotypes about international organizations being overly bureaucratic
and incapable of taking action to produce discernable results.
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Second, this dissertation identifies a set of conditions under which we may expect
more optimal outcomes for cooperation in international development. While this study is
limited to global health, the conditions under which international actors alter their
behavior or adopt emergent international norms are present beyond the global health
regime. Indeed, the international aid regime as a whole is once again growing, and
human development is becoming a more significant part of economic growth. The
turnabout at the World Bank, once thought to underplay human development issues, is
indicative of a larger movement that places these issues alongside economic growth in
importance. The era of “structural adjustment” has had to make room for sustainable
development. Environmentalism and education are also emerging alongside health as
major priorities. The global health consensus is arguably part of a larger human
development consensus that has reshaped predominant understandings of what types of
action are needed to spur development. Consensus practitioners are increasingly
cognizant of efficiency issues. Furthermore, competition—with its attendant
consequences—is likely to become more prevalent as these regimes expand. We should
see more competition and specialization under conditions of increased regime density.
Finally, this study’s analysis of the global health consensus shows how
international norms can diffuse across regimes, having a considerable impact on global
thinking towards an issue. Its findings underscore the interplay between rational
adaptations to maximize resource allocation and the normative contexts in which they do
so. The emergence of the consensus provides a strong example of norm emergence and
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acceptance theorized by constructivist scholars.19 The case of ARV prices also
demonstrates how transnational advocacy networks can have a significant impact in
global policy.20 This study of global health also offers a rationalist appraisal, expecting
actors and interests to maximize their utility through a process of competition and
domestic feedback effects. Periods of reform among actors in global health are in effect
rational adaptations to changing conditions, particularly in the context of regime density.
6.3 Remaining Questions
What about global south donors? In all likelihood the global public health regime
will grow in size and become increasingly complicated. This is especially likely given
that its center of gravity could move southward as the newest “nontraditional” actors
assert themselves. Emerging powers including India, China, and Brazil—which
themselves contain a large portion of the world’s poor—have become more active
distributors of aid. With varying degrees of help from the outside world these countries
have aggressively tackled global health problems among their own deeply impoverished
slums and rural country sides. Despite still being recipients of aid, these countries have
the potential to become major donors due to their rapid economic growth. China is the
leader among developing world donors, especially in Africa where it promises to expend
billions in new funds. If that trend grows, we can expect more competitive pressures to
be placed on the existing regimes, even for traditional state donors.
19
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The overarching normative changes that have occurred over the past two
decades—what I call forces of convergence—have significant influences over the
practices of states, multilateral institutions and NGOs. As this dissertation has argued,
we see deep evidence that the forces of convergence are deeply ingrained among these
actors. There is increasing agreement over development strategies and patterns of
activity in global health. There is one distinction worth making when I refer to “states.”
The states under study in this project were all DAC members, regularly referred to in
development circles as “traditional” or “established” providers of development
assistance. These countries today deliver the vast majority of international aid.
However, if current trajectories are an indication, we are likely to see non-OECD donors
comprise much larger shares in the future. There is a growing volume of south-to-south
transfers of aid. This emerging category of donors includes cash rich oil producers such
as the Persian Gulf states and Venezuela, and emergent world powers like China, India
and Brazil. This development has been met with trepidation by Western observers,
particularly as these countries make rapid advances in economic growth and spending
power relative to the leading northern states. As Western and Japanese economies
declined, now showing only tentative evidence of recovery, Venezuela, China, India and
Brazil continue their remarkable growth patterns.21
These countries, particularly China, have become more assertive in the realm of
international development. While China provided aid throughout the Cold War, it now
has the ability as the World’s third largest economy to transfer wealth in greater volumes,
21
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and it is doing so. In November of 2009 China announced $10 billion in aid to Africa
over three years, twice its 2006 commitment.22 In a startling 2007 opinion piece in The
New York Times, international affairs commentator Moises Naim argued that
nontraditional state actors were undermining traditional norms of aid distribution. “In
recent years, wealthy non-democratic regimes have begun to undermine development
policy through their own activist aid programs,” argued Naim. “Call it rogue aid. It is
development assistance that is non-democratic in origin and nontransparent in practice,
and its effect is typically to stifle real progress while hurting ordinary citizens.”23
Chinese aid, he said, was driven by “money, international politics and access to raw
materials.”24 He also cites Venezuela’s efforts to utilize its oil-derived wealth to recruit
allies in the Western Hemisphere. Naim likens these foreign aid policies to those which
prevailed during the Cold War, with both the US and Soviet Union eagerly willing to
lavish funds on dictatorial regimes in the global south without much expectation for
results.
The emergence of these donors raises interesting questions for my thesis. How
well will non-traditional state donors assimilate to the global public health regime’s
accepted norms and standards? Where and how will they utilize their comparative
advantages in the specialization process? Will they adhere to traditional norms
associating global health with individual human rights? Or, equally interesting, will they
alter, modify or completely overturn accepted understandings of international aid? Much
22
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of the emergent norms of international development that I have explored here are
arguably rooted in northern interests and values that might be less germane to the
southern powers. How the emergence of nontraditional state donors affects the larger
regime will be a fascinating avenue for research in the near future. This project offers
some conjectures: Greater regime density, we have seen, encourages specialization
among existing actors due to increased competition. It would not be surprising if the
presence of new donors pressured today’s leading figures to further define specialized
roles and increase their value-added. Additionally, we may expect emerging donors,
especially China, India, Brazil and Venezuela, to export their myriad domestic
innovations in poverty relief. These countries, after all, remain mired in many of the
same challenges facing Africa and South Asia, and themselves contain a substantial
portion of the world’s poor. It is likely that they will see their own methods of delivering
health-related services under these conditions as transferable.
A cursory look at current events reported in the popular press suggests reasons for
Naim’s worries. Particularly disturbing in recent years has been China’s support of
Sudan while the Sudanese government embarked on extermination raids in Darfur, as
well as China’s support for Zimbabwe. International relations scholarship is beginning to
address this issue. Ngaire Woods offers a more nuanced picture of what has been dubbed
“toxic aid” by Naim:
The world of development assistance is being shaken by the power shift
occurring across the global economy. Emerging economies are quietly
beginning to change the rules of game. China, the United Arab Emirates,
Saudi Arabia, Korea, Venezuela, India, Kuwait and Brazil, among others,
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have been increasing their aid to poorer countries. They are giving aid on
terms of their choosing.25
Woods’s contends that “the available evidence does not fully bear out these anxieties.”26
There are positive developments in Africa associated with closer relations between it and
China, including strong economic growth, an improved public sector and increased
trading. The apparent proclivities of nontraditional donors for low-grade aid with little
conditionality do in fact present challenges. However Woods argues that it is
deficiencies with the traditional aid regime that makes new donors more attractive for
recipients. OECD donors have not kept up pledges to produce dramatically increased aid
with less conditionality.
The record for Western donors—most particularly the US, World Bank and
IMF—is fiercely criticized in the global south for the counterproductive effects of some
imposed policies of conditionality.27 It is not surprising given this historical context that
low income countries may seek alternatives to traditional avenues of development
assistance. This is not a brand new trend among donors. Lebovic’s found that “donor
positioning” was an important factor in patterns of aid. Donors may increase aid toward
clients in order to effectively outbid rivals.28 Donors in short must “position” themselves
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favorably relative to other donors. This gives recipients a degree of leverage. As more
donors enter the arena of aid-giving, the regime further takes on the characteristics of a
regime complex.29 The rise of nontraditional donors means that recipient states will have
an increasing multitude of forums through which to seek better terms. With growing
regime density in terms of the number of competing aid channels, traditional donors will
have to more favorably position themselves relative to emerging great powers such as
China. This will make even enlightened conditionality more difficult to impose in the
future, although, more positively, it will place a greater degree of autonomy in the hands
of recipient governments.
How specialized is too specialized? The emphasis on specific diseases instead of a
more holistic approach has spurred single issue specialization, but has arguably taken
specialization too far. This is evidenced by the growing number of single-issue agencies,
a development known as verticalization. Critics of the regime argue that the proliferation
of these agencies ultimately offsets existent drives for efficiency, threatening to create
even greater confusion in recipient countries. Single issue approaches, they say, siphon
away funds from the holistic development of improved general health systems.
Moreover the explosion of private actors in global health effectively privatizes local
health systems, discouraging direct public investments in health. The widespread
ideological conformity with the global health consensus is rooted in a neoliberal
philosophy that is skeptical of government activism.30 Yet government activism on the
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part of current recipient states is what will be required if they are to build sustainable
health systems. Eventually local systems will have to be capable of addressing health’s
holistic challenges rather than addressing single issues piecemeal, however beneficial
those efforts have been.
These fears are well-founded, though they may be somewhat allayed by positive
developments. The OECD data offer evidence of a holistic approach, particularly among
European donors which tend to specialize in health infrastructure development. Further,
the overall global outlays to public health are closer to the burden of disease in lowincome countries than many detractors argue. Donors are increasingly addressing the
worst disease burdens in the world’s most vulnerable places. It remains to be seen
whether current activity will lead to the more holistic goals of the primary care
movement, including universal access for everyone.
Are economism and specialization positive developments? No single donor has
allocations that reflect the global burden of disease, and yet the global pattern of ODA
does approximate the world’s disease patterns. Garrett and other like minded analysts
would predict that (barring serious reforms) more new funding toward global health is
likely to skew resources further from recipient needs. My framework predicts a less
pessimistic scenario in which specialization reduces overlapping tasks. More funds in the
future should generally correspond with the actual burden of disease. Recent innovations
in surveying the global burden of disease arose out of desire by the World Bank, the
WHO and National Institutes of Health to better pinpoint areas of need. New methods to
calculate the global burden of disease should enable the regime to monitor and assess the
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performance of its members. Such methods, shown in the 2006 DCPP, have been
available only in the last decade or so.
This is at odds with the mostly pessimistic predictions implicit in a wide body of
critical literature. This literature characterizes the regime as suffering from prevailing
inefficiencies and overlap among actors. By comparison this dissertation’s arguments
may be viewed as overly optimistic. First I should reiterate that I do not disregard the
regime’s coordination problems. Indeed much public health activity is inefficient and
unwieldy. What this project does is identify a pattern of behavior that can function as a
countervailing force against the regime’s coordination problems. Much of this I should
add is propelled by domestic lobbying and (often harmful) turf battles between agencies,
not the wisdom of powerful officials. More importantly, my framework presents a
different set of problems within the regime that the development community would do
well to address.
The current push for increased efficiency is driven largely by economists rather
than medical personnel. As a result it risks focusing on low cost measures in lieu of large
scale interventions that might be necessary. The reframing of health as a development
issue risks ripping the concept of health away from its biomedical and human rights
origins, and toward the World Bank’s notion of growth at all costs. The current
approaches to health focus more on the positive externalities of optimal health—
enhanced productivity, reduced drag on growth—than on health itself. Further,
organizations willing to take strong stands on global health risk losing their radical edge
in the face of ideological conformity. The WHO’s evident agreement with the World
Bank’s economic rhetoric, for example, risks undermining its previous, more radical
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public health stances. It has arguably lost much of its willingness to confront powerful
states and multinational corporations who push anti-health policies. It also appears
willing to accept a less grand vision of public health. The impetus for “low cost
interventions” as a factor in producing economic growth is at odds with the WHO’s old
mantra of “health for all,” which emphasized the need for broader government
interventions in public health, and for grassroots action.
As argued above, the principle that health is the responsibility of the state is
getting short shrift in the neoliberal context of the global health regime’s expansion. So
while powerful actors in the regime may be more willing and able to address the burden
of disease, they may not at all be doing so in a way that promises the long term, stable
infrastructure that government provides. Contrary to the charges of a disjointed, disperse
regime, I argue that there is a dominant global health consensus in which too much
agreement could be a problem. More radical advocates for government involvement in
health (those voices that had previously been allowed hearing in multilateral agencies)
and voices of the global south may be alienated from global health governance. In this
sense the regime is less democratic, with well meaning but ideologically narrow voices
such as Gates Foundation carrying disproportionate pull. To understand the patterns of
ideological convergence and the process of specialization is to better understand these
challenges facing the regime.
6.3 Conclusion
We see a global health regime at the beginning of the young century that has
changed greatly. The transition out of the Cold War was a watershed moment, during
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which the regime began to operate according to new normative logics. The foreign
policy model, led by McKinlay and Little, argued correctly during the Cold War that
interstate competition helped define the purpose of international aid.31 After the collapse
of competition between the West and the Soviet Bloc, the purpose for aid gradually
changed. Donors viewed aid as a mechanism for global growth, particularly in lagging
regions. Notions of economic growth, as we have seen, became intertwined with the
health of the population in these places.
Robert Hecht and Raj Shah argue that “the share of overall assistance going to
health will likely continue its recent rise, given the current political focus on the global
AIDS pandemic and the growing awareness of the challenges and opportunities
associated with the MDG’s for maternal and child health and communicable diseases.”32
I agree with their assessment that global health will remain essential to the development
agenda. It is also likely that the global aid renaissance from traditional donors will
continue, even as new actors become more heavily involved in global development.
I have focused on states, multilateral organizations and NGOs. This is because, as I have
argued, there are major empirical developments occurring among these actors concerning
global health that cannot be ignored.
Also their use of international aid is increasing, not flagging. The OECD recently
reported a record year for development assistance in 2008. However these actors and the
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regime that they have constructed are by no means the only important goings-on in global
health. As the previous subsection alludes, the world’s balance of power is entering a
peculiar state. It is entirely feasible that by mid-century the world’s greatest powers in
terms of economic size and strength may not be the countries with the highest standards
of living. While China, Brazil and India are poised to join or perhaps surpass the existing
club of great powers, they are nowhere close to the traditional Northern donors in terms
of health enjoyed domestically. Nor are they likely to reach the north’s status on these
terms in the near future. Their expertise gained while battling domestic poverty
challenges offers an important perspective in global development, and potentially
important new specializations.
On the other side of south-to-south cooperation is of course recipient countries—
low income regions lacking both economic development and extraordinary world power.
These countries, after a generally slow start, have mobilized considerably in the 2000s by
aggressively expanding domestic health programs. While still vulnerable to foreign
influence, there is also the chance that increased regime density will give them a larger
market to “forum shop” for the most advantageous transactions. This potential seems to
be lamented by Naim and other critics who worry over the potential decline in aid
conditionality. True, gratuitously distributed aid has obvious dangers. However the
overuse of conditionality poses dangers as well. After all it is the locals that are most
knowledgeable about their own needs.
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